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ABSTRACT

The thesis, submitted for examination for a Doctorate of Philosophy by publication,

examines the intersection of class, religion and gender in the history of Catholic girls'

convent schooling in South Australia from 1880-2000.

The thesis canvasses nine refereed studies in local, national and international

publications. The research has been directed at a wide range of audiences, primarily

academic colleagues and tertiary students, but also the broader educational community,

including teachers, parents and secondary school students. As the published papers are

presented, I have charted my intellectual journey since 1997 in the history of

education.

The studies highlight and investigate silences in the history of education in Australia,

particularly the history of Catholic girls' convent schooling, the paradoxical roles of

their female religious teachers, student voices from and about their classroom

experience, and the history of religious and educational change in these schools up to

and including the second half of the twentieth century.

In addition to these areas of original scholarship, the thesis is valuable as a history in

itself. It describes the expanding literature, diverse methodological tools, and

interdisciplinary approaches used by historians over the last decade. Taken together,

the research also highlights the emerging influence over the last forty years of different

theoretical frameworks in historical analysis. As such, the thesis has provided several

valuable contributions to scholarship in the history of education.

The conclusion reflects on the tensions involved in this unique retrospective form of

analysis of past research. It also posits directions for future research highlighting

further unexplored topics and themes worthy of examination. Thus the excitement and

frustration in the historian's craft is shown in its lure to continually tempt and tantalise.
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CHAPTER 1

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE PUBLICATIONS

Research in Catholic Education: The Challenges

ln 1992 Harold Silver, highlighted silences in the history of education in the United

States and Great Britain, particularly the lack of research in educational policy

relating to disability, to the poor, and to the education of Catholics.t Concerning the

latter, Silver argues that in the United States, despite some work in the field, it does

not add up 'to a serious, widespread historical commitment to bringing the parochial

school, the Catholic, the Christian, the religious experience into the canon of

educational history'.2

He argues further that in Britain the lack of research on the education of Catholics has

been due to the preoccupation with the state and with the social class basis of

educational differences. As a result, 'The experience of Catholic schooling in the

twentieth century has been seen as largely irrelevant to such a focus'. In addition, he

proposes that 'in neither Britain nor the United States has the experience of religion

and schooling been brought into any central position in the history of education'.3

Fufthermore, Silver suggests that whilst educational history canvasses the educational

system as such with its institutions and schools, it does not extend to a history of those

engaged in the process, namely the student in the classroom. Generally, the dominant

emphasis 'has obscured any historical picture of what it has meant . .. to be a student' .a

My publications that are submitted for fulfilment of the Ph.D degree requirements,

reveal my response to several of these challenges, particularly the schooling of

Catholics and a focus on life in their classrooms.

I Harold Silver, Knowing and not Knowing in the History of Education', History of Education, Yol.2I,
No.1, 1992, pp.97-108

'ibid. p.roz
'tbid. p.ro3
a ibid. p.ro4
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In establishing a context for my research, I set out in the following chapters, details

about my investigations of the schooling of Catholic girls. This initial chapter has

stated the challenges I perceived in my particular field as an historian of education,

and summarises my responses to them. In the second chapter I present a review of the

literature related to the history of Catholic schooling. The following chapters relate to

my own publications. Those chapters are structured to include a contextual statement,

which examines the particular publication in terms of the scope of the study, linkages

to the existing literature, and the methodologies I have used in my research. Each

statement sets up a dialogue between my work and that of others. The relevant

publication follows and is incorporated into the chapter. Chapters three to ten thus

review in detail my emerging scholarship, as it is revealed in the publications. The

final chapter highlights my specific contributions to the history of education, and

explores the directions that I envisage for my further intellectual journey.

Research in Catholic Education: My Responses

My publications have been included in local, national and international refereed

journals, history texts and a school history. The research has been directed to diverse

audiences, in the main academic historians and tertiary students of history, but also

educators, both school principals and classroom teachers. In addition, both present

students and former scholars of the schools, and their parents, have been included as

potential audiences of several of the publications. This diversity of audience can be

seen as one of the strengths of my research, as it has enabled the history of education

to be made available beyond the walls of tertiary institutions, and easily accessible to

many in the wider community.

Scope

My research has initiated study in unexplored areas. Until the 1990s in Australia, there

was little research in the history of Catholic Education, and even less in the history of

Catholic girls' schooling. I have addressed this omission by studying Catholic girls'

schooling specifically in South Australia's history in the 19th and 20th centuries. Three

of the oldest Catholic girls' schools have formed the basis of my scholarship:

St.Aloyius College founded in 1880 by Argentinean and kish Sisters of Mercy in

Angas Street in the heart oi the city of Adelaide; St. Dominic's Priory College

2



established by English Dominican Sisters in 1883, in nearby North Adelaide, catering

for the small emerging community of merchants and well to do; and finally Cabra

Dominican Convent, established by kish Dominican Sisters in 1888, in suburban

Cumberland Park.

Initially, the historical context of the South Australian setting of the period 1880-1925

was described in my Master's thesis.s In addition, the varied historical origins,

charism, and early development of these specific communities and their schools were

canvassed. This Master's thesis provided the foundations for my future studies.

Since 1992 the scope of my research has developed dramatically. I have extended my

period of historical study from 1925 to 2000. In two chapters of a school history,6 the

twentieth century is canvassed. One of my biographies focuses on the life of a present

principal, again with the main focus on educational developments in the 1970-1990s.7

It has not only been in terms of historical period that my work has developed. Several

themes have emerged in my scholarship. One of the dominant themes I developed was

the paradox apparent in the lives of the female religious teachers in these schools.

Using several examples from South Australian Catholic convents, I have

demonstrated that some of these enclosed convent women, subject to strict vows of

poverty, chastity and obedience, nevertheless demonstrated management and business

skills that were essential in the establishment and maintenance of male dominated

public institutions. In so doing, they developed life long careers in the public world of

work from within the confines of the convent walls. In such endeavours they were not

so silent.s Furthermore I have examined the leadership of these women in emerging

Catholic education in what was a frontier society. In historical terms I have labelled

5 Stephanie Burley, 'None More Anonymous? Catholic Teaching Nuns, their Secondary Schools and

Students in South Australia 1880-1925', M. Ed. thesis, University of Adelaide,1992
6 

Stephanie Burley, 'The Classroom: Challenges and Changing Curriculum', in Fay Gale (ed.), Making

Space: Women and Education at St Aloysius College 1880-2000, Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 2000,
pp.37-69;'The Staffroom: Consensus, Conflict and Contradictions', in Fay Gale (ed.), Making Spøce:

Women and Education at St Aloysius College 1880-2000, Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 2000, pp.lL-96
7 Stephanie Burley, 'sister Jillian Havey, OP. The Principal at the Priory' , lJnicorn, Vol. 23, No. 3,

December 1997, pp.1 I-7 5
8 Stephanie Burley, 'The Silent Sisterhood(s): Catholic nuns, their public work and influence for social
change in Australia, in particular South Australia, 1880-1930', in Joy Damousi, and Katherine
Ellinghaus, (eds.), Citizenship, Women, and Social Justice: International Historical Perspectives,
Melbourne: History Department University of Melbourne , 1999 , pp.27 5-289
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them 'Lost I-eaders',e lost in the male clerical histories of Catholicism. In a further

article I have demonstrated that the leaders of these communities, and also the female

religious teachers, were a powerful and pervasive influence in Catholic life.10 Another

significant theme in my scholarship has focused on the students themselves, their

religious and socio economic backgrounds, and the responses to their specific class,

religious and gendered schooling.lt These aspects have also been fully developed in

the two chapters in the school history. One further article has examined for the first

time, the immersion of students in the intense religious atmosphere of Catholic

schools, particularly those who boarded at the convents, and had the sisters in loco

parentis for lengthy periods.12 Finally, I have addressed the challenge posed by Silver

relating to the absence of analysis of student experience in the classroom. My chapter

differentiates clearly between what was supposed to be taught, and what in fact

students perceived they learnt. It is original in adopting such an analysis, and in the

combination of methodologies I used.

Methodologies

Another significant development in my scholarship has been in the area of

methodology. Initially like most historians, all my data was drawn from traditional

historical sources, namely written evidence. There is an abundance of traditional

written material in diocesan, school and convent archives and I have used these

sources extensively. Despite the celebratory tones of much of the material, it does

provide the goals and philosophy of the particular religious order and its school. Taken

together, these sources are prescriptive and provide the rhetoric that was used to

describe the schools' aims, curriculum, spirituality, student body and teaching staff. In

my later articles, I have recognised the importance of other sources, particularly

written reminiscences and oral history, in that they supply the description of students'

perceived reality of daily school life. Oral history provides the voices of students

e Stephanie Burley, 'Lost Leaders from the Convent and the Classroom 1880-1925', in J. McMahon, H.
Neidhart, J. Chapman (eds.), Leading the Catholic School, Victoria: Spectrum, 1997 ,pp.49-61
r0 Stephanie Burley, 'Past Principals: 'The public pervasive presence of powerful women in the church

in South Australia, 1880-1925', in John Coolahan, Richard Aldrich, Frank Simon, (eds.), Paedagogia

Historica: International Journal of the history of education, Supplementary Series Vol.S, Faiths and
E d u c at io n : H is t o r ic al an d C omp ar ativ e P er s p e c tiv e s, 1999, pp.339 -3 52
rr Stephanie Burley, 'Entrenched or Emancipated? Responses to Catholic Girls' Secondary Schooling,
South Australia 1880-1930' , Journal of the Historical Society of South Australia, Yo1.26,1998, pp.69-
74
12 Stephanie Burley, 'Resurrecting the Religious Experiences of Catholic Girls' Schooling in South
Australia in the 1920s' , Education Research and Perspectives, Yol.28, No.1, 2001, pp.25-44
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which until very recently have been omitted in analyses of school life. I have used this

form of evidence extensively in my analysis of classroom experiences. I have

recognised the potential use of visual evidence in the form of photographs, in verifying

or in cross-referencing of other material. It is this combination of evidence that I have

increasingly attempted to incorporate into my scholarship. Therefore in several ways

my research has been original and broken new ground in the history of education.

Theoretical O rientations

In my work I have not adopted one theoretical orientation. Instead, my publications

reflect the dominance of different theoretical schools, fashions and movements as they

have replaced each other in rather quick succession in the last thirty years. Initially the

revisionist historians of the 1970s and 1980s,t' those closely associated with the new

social history, influenced very broadly -y historical narrative, descriptions and

analysis. Their focus was on class, as they criticised the hegemonic Whig tradition in

the history of schooling, and focussed on the less powerful, and the previously hidden.

Given that I was studying the specific silences of Catholics and students in the history

of education, the approach that the revisionists adopted was initially attractive. They

used theories of reproduction, resistance, and latterly negotiation and accommodation

in their investigations. It appeared that religion was being ignored in the history of

education at this time, yet I was sure that these forms of analysis could be used in a

discussion of the role of religion in schooling.

Further challenges to the Whig tradition emerged from the impact of feminism and

women's history. The latter was to rescue important behaviour of women,la while

feminism developed theories to explain how and why historical patterns we.e so.t5 My

work was to reflect both these perspectives, rescuing Catholic female religious teachers,

but using theory of 'agency' to show the real effect they had on themselves and other

people's lives. Influenced by such theoretical orientations,l6 there appeared little doubt

tt For example Ian Davey, Pavla Miller and Malcolm Vick in South Australia, and Bowles and Gintis,
Micheal Katz, and Michael Apple from overseas
to Helen Jones, Nothing Seemed Impossible: Women's Education and Social Change in South Australia
I 87 5 - I 9 I 5, St. Lucia, Queensland: University of Queensland Press, 1985
tt Alison Mackinnon, One Step on the Ladder: Origins and Outcomes of Girts' Secondary Schooling in
South Australla, St. Lucia, Queensland: University of Queensland Press, 1984
t6 Annette Kuhn and Annemarie Wolpe, (eds.), Feminism and Materialism, London: Routledge and

Kegan Paul, 1978;R. Deem, Women and Schooling, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980; Deem
(ed.), Schooling for Women's Work,London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980; M. Arnot., 'Schooling

5



that there \¡/as a strong tendency in Catholic girls' schools to reproduce ideological

formations, in particular gender and religious ones. However I was uneasy about

adopting such conceptual orientations to provide a complete explanation of girls'

Catholic schooling. In addition I was attracted by the work of Anyon, 17 which indicates

a more complex process of accommodation and resistance in school settings. I was able

to apply such notions of negotiation to the teachers and students that I was analysing.

The use of these developing theoretical orientations will become apparent when I

discuss the research in detail.

I have adopted the theories of post structuralists to a lesser extent. They provide,

however, another analytical device where it is possible to describe the approach to

girls' schooling as contradictory discourses, that girls had to negotiate, thus giving them

a greatt sense of agency. These theorists have helped my understanding of

subjectivities and multiple identities, expressing them as 'the non unitary nature of

self'.r8 Contradictory private and public roles of female religious can be analysed in

these terms, as can their students' responses to their schooling.

By 2003, revisionism in its previous forms has peaked, feminism is fragmented, and

post modernism and post-structuralism have passed their high point. At various

instances linkages with these varied theories have been useful in my research. They

have been insightful but never dominant. Instead, I have attempted to connect my

research to what I have considered to be the major research studies at particular

moments. In the following chapter, I present a review of relevant and related literature,

that has informed my own investigations.

and the Reproduction of Class and Gender Relations', in L.Barton et al. (eds.), Schooling, Ideology and
the Curriculu¡ø, Barcombe, Lewes: Falmer Press 1980, pp.29-49
tt 

Jean Anyon, 'Intersections of Gender and Class: Accommodation and Resistance by Working Class
and Affluent Females to Contradictory Sex Role Ideologies', in S. Walker and L.Barton, Gender Class
and Education, Lewes, Sussex: Falmer Press, 1983, pp. 19-39
18 \Vendy Holloway, 'Gender Difference and the introduction of subjectivity', in J.Henriques,
W.Holloway, C.Urwin, C.Venn, V.Walkerdene (eds.), Changing the Subject, New York: Methuen,
1984,pp.227-263
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review for a Ph.D. by publication, has, by its retrospective nature, been

used very differently from a traditional Ph.D. literature review, which would use the

total available for the intended research. My early publications only reflect the

obvious earlier work that was available, whilst some publications were written in

isolation, as national and international literature was to emerge later, or was being

written concurrently with my own research. Much of the later scholarship is

challenging me in my current endeavours and future publications.

Accordingly this literature review is also an historical description and analysis in

itself, canvassing as it does the emergence and development of research in various

related fields, and in diverse genres. Religious and educational histories, feminist

studies, and school histories, have been integrated into, and informed my research.

These genres have included local, national and international historians.

Religious History

There have been several indications in the last two decades that the social significance

of religion is being reconsidered by historians. In the sub-discipline of Australian

religious history, there has been an increase in research, detailed in two

comprehensive recent reviews.l These reviews have aimed to reflect 'the most

scholarly work written in the last twenty years', rather than presenting 'a long tail of

undistinguished, uncritical, and hagiographical writing'.2 The reviews canvas current

research, highlighting the inclusion of a religious dimension in the writing of secular

history, so essential in the study of cultural history. The first review focuses on

religions other than Christianity, including Aboriginal religions, Judaism, and the very

few existing Australian studies of Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism. The second covers

I Hilary Carey et al, 'Australian Religion Review, 1980-2000, Part l: Surveys, Bibliographies and

Religious Other Than Christianity', Journal of Religious History,Yol.24, No. 3, 2000, pp.296-313;and
Hilary Carey et al, 'Australian Religion Review, 1980-2000, Pafi2: Christian Denominations' , Journal
of Religious History, Y ol. 25, No. 1, 200 1, pp.56-82
2 ibid. p.297
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the Christian denominations: Anglicanism, Catholicism, Non-Anglican Protestantism,

and Orthodoxy. The two reviews also highlight the changed directions of religious

history itself as it moves towards including questions relating to gender, race and

minority groups particularly migrants. Such changes in general religious historical

scholarship have also a place in the analysis of Australian Catholic schooling.

Catholic Histories

Initially histories of Catholicism were highly clerical,3 but in the past two decades

several academics have contributed lively general, cultural and social histories.a Such

work has been of significant use in helping to establish the central religious themes

and developments so important in my area of research. Class and gender relations,

politics and demographics, all relate to the establishment and development of Catholic

schools and the curriculum they offer. Several of these texts alert the historian of

Catholic education to the influence of race, conflict, division, age relations and

changing spirituality. Also useful are the articles, which highlight the developing

historiography in the area,sand the gradual appearance of Catholic religious history in

non-reli gious academic j ournals.

3 Patrick Francis Moran, The History of the Catholic Church in Australasia, Sydney: Oceanic

Publishing, n.d.; John T. McMahon, One Hundred Years: Five Great Church Leaders, Perth: Paterson's

Printing Press Ltd., 1946
o Patrick O'Farrell, The Catholic Church in Australia: a Short History, 1788-1967, Melbourne: Nelson,

1968; Deirdre and Patrick O'Farrell, (eds.), Documents in Australian Catholic History 1788-1968, 2

vols. London: G. Chapman, 1969; Patrick O'Fanell, 'Australian Catholics', Christian Affairs Bulletin,
16 Nov. I97O1,The Catholic Church and Community: Australian History, Sydney: N.S.W.University
Press, 1985; Edmund Campion, 'Irish Religion in Australia', Australasian Catholic Record, Vol.55,
No.1, 1978, pp.10-14; Rockchoppers: Growing up Catholic in Australia, Melbourne: Penguin Books,

1982; Australian Catholics, Melbourne: Penguin Books, 1988; Naomi Turner, Catholics in Australia,
Vols. I &2, Melbourne: Collins Dove, 1992; Katharine Massam, Sacred Threads: Catholic Spirituality
in Australia 1922 - 1962, Sydney: University of N.S.W. Press, 1996
5K.S. Inglis, 'Catholic Historiography in Australia', Historicql Studies, Vol. 8, No. 31, Nov. 1958,

pp.233-253; Walter Phillips, 'Australian Catholic Historiography; Some Recent Issues', Historical
Studies, Vol. 14, No.56, 1971, pp.600-611;J.D. Bollen, A.E. Cahill, Bruce Mansfield, Patrick
O'Farrell, 'Australian Religious History, 1960 - 1980', Iournal of Religious History,l980, pp.8-44;T.
P. Boland, Two Hundred Years On: Catholic History', Compass, Yo1.22,1988, pp.26-31; Bruce
Mansfield,'Thinking AboutAustralianReligiousHistory',ThelournalofReligiousHistory, Vol.15,
No.3, 1989, pp.33O-344; Patrick O'Farrell, 'The Writing of Australian Catholic History 1980 - 1990',
Australasian Catholic Record, Vol. 68, No. 2 1991, pp.131-145; 'Thirty Years On: The O'Farrell Era',
Australasian Catholic Record, Vo1.75, 1998, pp.145 -156; Carey et.al, 'Australian Religion Review 11'
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S outh Australian C atholic Histo rie s

In South Australia the histories of several religious groups have been addressed.6

Margaret Press has written two volumes describing South Australian Catholic history

from 1836- lgg2.1 The fundamental question posed in the first volume was what was

it like to be Catholic in South Australia in the last century? In response, Press

highlights the nature of the people involved, the environmental challenges they

faced, and the historical events that have led to the present. She describes it as

follows:

For South Australians, these factors have been dynamic ... the broken toil of

the small group of men and women of Anglo-Saxon-kish traditions was

shared by others who came later from Germany, Poland and Southern

Europe. From the combination of old and new, shaped by socio-economic

and geographical circumstances, which were unique in their experience,

South Australians have forged their identity. For the Church, the 'vision that

informs their latter days' comes partly from the experiences of those years.8

While there is no doubt that some work is hagiographical, it does introduce the

notion of 'greening the historical account', and insists that geographical factors were

often crucial in determining historical events. This was particularly the case in the

emergence and extension of Catholic schools. Rural South Australia often posed

different problems for the religious communities opening schools, in comparison to

their urban counterparts. Extremes of climate, distance, and natural disasters were

dominant concerns, In addition Press provides us with the chronological and detailed

development of schools throughout the colony, but there is little critical analysis or

interesting questions posed. However despite the latter, these texts have helped to

establish the local and regional contexts necessary for my study of Catholic girls'

schooling.

6 David Hilliard, & Arnold D. Hunt, 'strands in the Social Fabric: Religion' in Eric Richards (ed.),The
Flinders History of South Australia: Social History, Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 1986, pp.2l2 -213;
David Hilliard, 'Popular Religion in Australia in the 1950's: A Study of Adelaide and Brisbane' ínThe
Journal of Religious History, Vol.16, No. 2, 1988, pp.222-225
7 Margaret M. Press, From Our Broken Toil: South Australiøn Catholics 1836-1906, Adelaide:
Archdiocese of Adelaide, 1986; Colour & Shadow, South Australian Catholics 1906 - L992, Adelaide:
Archdiocese of Adelaide, 1991; 'Poor But Very Good: The South Australian Catholic Story',
Australasian Catholic Record, Vol. 68, No. 2, 1991, pp.l92-197
t Presr, From Our Broken Toil: South Australian Catholics 1836-1906, pp.7-8
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David Hilliard has written a succinct and informed account of Catholicism in South

Australia, as the first chapter of a school history.e He describes in a lively and

colourful fashion, the changing profile of South Australian Catholics. In 1880 the

41,000 Catholics, one seventh of the colony's population, were mainly kish with a

smattering of English, Scots and Germans in lower middle class or working class

occupations, of whom two thirds lived in the unfashionable western side of Adelaide.

Being 'close to the factories, workshops, hotels, brickworks and wharves where they

worked. ... the Catholic church became part of the local working class culture with its

corner pubs, gambling, football teams and branches of the Labour Putty.to By 1901

Catholics were 'thinly spread in the growing middle class suburbs...whose tree-lined

streets were the Methodist and Anglican heartlands.'11

Hilliard highlights the siege mentality that was encouraged by the clergy in the 1880-

1890s, referring to the outcome as reflecting a Catholic ghetto, and highlighting that

'at the centre of the Catholic Church's pastoral strategy was the ideal of a Catholic

education for every Catholic child'. It was for this community that female religious

orders had to cater. Orders originated in the colony, such as the Sisters of St. Joseph

of the Sacred Heart. In addition, Dominican and Mercy Sisters from keland and

England were imported to establish 'superior' schools for the wealthier students. The

establishment of Catholic schools was rapid; 'From twenty-three in 1866, the number

had grown to fifty in 1900, including thirty-four parish primary schools. These

schools taught some 5300 children, which was about eight per cent of the total

number of school enrolments'.12

In the twentieth century the profile of the South Australian Catholic was to change,

due largely to migration, industrialisation, and the results of higher education for

many Catholics, which was to accelerate their rise on the social ladder. The

proportion of Catholics in the state's population rose from thirteen per cent in 1947

e David Hilliard, ' The Catholic Church and Community in Adelaide', 1880 - 2000, in Gale (ed.),

Making Space, pp.l-2I
to ibid. pp.3-5
tt ibid. p.5
t' ibid. p.6
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to twenty per cent in 1966.13 By the end of the 1990s Catholics were the largest

religious denomination in the metropolitan area.r4 I-ed by reformist bishops,

Beovich, Gleeson and Faulkner, Hilliard asserts that the South Australian Church

was the most progressive in Australia.15 Thus:

At the end of the 1990s the Catholic Church in Adelaide is very different

from the largely kish and inward looking church of the 1880s...there is no

longer a clannish Catholic community cemented together by a strong sense of

collective identity and prepared to submit to the rules of the church. Pluralism

is the main feature of the new Catholicism.l6

Catholic schools and the leaders of the religious orders who maintain them have had

to adapt to these changes. Hilliard has alerted us to many of these political, social,

demographic and economic developments as well as the religious transformations of

the period. I have found his research extremely useful in providing the essential

background to the study of Catholic schools in the state.

My own work, which relates specifically to the roles of women in Catholic

schooling, has also been influenced significantly by investigations that have

examined women's history.

Woments History

The increasing number of publications by secular historians in the area of religion

and gender has been of special relevance for my studies. In women's history in the

late 1970s and early 1980s, there was a steady stream of work that related to religion

in women's lives, particularly the influence of religion in their drive for social reform

and their participation in philanthropic endeavours.tT Although there was minimal

t3 ibtd. p.t4
to ibid. p.2o
t5 tbid. p.r1
tu tbid. p.r4
lTAnthea Hyslop, 'Temperance, Christianity and Feminism: the Women's Christian Temperance Union
of Victoria 1887-1897', Historical Studies Vol.17, 1976-19'77,pp.27-49; Elizabeth Windshuttle, (ed.),

Women, Class and History, Melbourne: Fontana, 1980; Margaret Bevage, Worth Her Sølt, Sydney:
Hale and Iremonger, 1982; Marilyn Lake and Farley Kelly, Double Time, Melbourne: Penguin, 1985;
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representation of Catholic women in these writings, they alerted me to the possible,

but undocumented role of female Catholic religious in similar areas of service, such

as nursing, social work and particularly education.

The first Australian text to focus on women and religion was Women, Faith and

Fetes: Essays in the History of Women in the Church in Australia,ls which examined

in a series of essays, the varied roles of \ryomen within the churches, including

Catholic female religious. Beverley Kingstonle in her essay raised some very

interesting questions about the links between belief and practical reality. She asks:

What role has the lamington drive or the welfare bazaar played in the socio-

economic scene in Australia? How far have women's church activities

enabled them to find a secure place in a hostile or lonely environment? And

how far has it prevented them from realising their own potential as opposed

to that decreed by the church hierarchy? Does church work provide women

with political experience, or does it merely reinforce the traditional role of

women as 'God's police'?20

These questions could be very well asked of the Catholic female religious and as

such challenged me to pursue some of these ideas in relation to the sisters I intended

to investigate. So too did the essays by Anthea Hyslop 2r 
and Judith Smart22 about

their work on the Women's Christian Temperance Union in late nineteenth and early

twentieth century Victoria. They raised questions relating to the motivation, goals

and results of the Union, particularly as to whether religious belief and consequent

action simply reinforced the status quo for women. Such analyses unleashed a

barrage of possible questions about the nature and inspiration of Catholic schooling

for girls in a similar period: Was Catholic schooling being used to reinforce the

Jill Roe, Beyond Behef; Theosophy in Australia 1879-1939, Sydney: New South Wales University
Press, 1986
It Sabine Willis, (ed.), Women, Faith and Fetes: Essays in the History of Women in the Church in
Australia, Melbourne, Dove Communications, 1977
le Beverley Kingston, 'Faith and Fetes: Women and the history of the Churches in Australia', in Willis,
(ed.), Women, Faith and Fetes, pp.20-29

'0 lvillir, 'Introduction', in Willis, (ed.), Women, Faith and Fetes, p.I3
21 Hyslop, 'Christian Temperance and Social Reform: The Women's Christian Temperance Union of
Victoria, 1887-1912, in Willis, (ed.), Women, Faith and Fetes, pp.43-63
22 Judith Smart, 'The Panacea of Prohibition: The Reaction of the Women's Christian Temperance

Union of Victoria to the Great War', in Willis, (ed.), Women, Føith and Fetes, pp.l62-194
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traditional Catholic view of women in relation to marriage and motherhood, or was it

leading to some form of liberation? What were the influences on the women teaching

in these schools? Were the sisters seriously questioning religious and social

structures or simply reforming existing ones, or even strengthening the traditional

Catholic expectations of girls? The text included several chapters on Catholic

religious women that raised further relevant questions, which I discuss in a following

section on the history of women religious.

After an apparent lull in publications, there emerged further research in the late

1980s and early 1990s. Margaret Ann Franklin edited a series of chapters, which

focused on the place of the 'feminine' in Christianity.23 In this text considerable

emphasis has been placed on the issue of female ordination in the various

denominations. She also however included two chapters relevant to Catholic female

religious, which will be reviewed in a later section dedicated to the history of female

religious. Mark Hutchinson and Edmund Campion also edited a series of essays on

the role of women in Australian Christianity, which included several relevant

chapters on female religious.2a Their text aimed to examine ' the problems associated

with the roles of men and women in churches, to fill out the number of case studies

illustrating the theories developed by scholars of religion and gender'.2s Female

examples included Hilary Carey's study of Protestant missionary wives in Australia;

Sophie McGrath's study of the role of religion in nineteenth century English and

Australian women's philanthropic endeavours; Fiona Clarke' research on Methodist

women's voluntary groups in South Australia; and Muriel Porter's examination of

the 1992 General Synod's decision on women priests. Other work at this time

described what it meant to be both an Anglican and Catholic woman.26 Janet West27

wrote a popular history, about the contribution of women to the Christian church and

the wider community, including the struggle for equality for women, both within the

23 Margaret Ann Franklin (ed.), The Force of the Feminine: Women, Men and the Church, Sydney,
Allen and Unwin, 1986
2a Mark Hutchinson, Edmund Campion (eds), Long Patient Conflict: Essays on Women and gender in
Australian Christianity, Sydney: Centre for the Study of Australian Christianity,1994

" ibid. p.5

'6 Pattícia Grimshaw, 'In pursuit of True Anglican Womanhood in Victoria, 1880-1914', Women's

Hislory Review,Yol.2, No. 3, 1993, pp.33I-47; Katharine Massam, 'Transcending the Body: Gender,
Sexuality and Holiness in Australian Catholicism', in P.Hetherington, and P. Maddern (eds.), Sexuality
and Gender in History, Western Australia: University of Western Australia Press, 1993, pp.2o2-222;
27 Janet West, Daughters of Freedom: A History of Women in the Australian Church, Sydney, Albatross
Books, 1997
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church and in society. She too included female religious women. Their existence,

and the role of the work of laywomen of many denominations, were definitely now

recognised at this initial stage, by historians writing about both women and religion.

Nevertheless in 1997 Anne O'Brien alerted historians to the lack of interest

specifically by feminist historians in the role of religion in Australian women's

lives.28 However, as if in immediate response to this charge, in 1998 two special

editions of journals written by academic feminist historians focussed on women,

religion and citizenship, and on the place of religion in historical analysis.2e These

editions demonstrated that work had begun in the field. The authors described the

place of religion in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the broader social

context. According to them:

This was a period of turmoil within many Christian churches, buffeted inside

and out by currents which reflected in part the advances of new knowledges-

geology, evolutionary theory, archaeology, biblical scholarship-and the

institutionalisation and cultural legitimation of these in changes to

educational curricula, the reorganisation of the professions and universities,

and the emergence of the 'expert'. It was also a period which saw great

change in the shaping of gender roles, identities and hierarchies, aspects of

social organisation in which the churches and religious belief systems

continued to play a significant putt.'o

In addition they summarised what had become apparent in some of my research and

that of others, namely that there had been 'limited recognition of how religious belief

may have informed women's views of the world, and their social and political

activism'.3l Such interest by feminist historians of philanthropy in the religious

28 Anne O'Brien, 'Sins of Omission? Women in the History of Australian Religion and Religion in the
Historyof AustralianWomen: aReplytoRogerThompson', AustralianHistoricalStudies, No. 108,

1997 , p.I32
2eMargarctAllen, Sandra Stanley Holton and Alison Mackinnon (eds.) 'Theme One Articles: Women,
Religion and Citizenship: Intersections', Australian Feminist Studies, Vol.13, No. 28, 1998, pp.195-281;
Sandra Stanley Holton, Alison Mackinnon, Margaret Allen (eds.), Special Issue: 'Between Rationality
and Revelation: Women, Faith and Public Roles in the Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries', Women's

History Review, Vol.7, No.2, 1998, pp.l63-259
30 Holton et al, 'Between Rationality and Revelation', p.163
tt Allen et al, 'Theme One Articles: Women, Religion and Citizenship: Intersections', p.195
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dimension, confirmed some of my own findings, that 'religious conviction may at

times prompt women to defy male authority, or support, on grounds of religious

conscience or spiritual leadings, a claim to legitimacy for unconventional,

challenging and transgressive behaviours'.3' Thir evolving scholarship affirmed the

directions of my own research, and encouraged me to continue and extend my

existing investigations of Catholic female religious women and their schools.

Australian Historiography of Women Religious

As mentioned earlier, Australian Catholic Church histories have tended not to examine

female religious teachers, as these texts have been in the main patriarchal and

episcopal, and as such religious sisters have been generally ignored. Use has not been

made of convent archives, but rather diocesan material, resulting in very male

dominated clerical histories. These oversights challenged me at the outset of my

intellectual journey, and so the emerging literature in the field of female religious

history was highly relevant, and at times provocatlve.

Initial Studies: 1977 -1987

The first complete text to focus on Australian women and religion,33 was published in

1977, and in a series of essays examined the varied roles of women within the

churches, including Catholic female religious. Frances O'Donoghue3a writes at length

about the four main challenges facing Mother Vincent Whitty, the leader of the first

group of Mercy sisters to establish themselves in Queensland. According to

O'Donoghue, Mother Vincent found her individuality and freedom hampered by

'government domination of education, the vastness and isolation of pioneering

Queensland, Episcopal control, and the threat to the Mercy ideal within her own

religious community'.'s She was to reject government sponsorship, and in so doing

made an independent start, receiving no salaries or subsidies for her school, well

before the Education Acts of the 1870s. Issues pertaining to power relations were

3' tbid. p.t95
33 Willis, (ed), Women, Faith and Fetes
3o Frances O'Donoghue, 'They Never Marry: The Life of Mother Vincent Whitty', in Willis, (ed.),

Women, Faith and Fetes: pp.29-43

" ibid. pp.r33-134
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raised especially between the convent superior and the bishop, in this case Bishop

James Quinn who sought a degree of control over her community which she deemed

unconstitutional. For this he demoted her. She is described as having a careeÍ, a

concept I was to develop in my own research. In addition, I was to investigate

questions relating to submission, clerical control and forms of resistance.

In the same text, Maureen Purcell36 explored similar issues, highlighting the

conservative nature of the church, in which individuality, taking risks, and change

were anathema. Catholics were to be protected from the pernicious evils of the outside

pluralist society. In this endeavour, Purcell argues that Dominican sisters in Maitland

were 'to act as the sheep-dogs, though not as the shepherds, and to do so diligently, in

obedience to Episcopal policy and directives'.37 She also highlights the forces, which

ensured this outcome, particularly society's expectations, the sisters' lack of

theological awareness, and most importantly an inherent belief in the appropriateness

of this position of submission. Purcell's analysis led me to question, in my own

research, the degree to which submission was a coÍrmon reaction to ecclesiastical

authority by female religious, and whether in fact public submission may have been a

mask for private resistance through their relations with their own students. I was to

pose questions that would explore a more complex response involving contradictions

and the possible diversity of responses by women religious to the patriarchal authority

of the Church. Apart from this text, research focussing on the reactions of female

religious to clerical patriarchy was not to reappear in published form until ten years

later.

There was not, however, a vacuum in the scholarship. Insiders, members of religious

orders, were undertaking private research,38 and in the 1980s there was significant

encouragement by religious orders for their members to engage in higher degree work.

3u Marrreen Purcell, 'The Original Sin-Submission as Survivial: Women Religious in the Early Maitland
Diocese, in Willis, (ed.), Wonten, Faith and Fetes: pp.l94-2lo
3' ibid. p.zos

" M. R. MacGinley, Foundations of Australian Congregations of Religious Women, Sydney: Major
Religious Superiors, 1919;M. O'Sullivan and Pauline Fitzwalter, Congregations of Religious Women in

Australia, Sydney: Major Religious Superiors, L979; M. R. MacGinley, Relationships Betvveen

Religious Orders and the Hierarchy in Australia, Sydney: Major Religious Superiors, 1979; M. R.
MacGinley, Roads to Sion: Presentation Sisters in Australia 1886-1980, Brisbane: Presentation

Convent, 1983
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Several theses resulted.3e They were meticulously documented, and canvassed the

descriptive aspects of the origins, charism, and development of the public work of

specific orders. In the main there was little attempt to analyse conflict or contradictions

in the spiritual and temporal lives of the sisters.

Later Studies: t987 -2001

In this period research in the history of female religious in Australia increased rapidly,

and several historians have contributed significantly. Most have been insiders, but

there is a growing number of outsiders, lay historians, undertaking studies in the

history of female religious and their public works. In 1987 two chapters were

published, one on the role of the church in the education of girls and women,40 and

another on the feminisation of structures in religious orders.41 The work of a number of

the major contributors is reviewed in this section. In particular I have related the

research by Byrne, Mclay, McGrath, and West and MacGinley.

Eileen Byrne

In the first chapter Byrne highlighted the very areathat had been perceived as a silence

in the history of education. In describing her chapter she says, 'Nor will readers find

here an Australian account, since much of the necessary research remains to be done

which will enlighten the history of education of women in this country'.42 This

strengthened my pulpose and gave it further direction. She offered a succinct and

enlightening view of the topic in early Christian times, the medieval period, the

Renaissance and Reformation influences, and the post industrial period. She

concentrated on the issues relating to church attitudes to female schooling, access, and

3n M. Kavanagh, 'The Educational Work of the Presentation Sisters in Victoria 1873-1960', M.Ed.
Thesis, University of Melbourne, l99O; Helen Northey, 'Living the Truth: The Dominican Sisters in
South Australia 1868-1958', Ph.D. Thesis, Flinders University, 1996; Margaret O'Sullivan, 'Some

Implications of the 1846, 1841 , and 1859 Conflicts between the Sisters of Charity and the Sydney
Catholic Hierarchy', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Sydney, 1993; Janice M.Tranter, 'Foundations: the
Forces at Work in the Foundation of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Lochinvar 1883-1913', M.Ed. Thesis,
University of Newcastle, 1988
a0 Eil"en Byrne, 'The Role of the Church in the Education of Girls and lVomen', in Franklin (ed.), The

Force of the Feminine, pp.10-28
ar Anne Mclay, 'The Feminisation of Structures in Religious Orders', in Franklin (ed.), The Force of
the F eminine, pp.l49 -164
o'Byrne, 'The Role of the Church in the Education of Girls and Women', p.11
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comparison of provision with their male siblings. As, such this was useful background

material for the development of my work.

Anne McLay

Mclay wrote the second chapter and posits that 'religious women escaped in some

ways from male dominance... as convents were established, nuns were able to win

great freedom from the clerical male establishments and to create a rich feminine

culture'.43 konically, at the same time they could participate in the male, public

worþlace unlike their lay counterparts. Another irony was that they were to adopt

patriarchal structures for their own conilnunities, incorporating regulations, control,

discipline and domination. Questions of power relations within these groups became

another possibility for research. In addition, Mclay voiced what I suspected, namely

that there was more freedom for female religious, for example, to pursue a career

unhindered by domestic responsibilities. Such a claim had not appeared before. She

also refers to the refusals of Mary McKillop and Mother Vincent Whitty to be

subordinate to episcopal authority albeit that their refusals took different forms. She

does admit that they were rare examples. I was to find more.

Anne Mclay was to be more prolific in the 1990s, writing two very detailed texts

focussing on the Sisters of Mercy firstly in Western Australia, and secondly in South

Australia. oo Wo*r, Out of Their Sphere is a narrative outlining the people, places and

institutions that influenced the establishment and continuance of the sisters and their

ministries in the west, in the context of Australian society and the Catholic Church.

The title emanates from a cleric who accused these sisters of going 'out of their sphere'

when they had purchased a house for young Aboriginal girls without consulting the

appropriate male advisor. Mclay raises other questions pertaining to the proper sphere

for women and in particular religious women. What was it? How far were they

prepared to go beyond the bounds of the proper sphere? Were these 'virgin brides' on

an unreal pedestal? To respond to these questions, Mclay incorporated feminist

theory, and an interdisciplinary approach incorporating elements of sociology,

o' McLay,'The Feminisation of Structures', p. 150

'o Anne Mcl-ay, Women Out of their Sphere: A History of the Sisters of Mercy in Western Australia,
Perth: Vanguard Press, L992; Women on the Move: Mercy's Triple Spiral: A History of the Adelaide
Sisters of Mercy: Ireland to Argentina 1856-1880 to South Australia 1880, Adelaide: Sisters of Mercy,
1996
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psychology and theology. She also used oral history, a relatively new approach.

Ultimately, she believed that while these women had a very definite and specific

private sphere, they were not limited to this domestic arena, but in fact were extremely

active in the public world and refused to be victimised by a domineering church. Much

of this corroborated my own findings, and in so doing gave impetus for further

comparisons not only nationally but also internationally.

Mclay's most recent publication, in 1996, focussed on the South Australian Mercies.

It was very relevant to my scholarship, as this \¡/as one of the groups on which a

considerable number of my publications had been based. Mclay's research questions

fell into three categories: 'questions concerning the liberation of women, in education,

in internal organisation, and in relation to the church, especially; questions of power,

as in authority and leadership, community and friendship; and thirdly, questions

concerning the nature of Mercy and the nature of God'.45 I was particularly interested

in the first two areas, as they overlapped with my areas of research as defined in

Chapter 1. Mclay was to refer often to my scholarship. Our work was complimentary.

Much of the material was familiar, but what was new was Mclay's main argument,

that among the Australian Mercies, the Adelaide Mercies were more progressive, more

flexible than other Australian communities. She proceeded to find reasons for it,

including the progressive history of South Australia, the perception by the local church

that they were leaders of Australian Catholicism, but more significantly the sisters'

exotic origins in Argentina had set them apart to begin with. Their pre history,

involving a preparedness to be different, creative and flexible was built into the group

psyche. According to Mcl-ay, their early history in South Australia showed 'an ability

to take risks, a reluctance to be limited by present structures, a refusal to compromise

their principles and ideals'.a6 In the twentieth century these sisters moved quickly to

respond to the opportunities for reform encouraged by Vatican Two. From this

research I gained detailed insights into the spiritual aspects of community life, and a

more complete account of their history. I also gleaned the potential for some further

analysis as to why some students from their school would in turn be leaders in the

secular world.

o5 ibid. p.xxiii
ou ldcLay, Women on the Move, p.xxli
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McGrath

McGraths' thesis was published in lggg.41 McGrath in writing the history of the

Parramatta Sisters of Mercy, addressed the challenge posed by Edmund Campion, who

believed that 'nuns...made the religion of the kish what it was.... Yet they were the

most mysterious element in kish religion.... They have been so mythologised and

dehumanised...that they have escaped the historian's pen'.48 McGrath relates her

history to a number of diverse areas, 'Church history, the history of education, social

welfare history, cultural history, specifically in the fields of religion and music, and

women's history. It is indeed a multifaceted picture'.ae She thus alerted prospective

historians to the breadth of reference required in such a study, some of which is

replicated in this literature review.

Acknowledging herself as an insider, a member of the community to be studied, she

sees this as both an asset and a liability. Mccrath states:

I have a lived knowledge of the culture about which I was writing and could

speak'the language'. My inside knowledge helped me to form questions and

interpret answers, and I was not regarded as an inquisitive outsider but as a

sympathetic insider. On the other hand...I knew I had to live with the published

truth, as I saw it, which could be unpalatable to individuals in the group. There

is consequently the temptation to suppress that, which is unsavoury and

uncomfortable. so

Such research concerns were to a lesser extent, to become problematic in my own

research when studying individuals who were still alive. There is a discussion of these

pressures in a following chapter. McGrath interviewed forty senior sisters, and used

oral history to define patterns in the collective lived experience of the sisters.

According to O'Farrell, one of the strengths in McGrath's research is 'the exposition

of a way of life which made sense of a vocation which is, to many people strange and

obscure. McGrath has captured and conveyed something of the mysterious

a7 Sophie McGrath, These Women: Women Religious in the History of Australia: The Sisters of Mercy,

Parramatta 1888-1988, Sydney: University of NSW Press, 1989
a8 Edmund Campion, 'Irish Religious in Australia', p.8
ae ibid. p.xi
so ibid. p.x1i
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contradiction and fulfilment these women represent'.sl McGrath was not alone in

exploring the religious dimensions of such lives.52 The lay historian could easily ignore

the spiritual aspects of this lifestyle, which is essential to a thorough understanding of

the research area.

Yet another strength of McGrath's history lies in the scope of the history, as it ranges

from the foundation years of the community, to encompass the volatile years of the

1960s-1980s. McGrath also raises the question about the backlash from the clerics and

lay community, when the sisters withdrew in this period in large numbers from

Catholic schooling. She believes that the laity and church hierarchy did not understand

'the changed political and economic situation and the repression that the Mercy vision

had suffered in the name of Catholic Schooling in Australia'. 53

West and MacGinley

The history of women religious was to be given two very different interpretations in

the series of essays entitled Long Patient Conflicts4 West,ss as her title stipulated,

analysed the development of both Anglican and Catholic sisterhoods in terms of 'a

recipe for confrontation' between the patriarchal bishops and determined superiors.

Specific examples of individuals were given in the Catholic arena, Mary MacKillop,

Mother Ignatius McQuoin and Sister Alicia de Lacy. Also many examples of tensions

were described ranging from misunderstanding, interference, and passive resistance, to

escalating clashes, confrontation and outright conflict. West argues that, 'Although the

experience of women in non-Roman Catholic orders was not as dramatic or as painful

as that of many of their Catholic sisters, there was still prejudice and opposition on the

part of the Protestant hierarchy, albeit in a subtler form'.56 Specific mention was made

of the Anglican Kilburn Sisters and their difficulties with the hierarchy in Sydney in

1891, and Sister Esther, founder of the first Anglican order to originate in Australia,

who experienced significant lack of support from the Melbourne hierarchy. West gave

5' ibid. p.ix
52Naomi Turner, Which Seeds Shall Grow? Men and Women in Religious Lifu, Melbourne: Collins
Dove, 1988. Turner an outsider, examined in her research the nature of spirituality on both male and

female religious life
si ibtd. p.263
5o H.rtchinson and Campion (eds.),l,ong Patient Con/tict
55 Janet West, 'A Recipe for Confrontation: Female Religious Orders and the Male Hierarchy in
Nineteenth Century Australia', in Hutchinson and Campion (eds.), Long Patient Conflict, pp.7I-87
5u ibtd. p.BL
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reasons for these conflicts, citing power relations, acquisition of property by the sisters,

challenges to contemporary social attitudes, and the normal conflict necessary in any

institution to readjust and adapt to change. Hutchinson says of this analysis that it

'wrestles with the detail of personality and the heat of the moment-in this the structures

of gender leap much more sharply into focus, as the characters make decisions and

express their opinions in the categories open to them'.57

MacGinleyss on the other hand, offered a quite different perspective. Her discussion

focused on the ancient legal and canonical aspects and the long cultural history of

Catholicism as it pertained to authority over, or of female religious orders. She argues

that in Australia, most disputes, 'even given the factors of personal bias and prqudiced

interest, resulted from unclear demarcations, where the principals were operating out

of different and often long held, contexts of understanding'.se She differs even more

from West in recording, that 'collaboration in commonly-held apostolic objectives

marked the relationship between hierarchy and women's institutes, (her term for

religious orders) in Australia to a much greater degree than conflict'.60 These were

valuable contributions to the debates, adding the canonical ramifications, and

reminding historians of the many examples of successful collaboration between

superiors and male hierarchy.

In L997 MacGinley published the first text on the history of all the Institutes of

Women Religious in Australia.6t This provides the breadth of coverage, which had

previously been missing. It canvasses the origins of the various groups, their

foundation and development within the context of emerging Australian society, and

provides an opportunity for comparison and the study of emerging themes. Therefore

there is now an overall reference book meticulously documented and indicating areas

for further research.

tt Hutchinso.t, 'Introduction: Long Patient Struggle', in Hutchinson and Campion (eds.), Long Patient
Conflict, pp.6-7
58 MacGinley, 'Catholic Women's Religious Institutes in Australia, 1830-1940: Some Considerations',
in Hutchinson and Campion (eds.), Long Patient Conflict, pp.89-111
tn ibid. pp.103-104
uo ibtd. p.ro4
ut M. R. MacGinley, A Dynamic of Hope: Institutes of Women Religious in Australia, Sydney: Crossing

Press, 1996
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Other contributors: other genres

Paul Gardiner has written the most recent biography of Mother Mary MacKillop,62

based largely on the extensive historical findings for the Positio, (the historical

exploration of the life of a person to be canonised). It does not conceal the intrigue and

infighting amongst clerics and the hierarchy, nor MacKillop's emotional, spiritual and

physical tensions. In places, however, it does border on the emotive and celebratory, as

it focuses on what she endured. Similarly, at times the complexity of situations is not

always addressed. Nevertheless it is thorough, detailed, and well documented. The

biography has become increasingly relevant, as I have written two short biographical

studies, and currently I am exploring the life of Sister Carmel Bourke. The

biographical genre is attractive, encouraging both the narrative and the analysis.

In South Australia, Foale63 and Northey6a have contributed histories of the Josephite

and Dominican communities, which are well crafted and detailed. They are useful for

the often-needed chronological material, and provide detail for possible comparison

between the religious orders. However they have not added to the debates as outlined

so far. There have also been well-documented histories of communities in other states,

the Dominicans, the Benedictines and the Good Samaritans, which highlight their

ministries of nursing, social work as well as education.6s According to Carey, these

studies do not embrace feminist analyses, but 'gender, ethnicity, and class are usually

under consideration, and all make clear the significance of women in the forging of

Catholic identity, and in the work of schools, parishes and hospitals'.66

Finally, Anne Henderson6T is the only Australian author so far to focus her research

almost exclusively on oral history. Beginning rn 1994, she interviewed forty Sisters of

St. Joseph and has used their recollections almost exclusively to describe the sisters'

lives as both students and female religious. She thus provides some wonderful insights

62 Paul Gardiner, Mary Mackitlop: An Extraordinary Woman, Sydney: E. J. Dwyer, 1993
63 Marie Foale, The Josephite Story: The Sisters of St. Joseph, their Foundation and Earþ History,
1866-1893, Sydney: Sisters ofSt. Joseph, 1989

uo Helen Northey, 'Living the Truth: The Dominican Sisters in South Australia 1868-1958', Ph.D.

Thesis, Flinders University, 1996
6s Marilyn Kelleher, 'Compassionate Samaritans: Active Benedictine'Women in New South Wales,

1857-1877,Ph.D. Thesis, University of Sydney, 2001; Ruth Marchant James, Fields of Gold: A History
of the Dominican Sisters in Western Australia, Perth: Dominican Sisters, 1999; Margaret Walsh, Tåe

Good Sams: Sisters of the Good Samaritans 1857-1969, Melbourne: John Ganatt,2001
uu Carcy et al, 'Australian Religion Review I I', p.69
6t Ann" Henderson, Mary Møckillop's Sisters: A life Unveiled, Sydney'. Harper Collins, 1997
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of Josephite schooling in the last fifty years. In the investigation, the spiritual

dimension of their lives is revealed, as they reflect on their work and vows. Henderson

highlights yet again the absence of female religious in the general Catholic histories.

'For Catholic baby-boomers...archbishops ruled the flock. Popes handed down the

strictures (rules). And the history books recorded all these hierarchical doings to the

exclusion of almost everything else'.68 Yet according to her findings these were not the

major influences on an ordinary child in a Catholic school as he/she developed into

adulthood. Rather it was the sisters who as Henderson observes v/ere:

An oddity to outsiders, mainstream to any Catholic. Hardly a classroom was

without one. They were young and in charge, and role models for the girls who

looked up at them from the desks.... they took vows of poverty, celibacy and

obedience. They weren't part of the clergy; they hadn't and couldn't take Holy

Orders like priests. But they were career women, women in the church who had

a role, an alternative authority, belonging to a community of convent life,

which, like their clothing, separated them from everyday society.6e

These findings about female religious in the later twentieth century are very similar to

those of my research, which relates to the later nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. The paradoxes relating to the intersection of the private and public spheres

in the lives of female religious has been of long duration.

Thus there has emerged in Australia a burgeoning body of literature to which I have

been able to refer. In the past twenty years expansion of scholarly interest in the

history of Catholic women religious has developed in Australia into 'a vibrant sub

genre (of religious history) and has benefited from the methodological interest in

women's history in general'.7o Such a development has been opportune for my

research, given the almost exclusive and unique influence of female religious teachers

in Catholic girls' schools until the 1960s, and their leadership roles in education. This

evolution has been stimulated and influenced by the historiography emerging from

countries in the northern hemisphere.

u' ibid. p.l
6' ibid. p.r
to Ca.ey et al, 'Australian Religion Review 11', p.69
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International Historiography of Women Religious

The work of teaching sisters in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries can

only be understood in the 'context of women's work, educational, economic and

political opportunities, and women's own religious experiences'.71 Publication of Jo

Ann McNamara's recent general history of female religious is a long awaited text,

canvassing the overall picture across two millennia and several continents,l2 and

providing the initial background necessary for specific study. Historians in North

America and keland in particular, have begun to restore religious women not just to

church history but into educational and social history as well. Consequently, specific

and detailed studies have emerged in the last twenty years, influenced by the early

historians in the field, for example Mary J. Oates, in the USA, Marta Danylewycz in

Canada, and Martha Vicinus in Britain, who initiated study in this field. In the

following section of the chapter I review research undertaken in the United States,

Canada, keland, and England.

United States

In 1978, Elizabeth Kolme/3 provided a survey of the American literature related to the

historiography of female religious in the United States, and was later to repeat this in

Igg2.14 These two reviews alerted me to the emerging literature in the United States.

As early as 1971, Mary Ewens wrote her dissertation on the role of the nineteenth

century American nun. It was published in 1978.7s In this she concludes that initially in

the century sisters were regarded with hostility, largely because they were viewed as

they had been portrayed in European literature, which was a distorted image. The

perceptions of them were to change after they had participated in the Civil War, and

their contribution was seen at close quarters. By the end of the century there was

TrMarta Danylewycz, Taking the VeiI: An Alternative to Marriage, Motherhood and Spinsterhood in

Quebec 1840-1920, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1987,p.I59
t2Jo Ann McNamara, Catholic Nuns Through Two Mittennia, Cambridge Mass: Harvard University
Press, 1996
73 Elizabeth Kolmer, 'Catholic 'Women Religious and Women's History', in Janet Wilson James (ed.),

Women in American Religion, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1980, pp. 127-139
ta Kol-e., ''Women Religious in the United States: A Survey of Recent Literature', U.S. Catholic
Historian, Vol. 10, No. 1-2, 1991, pp.87 -92
TtMary Ewens, The Role of the Nun in 19th Century America, New York: Arno Press, 1978
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increased interest in their works and practices. In L97976 Ewens supplied the statistics

highlighting the growth of the numbers of American sisters, I,375 in 1850, 40,000 by

IgO0,11 and 180,000 by 1966.tt She then proceeded to argue that nineteenth century

female religious were in some ways the most liberated women in nineteenth century

America stating; 'They have supported themselves, owned property, received an

advanced education, and held executive positions...and been freed from the

responsibilities of marriage and motherhood'.7e Whilst this may well be true of many,

it is a generalisation, and I argue that it is not accurate in terms of all Australian female

religious of the same period.

From the 'liberating' nineteenth century Ewens moves into the twentieth century,

labelling it the time of 'Great Repression', at least up until the reforms of Vatican II

were implemented. She states:

Now specific cloistral regulations ...were spelled out in detail, and heads of

religious congregations were required to answer and submit to Rome every five

years a detailed questionnaire, which measured the degree to which they were

following the prescriptions of canon law....sisters were pushed back behind

their cloister walls and were no longer free to respond to contemporary needs.8O

Ewens has alerted me to avenues for research in the Australian context: How liberating

and how repressive was convent life? 'Was it the same for all? and Did the varying

patterns of enclosure apply in Australia? Ewens has continued to elaborate on

questions of leadership in further articles.sl

In 1980, Mary Oates pointed out that the roles of religious women who staffed most

charitable and educational institutions of the Catholic Church in the United States had

'ul.lary Ewens, 'Removing the Veil: The Liberated American Nun', in Rosemary Radford Ruether and

Eleanor Mclaughlin (eds.),Women of Spirit: Female Leadership in the Jewish and Christian
Traditions, New York: Simon and Schuster, I97 9, pp.256-27 8

" tbid. p.zlz
78 tbid. p.251

'n ibid.pp.256-257
t' tbid. p.273
tt Ma.y Ewens, 'The Leadership of Nuns in Immigrant Catholicism', in R. Ruether, and Rosemary
Skinner Keller (eds.), Women and Religion in America, Vol.I, SanFrancisco: Harper and Row, 1981,

pp.101-149
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rarely been studied. When they have been, the studies tended to reinforce the view of

these women as 'socially peripheral women, aloof from society, its needs and

concems'.8' In h"r work Oates shows this to be a misinterpretation. Her studies of the

Catholic sisters in Massachusetts between 1870 and 1940 identify the areas in which

these women worked, such as hospital work, both nursing and administrative; social

work with women, orphans, the elderly, the handicapped, the poor, in asylums and

homes; and in both boarding schools and parochial schools. The numbers involved are

listed, including those working in community administration and general domestic

work. Gradually this variation in working positions diminished as sisters moved

increasingly into education, particularly into parochial elementary teaching, which, of

course, in some ways, was a retrograde step, as it narrowed their options. The main

explanation for this shift in occupational choice, according to Oates, is that after 1880

the development of a system of parochial schools was seen as critical for the church in

Massachusetts. As a result, young women were encouraged to join teaching

communities in order to meet this need. She shows a dramatic increase in numbers of

Catholic sisters involved in Catholic schooling and their gradual contraction in other

areas and also compares male and female numerical involvement. Her work

highlighted several tbci tbr my research in the field of Catholic girls schooling,

particularly the role of the sister as teacher, the contribution of the lay sister to the

community's apostolate, and comparisons between male and female religious teachers.

Oates has been a consistent researcher,s3 and remains a leader in the field with her

latest publication, 8a which is an analytical history of Catholic philanthropy in the

United States. Female religious were dominant in these endeavours, and Oates

analyses the extensive nature of these agencies, and the debates they engendered

within the church, in terms of scope, priorities, organisation, the locus of authority over

the resources, and finally the tension between centralised control and democratic

participation.

t'Mu.y 
J.Oates, 'Organised Voluntarism: The Catholic Sisters in Massachusetts 1870-1940', in Wilson

James (ed.), Women in American Religion,p.I4l
t3Mary Oates, 'The Good Sisters: The Work and Position of Catholic Churchwomen in Boston 1870-
1940', in Robert E. Sullivan, and James M. O'Toole (eds.), Catholic Boston: Studies in Religion and
Community, 1870-1970, Boston: Archdiocese of Boston, 1985, pp.171-2OO; Higher Educationfor
Catholic Women: An Historical Anthology, New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1987; 'Catholic Female
Academes on the Frontier', U.S. Catholic Historian, Vol.12, No.4, 1994, pp.l2l- 136
tn Mary Oates, The Catholic Philanthropic Tradition in America, Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1995
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Coburn and Smithtt have provided a collaborative work from an insider and an

outsider, 'separated by religion, ethnicity, professional background, life experience,

and age, a fifth generation German Lutheran, American historian...with a fourth

generation kish Catholic, European historian'.86 According to the authors they

challenged each other, 'one of us learning to think and talk like a Catholic, and the

other learning to think and talk like a feminist'.87 The result was balanced and unique.

These historians studied the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, 1836-1920, a group

that was:

geographically diverse, having worked in nineteen states... in large urban

centres as well as small towns, mining communities, and Indian reservations.

One of the largest sisterhoods, they had a heterogeneous mix of ethnic and

class membership that mirrored the large American population. They also

engaged in all three of the main activities characteristic of American nuns:

education, health care, and social service.88

As such they were quite representative of American sisterhoods. Coburn and Smith's

research replicated the dominant patterns emerging in the field: female religious'

historical invisibility, their nineteenth century participation in public life despite

significant private enclosure, and strong leadership. In addition, these authors analysed

the sisters' individual and collective identity, their use of religious and gender ideology

to define, justify, and expand their activities, their dealings with patriarchal power, and

their impact on Catholic culture and American life.

Another recent collaborative, interdisciplinary, feminist history has been Building

Sisterhood,se a collection of essays based on the history of the Sisters, Servants of the

Immaculate Heart of Mary, founded in Michigan in 1845, and still numbering 3,000 in

85 Carol K. Coburn and Martha Smith, Spirited Lives: How Nuns Shaped Catholic Culture and
American Life, 1836-1920, Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1999

äi2ia,vu- tbtcl. p.rx
t' ibtd. p.5
tnBuilding Sisterhood: A Feminist Hislory of the Sisters, Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary,
Michigan: Syracuse University Press, 1997
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1997. This collection has been written by highly qualified academic members of the

community and introduced by Margaret Thompson, associate professor of history,

political science and women's studies at Syracuse University. Again another

interesting combination, in that Thompson is a non-Catholic who grew up in almost

total ignorance of female religious. It was not until she was lecturing at university that

her interest began, and it was in the context of women's history and feminist studies.

Since 1985 she has written articles,e0 and presented papers, which she draws upon in

this book to write the introduction and contexts for each section. Thus a very different

approach has been encouraged in these essays, which canvas founding, lifestyle,

leadership and governance, and education. The statement, that 'the writers'

conclusions do not necessarily represent a congregational position',el highlights the

independence of the writers, a very different situation to that of twenty years ago.

There is a growing body of research, which focuses on the dramatic changes in the

lives of female religious in the second half of the twentieth century. Such changes are

challenging, as I bring my own scholarship into this period. Useful research is

available from sociologists, for example Marie Augusta Neal, who documented the

emergence of the sister out of the cloister, and the wife out of the nuclear family. e2

Ten years later she investigatede3 how and why there were striking changes in the

institutional patterns of religious community life since Vatican 11. She believed that,

'within clearly identifiable historical, socio-cultural, and theological processes, some

nuns have become sisters, leaving seclusion and security to embark upon an

unchartered path of change and risk in response to the church's call' .ea

e0 Margaret Susan Thompson, 'Discovering Foremothers: Sisters, Society, and the American Catholic
Experience', U.S. Catholic Historian, Vol.5, 1986, pp.273-290; ''Women, Feminism and the New
Religious History: Catholic sisters as a Case Study', in P.R. VanderMeer and R. Swierenga (eds.),

Belief and Behayiour: Essays in the New Religious History, New Brunswick: Rutgers Press, 1991,
pp.l36-163; 'Cultural Conundrum: Sisters, Ethnicity, and the Adaptation of American Catholicism',
Mid-America,Yol.74, 1992,pp.205-230;'TheValidationof Sisterhood;CanonicalStatusand
Liberation in the history of American Nuns', in Margot H. King (ed.), A Leaf from the Great Tree of
God': Essays in Honour of Ritamary Bradley,Toronto: Peregrina, 1994, pp.38-78
e' 

B uildin g S i ste rho od,p.xiv
e2 Marie Augusta Neal, 'Women in Religion: A Sociological Perspective', Sociological Inquiry, Vol.45,
1975,pp.33-39
e3 Marie Augusta Neal, Catholic Sisters in Transition from the I960s to the I980s, Delaware: Michael
Glazier Inc., 1984; From Nuns to Sisters: An Expanding Vocation, Mystic, Conn: Twenty-Third
Publications, 1990; 'Women Religious Twenty-Three Years After Vatican Council II', U.S. Catholic
Historian, Vol.10, No.1-2, 1991, pp.113-118
ea Neal, From Nuns to Sisters, p.I
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Patricia'Wittberg, another sociologist, describes the transitions and 'large scale cyclic

movements of growth and decline which have affected religious life, as well as in the

fate of individual orders'.nt She examined the economic, social and ideological forces

behind these movements, and examined the present collapse of the orders, and offered

some proposals for the future. She has also examined power and mobility in these

institutions, e6 arguing that sisters in their public institutions, particularly schools and

hospitals, had 'access to many of the structural bases for power which have been

emphasised by organisational theorists'.et These circumstances were to change,

beginning in the 1970s when they moved out of professional positions and began

parish work such as religious education and pastoral ministry. Here there were far

fewer opportunities for decision-making and occupational mobility. Understanding of

these shifts and movements within the church and female religious communities is

crucial in the history of Catholic schooling in both centuries, as we try to understand

the dramatic and swift change from religious to lay staff.

Helen Ebaughes also studies this later period of the twentieth century, a time of

movement from a cloistered enclosed way of life to a more open and socially involved

existence. She does so from historical, and sociological perspectives, highlighting

again the emerging interdisciplinary approach, which may bring new and challenging

interpretations. Mary Jo Weaver'see approach is more from a feminist perspective,

while Nygren and Ukeritist00 have searched for factors, which explain the decline in

numbers using social science methods and theory. I hope to use some of these

interdisciplinary approaches in a future study of Australian female religious teachers.

The changes experienced by these women are vital in any discussion of change in

Catholic schools in the later twentieth century.

et Patricia Wittberg, The Rise and FalI of Catholic Religious Orders. A Social Movement Perspective,

Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994, p.53
e6 Patricia Wittberg, 'Non-ordained Workers in the Catholic Church: Power and Mobility Among

American Nuns in the Roman Catholic Church', Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion, Yol.28,
1989, pp.148-161
n' ibid. p.tst
e8 Helen Rose Ebaugh , Women in ø Vanishing Cloister. Organizational Decline in Catholic Religious
Orders, New Brunswick N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1993; 'Patriarchal Bargains and Latent
Avenues of Social Mobility: Nuns in the Roman Catholic Church', Gender and Society, Vol.7, No.3,
1993,pp.4OO-414
ee Mu.y Jo Weaver, New Catholic Women: A Contemporary Challenge to Traditional Religious
Authority, San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1985
ro0David J.Nygren and Miriam D.Ukeritis, The Future of Religious Orders in the United States:

Transþrmation and Commitment, Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 1993
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There is one text, which actually combines Catholic religious females and education.

Eileen Brewer examines the role played by teaching sisters in 'the educational,

emotional and religious formation of American Catholic women in the period 1860-

Ig20',r0r which coincided with my early period of research in Australia. She focussed

on convent academies, which were the only places of secondary education for Catholic

girls until about 1900. Again this was exactly my focus. She too describes the

scholarly neglect, describes a typical convent education, and studies in detail the

'academic, social and religious life of selected academies and... the expectations of the

convent school world'.102 Brewer's study is very similar to my initial scholarship.

However she included a detailed survey of the outcomes of this education in an

examination of the choices made by students from eight convent academies. Only four

academies could provide the numbers of those who remained single and those who

married. From these figures she states that 'the majority became homemakers and

nuns, although a sizable number pursued careers and remained single'. An interesting

aspect of this research was the inclusion of a section on dissenters, those graduates

who rejected convent expectations and who did not conform to the projected ideals.

Brewer had the writings of two renowned school alumnae, writers Agnes Repplier

(1855-19420), and Kate Chopin, (1851-1904), and they indicate the nature of the

problems some women may have had with the convent ethic. According to Brewer,

Repplier:

Disliked the convent school portrait of the ideal woman. She attached no

particular merit to the so-called feminine virtues, nor did she believe that

women inherently possessed them... The essayist believed that male adulation

of woman was a hypocritical attitude, one primarily responsible for the

extraordinary complacency of American wo-en. t03

Kate Chopin, despite eleven years in the convent school, a happy marriage and six

children, wrote the novel The Awakening (1899), which was 'nationally condemned for

rorEileen Mary Brewer, Nuns and the Education of American Catholic Women 1860-1920, Chicago:
Loyola University Press, 1987, p.xvii

'o' ibid. p.xviii
'03 ibid. p,r25
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its indecent and scandalous subject matter'.too She was to criticise nuns rather than

idealise them, support women who placed their careers ahead of marriage, and

demanded an equal partnership between husband and wife. These contrary reactions

alert the historian to investigate not only the rhetoric of the institution but the

perceived realities and outcomes of various students. I have done so, particularly in the

chapter on classroom experience at Saint Aloysius College.

Canada

In Canada, Danylewyczl05 was influential in initiating study in the history of women

religious. She explored the world of convent life and presents a thought provoking view

of the diverse roles of female religious in the province of Quebec from 1840 to 1920,

and thus in the social history of Quebec. She discusses two recent studies, which

attempt to explain the significant increase in the number of religious vocations in that

period. The first is that of Bernard Denaultl06 who suggests that religious communities

were French Canada's solution to the problem of redundant women. Their salvation lay

in becoming the "brides of Christ". The second study107 is an interpretation by women

scholars that explains the expansion of convents in terms of women's intellectual and

social aspirations, arguing that it was a manifestation of what Danylewycz labels as

incipient or surrogate feminism. Danylewycz admits that such vital forces as

industrialisation, urbanisation, migration and Catholic church politics all were

important in the rise of vocations amongst women, but she does not under-estimate the

personal, professional and spiritual motives that these \vomen may have had. Thus

Danylewycz suggests that the decision to enter the convent was a very complex one,

and she speculates that it may even have been a calculated one, which involved an

assessment of the young woman's needs, interests and aspirations, and the need to align

these with a community, which would cater for them. Danylewycz then concludes that

the veil was a mantle under which 19th and 20th century Quebec women pursued

lifelong careers, wielded power, and on occasion entered a public sphere. In the final

analysis, entering a convent could well mean overcoming the disadvantage of being a

woman in a man's world.los

too ibid. p.rzï
ros Danylewycz,Taking the VeiI
to6 ibid. pp.83-84, 97,159

"7 ibid. p.B4

"t ibtd. p.r6o
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Another aspect of Danylewycz's work is the detailed study of the lives and careers of

several significant women in these communities who helped to shape the social

history of 19th and early 20th century Quebec. These convent leaders were often

powerful in both the private and public sphere.

Elizabeth Smyth has written extensively on different educational aspects of the

Congregation of the Sisters of Saint Joseph and St. Joseph's Academy in Toronto.

After her Doctorate,l0e her first publication sets the scene as she explores the culture

and curriculum of the academy from its foundation in 1854 to the turn of the

century.ll0 The study provides evidence of the changing curriculum; 'From a program

of accomplishments curriculum with academic training, the curriculum of the

academy evolved to include provincially regulated and recognised certification in

teaching, business studies, music and art'.111 Finally, in the first decade of the

twentieth century, the academy became affiliated as a Catholic women's college

within the federated University of Toronto. This was a straight forward account and I

was pursuing the same curriculum pathways in South Australian Catholic girls'

schools.

So too did we both investigate the lives of female religious teachers. Smyth in an

unpublished paper presented the several unique challenges posed to the researcher in

this area.rl' The historian can be limited by the private nature of the archives in which

he/she has to work, the community policies that must be observed, often the poor

cataloguing, and browsing through the collection is frequently prohibited. She also

highlighted the differences between the secular female teacher, and the religious. For

the religious:

roe Elizabeth Smyth ,'The Lessons of Religion and Science. The Congregation of the Sisters of St.

Joseph and St. Joseph's Academy, Toronto 1854-1911', Ed. D. Dissertation, University of Toronto,
1990
I r0 Elizabeth Smyth, ' A Noble Proof of Excellence', in R. Heap, and A. Prentice, Gender and
Education in Ontario, Toronto: Canadian Scholars Press, 1991, pp.273-293
t" tbtd. p.284
I rzElizabeth Smyth, 'Teacher Education Within Congregations of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Toronto,
Canada, I85l-I920' , History of Education Review/Historical Studies in Education (Joint Issu.e), Yol.6,
No.3, 1994, pp97-lI3
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Teaching was not an intermediary step between their own education and

marriage; it was a life-long commitment. Teaching was not a means of

gaining economic stability or advantage; it was a commitment to a life in

community where the community not the individual gained the financial

remuneration. Teaching, was not a job; it was a vocation-a call to serve God

as a teaching sister.lr3

These are important considerations which should not be overlooked, and require

explanation, especially for the non-Catholic historian. Smyth was to extend the notion

of vocation to include nursing and social work in a further article, lla and likewise the

problems associated with writing the history of female religious were explored

further.l15 Smyth's most recent contributionttu indi"ates another interpretation of the

lives of the Sisters of the Saint Joseph. She argues that 'Religious communities have

provided for Catholic women a means to live their lives as dual professionals: as

professional religious and as workers in professions'.117 In a religious community a

candidate aspiring to acceptance into the order, followed a formation process, through

periods known as the Postulancy, and Novitiate, culminating in being 'professed',

that is being recognised by the community 'with the external symbols and the rights

and privileges of full membership'.l18 That very community could then offer the

resources and often the expertise to enable the professed religious to enter the secular

professions. Smyth also highlights the tensions, parlicularly in contemporary society

for female religious as dual professionals who 'attempt to reconcile articulated ideas

with actions: traditional enterprises with emerging needs: the change oriented values

of their founders with nostalgic longing... to retum to their recent past'.lle Smyth's

studies provide us with new and more sophisticated analysis of the contradictions in

the lives of female religious, and can now be referred to in future publications.

t'3 ibtd. p.z1
rra Elizabeth Smyth, 'Christian Perfection and Service to Neighbours: The Congregation of the Sisters

of St. Joseph, Toronto l85I-I920' , in E.G. Muir, and M.F. Whitely (eds.), Changing Roles of Women

Within the Christian Church in Canada, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995, pp.40-54
r15 Elizabeth Smyth, 'Writing Teaches Us Our Mysteries': Women Religious Recording and Writing
History, in Beverly Boutilier and Alison Prentice (eds.), Creating Historical Memory, English-
Canadian Women and the Work of H istory, Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997, pp. 10 I - 128
t16 Elizabeth Smyth, 'Professionalization among the Professed', in E. Smyth, S. Acker, S. Bourne, A.
Prentice, Challenging Professions, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999, pp.234-254
tt7 ibid.pp.25t-252
ttq ibtd.p.252
tte ibtd.p.252
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There have been an increasing number of studies of specific religious orders in

English speaking Eastern Canada,l20 and also in the north and the west.l2t Whilst

many studies reflect a growing sense of liberation or advancement for both the sisters

and their students, Anne Gagnon shows otherwise in her study of a Franco-Albertan

Boarding School between Ig26-lg6}.t" Sh" believes, 'While formal schooling has

undoubtedly contributed to the independence of some women and expanded career

opportunities for others, just as frequently it has limited women's expectations by

reinforcing traditional values and the status quo'.t" Her study shows that in the first

half of the twentieth century in that pensionnat, the education that the students

received was a 'carefully crafted instrument that would mould the girls to fit the

design of church and nation... trained to become competent housewives, personable

companions to their husbands, and educators of their children... The girls were

therefore presented with the ideal woman, a \voman who essentially lived only

through the accomplishments, the happiness, the lives of others. In turn the validity of

the ideal was supported by the traditional role women had played in the history of

French Canada and the supposed nature of women' .t'o Gugnon's findings are a timely

reminder that all has not been academic advancement for Catholic girls in liberating

and challenging environments. These traditional continuities of the past must be

considered in our research, as they persisted in many schools, and for many Catholic

girls were often the goals to which they were, and are still directed. This, in turn,

results in a more complex process to study, as the changes and continuities coalesce.

l20Barbara J. Cooper, 'In the Spirit: Entrants to a Religious Community of Women in Quebec 1930-

1939', M.A. Thesis, McGill, 1983; 'Hagiology and History: A Re-examination of the Early Years of
the North American Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary', in M. McGowan, and B. Clarke, Catholics at
the Gathering Place. Historical Essays on the Archdiocese of Toronto 1841-1991, Toronto: Canadian

Catholic Historical Association, 1993, pp.89-103; W. McGahan, 'The Sisters of Charity of the

Immaculate Conception: A Canadian Case Study', CCHA, Historical Studies Vol.6l, 1995,pp.99-I33;
Veronica O'Reilly, Frontier Women: Sisters of St. Joseph: The Canadian Adventure, Turin: Sadifa
Media, 1986t" Mary Margaret Down, A Century of Service 1858-1958: A History of the Sisters of St. Ann and their
contribution to education in British Columbia, the Yukon and Aløska, Victoria: Morriss Printing, 1966;
Jacqueline Gresko, 'The "Serfs of the System"? Oblate Brothers and Sisters of St. Ann in British
Columbia Schools, 1858-1920', Etudes Oblates de l'Ouest/lVestern Oblate Studies, Vol.4, 1996,

pp. 1 19- 141 ; Deborah Rink, Spirited Women: A History of the Catholic Sisters in British Columbia,
Vancouver: Harbour Publishing, 2000
t22 Anne Gagnon, 'The Pensionnat Assomption: Religious Nationalism in a Franco-Albertan Boarding
School for Girls, 1926-1960' , Historical Studies in Educatiott/Revue de l'Histoire de I'Education,
Vol.1, No.1, pp.95-118

"3 ibid. p.95

'* ibid. p.ll2
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In French Canada there has been significant work and development in the history of

female religious. The outstanding work is considered to be the Les Couventiner,t" a

study of female religious congregations and their schools in Quebec between 1840-

1960. There has been an abundance of work in French speaking Canada. I have

attached the references as an appendix, for those who wish to avail themselves of this

material.

Ireland

Whilst historians from the United States and Canada have been prolific in their

contribution to the history of women religious, there is useful literature emerging in

keland, important given the strong connections between Australian and kish

Catholics. In addition, two of the orders of female religious in my research came from

Dublin, the Sisters of Mercy founded by Catherine McCauley in Baggot Street,

Dublin, and the Dominicans from Cabra convent in Dublin.

In 1987, Mary Cullen126 edited a book of essays on kish Catholic girls and their

schooling in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In this volume, Tony Faheyt2T

argues that nuns were the forerunner of the feminist movement in keland, and Anne

O'Connorl28 provides a very sound descriptive and analytical discussion of Catholic

girls' secondary education and changes in this period. She believes that the

fundamental revolution in girls' education, took place in the nineteenth century rather

than the twentieth, because of the introduction of the Intermediate Examination

system (1878-1910), which, provided girls with a system of education that enabled

them to compete with boys. This opportunity was in the main due to the emergence of

an kish Catholic middle class, which based their values on an industrialised society,

but also important was the acceptance of educational reform from England. Convent

national schools and convent pension schools provided this opportunity, and the

t" Micheli.re Dumont et Nadia Fahmy-Eid, Les Couventines:L'Education des Filles au Quebec dans les

C o ng r e g atio ns Relig iu es es Ens eignt es I 84 0 - I 960, Montreal : B oreal, 1 986

"u Mury Cullen (ed.), Girls Don't Do Honours: Irish Women in Education in Nineteenth and Twentieth

Centuries, Dublin: 'Women's Education Bureau, 1987
t" To.ty Fahey, 'Nuns in the Catholic Church in Ireland in the nineteenth century', in Cullen, Girls
Don't Do Honours, pp.7-30
t" Anne V. O'Connor, 'The Revolution in Girls' Secondary Education in keland 1860-1910', in Cullen,
Girls Don't Do Honours', pp.31-54
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Royal University of keland Act, (1879) was 'the real breakthrough.... as they (the

writers of the Act) recognised for the first time the principle that girls and women had

the right to sit for public examinations and to take university degrees'.I2e Catholic

Protestant rivalry influenced male clerics to encourage Catholic girls to sit for these

examinations, when they might otherwise have disapproved. New employment

opportunities for middle class girls, and the large numbers of unmarried women

helped to cement the situation. I would question just how many benefited from this

revolution? There were similarities to the situation in South Australia, opportunities

for female university entrance, sectarianism, and increasing opportunities for female

employment. However, like Mackinnon,l30 I would suggest it was 'one step on the

ladder', and that step was for some middle class girls only.

Catriona Clearl3l focussed on the history of kish sisters. Her chaptert32 in Cullen's

volume of essays, specifically canvasses the influence of patriarchal knowledge on

the female curriculum, and discusses different stereotypes of femininity in a

philosophical rather than historical manner. Nevertheless it was useful as an

introduction to some of the concepts involved. These publications are a very sound

introduction to the topic in keland.

Clear published again in 1989,133 providing useful statistics, and an overall view of

the kish and foreign congregations. She highlights the advantages sisters had over

other women, 'high visibility, optimum conditions for the development of gender

based solidarity, and a freedom from domestic roles which entailed no loss of social

status'.I34 Clear also acknowledges their limitations, for example their internal

governance which called for complete obedience, but nevertheless argues that they

stretched the limits of female autonomy laid down by the society of the day. At times

survival necessitated compromises with the patriarchal power structures of the

t'e ibid. p.44
r30 Mackinnon, One Foot on the Indder
ttt Caitriona Clear, Nuns in Nineteenth Century lreland,Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1987
tt'Cull"n, 'Knowledge and Power: patriarchal knowledge on the feminist curriculum', in Cullen, Girls
Don't Do Honours, pp.136-151

't'Cat.iona Clear, 'Limits of Female Autonomy: Nuns in 19th Century Ireland', in Maria Luddy, and
Cliona Murphy, Women Surviving: Studies in lrishWomen's History in the l9th and 20th Centuries,
Dublin: Poolbeg, 1989, pp.15-50
t'o ibid, p,r6
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church, but overall opportunities were available for many female religious to develop

in leadership and in the classroom.

Peckham's doctoral thesisr3s is more radical and was published in 1998.136 She argues

that there was a religious transformation in keland in the nineteenth century, from the

Gaelic Catholic culture to the construction of the orthodox, bourgeois Catholic

culture, and women religious were crucial to these changes. This was so because the

sisters were forming new orders, not bishops or clergyl their leaders were 'self

assured, assertive and ambitious women', from the wealthy Catholic business and

professional families, who were using 'their wealth and that of other members of the

Catholic elite to build one of the most impressive institutional networks in the

country'.|37 Finally, the sisters had the approval and support of the bishops, who

encouraged lay people to fund the sisters' ventures. So the main argument of the book

is well argued and well documented, namely that 'rather than being the product of the

so-called devotional revolution, women's orders were in fact at the centre of the

creation of this devout, bourgeois Catholic culture'. 138

Recent research has not considered the role of convents in Northern keland in any

great detail. Clear makes passing reference,l3e and Fahey mentions Belfast only in

relation to urbanisation's impact on the establishment of convents.l4O Following

Ballard in l992,rar Marie O'Conne111a2 provides the historian with detailed figures

and graphs of the proliferation of convents in seven Catholic dioceses of the north

between l84O-I920. Like other historians she reiterates the dominant arguments

about female religious empowefinent, and opportunities for a wide range of work.

She points to the need for further study about the whole new set of challenges for

t" Mary Louise Peckham, 'Catholic Female Congregations and Religious Change in Ireland 1770-

1870', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1993
t'u Mary Peckham Magray , The Transþrming Power of the Nuns: Women, Religion and Cultural

ll":g: in l.reland, 1750-1900, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998
'- brd. p.vttr
138 ibict. p.vti
t'n Clear, 'The Limits of female autonomy', pp.24-25
raO Fahey, 'Nuns in the Catholic Church in lreland', p.16
tat Linda-May Ballard, 'Some Aspects of Tradition among female religious in Ulster', Ulster Folklife',
Vol.38, 1992,pp.68-78
la2 Marie O'Connell, 'The Genesis of Convent Foundations and their Institutions in Ulster', in J.

Holmes, and D. Urquhart, Conting into the Light: The Work, Politics and Religion of Women in Ulster
1870-1914, Belfast: The Institute of Irish Studies. The Queen's University, 1994,pp,179-2Ol
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female religious in the years after partition. MacCurtain,t4' has initiated research on

Irish sisters in the twentieth century, but indicates much more could be done. Thus

there is a strong group of kish historians and more studies are likely. There are

obvious questions for my research: How did kish sisters adapt to colonial Australia?

What was the amount and nature of cultural baggage that they brought? How much

did they transplant on arrival, and how did this transplantation develop? I do address

these questions, but I believe there is an opportunity for a comparative study of

Catholic girls' schooling in keland and Australia, and ultimately I hope to be

involved in such comparisons.

England

Research on the history of women religious in England has been fragmentary and

slower to emerge than elsewhere. However considering that one of the communities I

have studied originated in Stone, England, Battersby's 144 overview of the twenty-four

female religious orders, old and new, in England between 1850-1950, provided a

detailed introduction to essential background information. In celebratory tones, he

mentioned the variety of teaching institutions catering for every social level, in which

they were involved, from elementary to secondary, boarding and day, ultimately

establishing a Teachers Training College. He describes the contraction in the number of

female religious over the hundred years, and ends with a traditional rallying call to the

laity to increase vocations to save the Catholic school system in the future.

Two highly specific case studies have been undertaken. Maria McClellandla5 has

written a very detailed account of one community of sisters at Hull in the late

nineteenth century. The study described the conflict between a sister, Sister Suarin, and

a superior, Mother Starr, which was to result in a commission of enquiry and finally a

court case before the Lord Chief Justice of England and the Courl of the Queen's

bench. In the analysis some of the conflicts, tensions, and bad feeling, which can arise

ra3 M. Maccurtain, 'Late in the Field: Catholic Sisters in Twentieth Century Ireland and New Religious
History', Journal of Women's History Vol.6, No.4, 1995,pp.49-63
tooW.J.Battersby,'EducationalWorkof theReligiousOrdersof Women:1850-1950',inG.A.Beck,
(ed.),The English Catholics 1850-1950, London: Burns Oates, 1950,pp.337-364
ra5 Maria McClelland, 'The First Hull Mercy Nuns: A Nineteenth Century Case Study', Recusant
History, A Journal of Research in Post Reþrmation Catholic History in the British Isles, YoL22,No.2,
1994,pp.199-221
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between sisters in a community of this nature were highlighted. These aspects of

community life have been often overlooked.

In the other case study, Lorna Bowmanla6 has described the educational approach

advocated by Cornelia Connelly, the first person to emigrate from the New World to

the Old, to found a religious congregation. Bowman in her research believed, that

Connelly worked within the strictures of societal forces, pushing at the edges to

implement a form of education that was liberating for women. It does not mean

that her method of education did not include the dynamic of socialisation within

the cultural context; this paper has indicated how she related to and worked

',vithin the major societal, educational, and religious forces of the day. Connelly

went beyond the vision of much of Victorian England, which saw education in

religion as a means of not only raising the moral level of the masses, but also as

a means of social control.laT

Thus she attempts to address notions of liberation, and socialisation.

Surprisingly, it was a study by Martha Vicinus,las of the lives of religious women in

Anglican sisterhoods and as evangelical deaconesses in England, which provided me

with some of the most thoughtful insights and potential avenues to investigate.

Although she does not canvass Catholic communities of religious sisters in England,

she raised several issues of direct relevance to, and offering comparisons with, Catholic

convents. Her study revolved around the re-emergence of certain middle class women

into the work force in the second half of the nineteenth century, and the beginning of

respectable alternatives to marriage. Her central focus was the 'emotional, spiritual and

social significance of women's separate institutions'.14e As such, the analysis provided

insight into the complex lives of these women, and she highlighted succinctly the

paradoxes, which emerged; for example, the 'power yet marginality, enormous strength

to6 Lotna Bowman, ''Women in Religious Education: The Cause of Cornelia Connelly', The Living
Light, Yol.27, No.3, l98I,pp.24O-241;'Women's Religious Education: Liberation or Socialization? A
Case Study', Religious Education, Vol.88, No.1, 1993, pp.22-38
t4t Bowman, Women's Religious Education, p.38
ra8 Martha Vicinus, Independent Women: Work and Community for Single Women 1850-1g20,London:
Virago Press, 1985
tae ibid, p.8
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within n¿uïow limits, and of unity and support linked with division and doubt'.1s0I was

to find similar conundrums in the Australian context.

The other excellent source for my own work was by Susan O'Brien. She labelled the

history of female religious âs, 'terra incognita', an unknown land in historical

scholarship in England.tst In 1988, she provided an historical and historiographical

framework for this topic, and suggested ways in which the experience of women

religious might be approached. She then illustrated these approaches by an examination

of three English congregations and their foundresses. O'Brien used, and built on the

emerging literature of the 1980s. Like Ewens in America, she charted the growth and

expansion of these orders in England following the Catholic Emancipation in 1829,

accelerating after the restoration of the Roman Catholic hierarchy in 1850. Dramatic

rises occurred: in 18'73,3,000 sisters in 235 convents; and by 1900, 8,000-10,000 in

600 convents.ls2 She argues that their work was in the traditional and acceptable areas

for women, but they also challenged and extended these boundaries. Similar to other

historians, O'Brien was to find, that their experiences in terms of gender relations, were

quite complex. She sees Catholic sisterhoods in the same terms as Vicinus' assessment

of Anglican sisterhoods, 'a complicated picture of institutional subordination and self

determination'.153 O'Brien alerts us to the sisters' low position in the church hierarchy,

but also their autonomy, personal and collective responsibility, and leadership within

their own community and public institutions. She believes that, 'Taking the veil,

contrary to contemporary popular belief, meant the beginning not the end of a useful

life'.ls4 Finally, O'Brien directs historians to further scholarship. She suggests, 'In

areas of women's experience which have been opened up by feminist scholarship, such

as celibacy and spinsterhood, female friendship and networking, the lives of women

religious need to be considered and compared with those of other women'. tss My

interpretation of this, points us towards creating opportunities for further

interdenominational and international scholarship.

tso ibid, p.9
tt' Susan O'Brien, 'Terra Incognita: The Nun in 19ú Century England', Past and Present: A Journal of
Historical Studies, No.121, 1988, pp.110-140
tt' ibid. p.ro9
t53 Vicinus, Independent Women, p. 48
tto o'Brien, 'Terra Incognita', p.116

"t tbid. p.lr7
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Finally Collins has made a contribution to research of female religious in New Zealand,

by outlining the emergence of such study, and her own particular focus.t56 Thus in the

last twenty years, in Australia and overseas, there has emerged material in the

historiography of female religious, which impinges significantly on my areas of

research. Given that Catholic girls' schools were dependent on communities of sisters

to develop, administer, finance and staff their schools, the literature focusing on their

history, is essential, perhaps even the bedrock for such research.

School Histories

Catholic school histories in Australia, have until recently been mainly celebratory, and

published or printed for anniversaries. According to Carey, 'the best of these place the

particular experiences of a school community within the larger society, and offer

honest assessment to the celebrations'.l57 In the 1990s there has been more creativity

in this genre, and use of diverse methodological approaches is emerging. In his history

of Xavier College, Greg Dening used ethnography, and also incorporated visual

evidence in the form of Doug Kennedy's photographs,lss which in turn influenced

Katharine Massam when she wrote the history of Aquinas in Perth.lse She particularly

analysed the influence of architecture and the physical surroundings of the school on

the students. When the writers of the history of Saint Aloysius College 160 started their

project, they, including myself, benefited from these developments,

Theobald has alerted researchers to problems in writing school histories.l6t H"t

concerns focus on the historian's tendency to glorify the institution, believe the

rhetoric, and ignore the broader social and political movements of the historical time

and place. In addition, she alerts historians to the invisibility of students' experiences

in school histories.

tt6 Jenny Collins, 'strategies for Survival and Success: the religious and teaching lives ofeight
Dominican Sisters, 193I-1961' , Australian and New Zealand History of Education Society Conference:

Revisioning history of education in Adelctide, North Adelaide,2OOl,pp.6o-79
ttt Catey et el, 'Australian Religion Review II' , p. 67
ttt G."g Dening and Doug Kennedy, Xavier Portraits, Melbourne: Old Xaverians, 1993
rse Katharine Massam, On High Ground: Images of One Hundred Years at Aquinas College, Perth,

Perth: University of Western Australian Press, 1998
t6o Gale (ed.), Making Space
16r Marjorie Theobald, 'Problems in Writing School Histories', History of Education Review, Yol.6,
No.1, 1977, pp.22-28
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Trimingham Jack also advised historians to incorporate the lived experience'of the

student and not just the hagiographic aspirations of the elite.162 This requirement is

necessary in order to, 'view those participating in the education as being as active in

shaping what happened as those who sought to determine the public structure'.163 In

addition, directions have been given for such research, indicating the need to explore

symbols and metaphors, and the complex web of discourses in which the identity of

students is located. It was suggested that cultural and post cultural theorists help us to

understand the complexity of the 'lived experience' and the construction of

consciousness. In a further article Trimingham Jack 164 reminds us again to analyse

school symbols, as 'a discursive reading of them contains much information about

school ideology'. She argues, 'for a shift in writing school histories, away from a

focus on structure and planning towards a focus on experience and the formation of

subjectivity'.16s These points are illustrated with a particular case study, Kerever Park,

a small rural NSW Catholic girls' preparatory school. In the study former students and

religious who taught at the school were interviewed. Three symbols of the order,

paintings of the Sacred Heart (a symbol of Jesus), Saint Madeleine Sophie (the

foundress of the order), and a painting of Mary the Mother of Jesus, were a focus of

discussion. According to her conclusion, sacred symbols, 'were the bearers of

powerful discourses and constructions of women and children'.166 Trimingham Jack

suggests that this form of research should be part of a school history.

Thus school histories are changing, as the authors use different methodologies and

enter into discussion of traditional silences. These developments have extended my

methodological approaches, and broadened what I have and will include, as I

participate in the evolution of this genre.

162 Christine Trimingham Jack, 'school History: Reconstructing the Lived Experience', History of
Educ at ion Rev iew, Y o1.26, No. 1, 1 997, pp.42-5 5

'63 ibid. p.46
róa Christine Trimingham Jack, 'sacred Symbols, School Ideology and the Construction of
Subjectivity' , ANZHES Conference Proceedings, Vol.2, University of Newcastle,I99T , pp.585-606
tut ibid. p.586
t6u ibid. p.602
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History of Education

Initial Studies: L959-1990

Although some aspects of Catholic girls' schooling have been incorporated in studies

of female religious orders, historians of education in Australia have in the main

ignored Catholic schooling since 1959 up until the 1990s. This may have been because

there was published in 1959 a voluminous study of the history of Catholic

education.lut This text could be labelled ahead of its time, since Fogarty devoted

separate chapters to girls' schooling and girls' curricula. However there is little

analysis of the female religious teachers or their students' response to such schooling.

Since then there has been little focus on Catholic schooling. In the 1960s and 1970s

historians of Catholic Education were in the main more concerned with the issue of

state aid and the direction of Catholic Educationl6s rather than the study of students,

staffing and curriculum. There were three theses, however, written by female religious

focussing on convent schools,l6e and Fitzwalter published an article tto on the influence

of education on the lifestyles of female religious. Throughout the period there were

institutional histories, often hagiographic in nature, and Helen Praetz was to contribute

167 Ronald Fogarty, Catholic Education in Australia Vot l-il, Melbourne: Melbourne University Press,

1959
r68J.E. Bourke, 'Australian Catholic Schools: Into the Seventies', Quarterly Review of Australian
Education, Vol.3, No.2, 1969, pp.24-26; 'Catholic Education in Australia:Problems and Issues', in P.

Tannock (ed), The Organisation and Administration of Catholic Education in Australiø, St.Lucia,

Queensland: Queensland University Press, 1975, pp.3-7; J. T.C.Brassil and B. M.Daffey (eds.), The

Catholic School in a Pluralist Society, Melbourne: Melbourne Catholic Education Office, I97l;8.
S.Crittenden, 'The Future of Catholic Education', in S. D'Urso, (ed.), Counterpoints: Critical Writings
on Australiqn Education, Sydney: John Wiley and Sons, 197I,pp.214-281; P.Gill (ed.), Catholic
Education: Where is it Going? Melbourne: Cassell, 1972;G. Haines, lny Catholics andthe Education

Question in 19th Century NSIV, Sydney: Catholic Theological Faculty, 1978; M. C.Hogan, The Catholic
Campaign for State Aid - a Study of a Pressure Group Campaign in New South Wales and the
Australian Capital Territory, 1950 - 1972, Sydney: Catholic Theological Faculty, I9'18; Public versus

Private Schools: Funding and Directions in Australla, Melbourne: Penguin, 1984; 'The Sectarian
Strand: Religion in Australian History, Melbourne: Penguin, 1987; B. Dwyer, Catholic Schools at the

Crossroads,Yictoria: Dove Communications, 1986
tuoM.Mcl-ay, 'Critical appreciation of Educational System of Atl Hallows Congregation', M.Ed. Thesis,
University of Queensland, 1963; Anne McGrath, 'Some Convent School Traditions in Victoria 1860-
1920' ,M.F,d. Thesis, University of Melbourne, 1964; Carmel Leavey, formerly M.C., 'Religious
Education, School Climate and Achievement: a Study of Nine Catholic Sixth Form Girls' Schools',
Ph.D. Thesis, Australian National University, 1972
r70 Pauline Fitzwalter, 'Commitment to Education-Its Influence on the Life Stytes of Religious Women
in Australia from 1840s-1910' , Australasian Catholic Record, Vol.54, 1977,pp.351-353
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some sociological studies.17l Nowhere in the history of education was there a cohesive

account of Catholic girls' schooling, canvassing particularly the students' socio-

economic and ethnic backgrounds, their experiences in the classroom, and the

paradoxes presented to them by their female religious teachers. This silence was the

catalyst for my scholarship.

In 1986 Noeline Kyle,t12 also recognised this silence. In her study of the history of

schooling in New South Wales, she incorporated a chapter on Catholic girls' secondary

schooling. In this she included, as in a previous afücle,t73 a discussion of the role of

religious females in teaching. Theobald also alerted historians to the potential for

research on religious female teachers.lTa Thus it is only relatively recently that

acknowledgment of these women as teachers has been recognised. Even less attention

has been paid to their schools. However the latter appears to be changing, with new

work on the subject emerging in the 1990s.

Later Studies : I990s-2002

In 1991 McGrath traced the educational traditions of three female religious orders who

came to Australia and established schools for girls, the Ursuline order, the Loreto

Sisters, and the Sacred Heart Sisters. She states their educational features as follows:

In all three traditions the education of girls was considered to be of prime

importance and the education of women as basic to the renovation of society...

emphasis was consistently placed on the intellectual formation of the girl.

Religion was considered basic... a strong emphasis on sound piety.

Discipline...stressed prayer as the basis of the educational enterprise.... There

t7r H.Praetz, Building a School System: A Sociological Study of Cathotic Educqtion, Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 1980; 'Public Policy and Catholic Schools', Australian Education Review,

No.17, 1982,pp.7-10
r72 Noeline Kyle, Her Natural Destiny, Sydney: NSW University Press, 1986
r73 Noeline Williamson Kyle, 'The Feminisation of Teaching in NSW: A Historical Perspective',
Australian Journal of Education,Yol.2T, No.1, 1983, pp.33-44
r7a A. Prentice and Marjorie R. Theobald, Women Who Taught: Perspectives on the History of Women
andTeaching, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1991, p.23
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is no sense in being educated for self-fulfilment but rather for the Christian

challenge of loving service.l75

Other aspects highlighted were the professional preparation of the religious teacher

and the encouragement of higher education of women. At times the study is

celebratory, and McGrath laments that, 'this rich tradition, however, suffered, as it was

modified to serve a public examination dominated education and the professional

education of the teacher was sacrificed to the exigencies of the times'.tt6 These orders

educated many of the women who were to enter the later established teaching orders,

for example the Presentation Sisters, Sisters of Charity, and Sisters of Mercy. The

latter was one order on which I focussed.

My Master's thesisrTt was completed in 1992 and initiated study of Catholic girls'

schools in South Australia, focussing on the schools rather than the orders, and

introducing several aspects of schooling, including their origins, philosophy and

development. Unknown to me at the time, two other thesestts we.e being written in the

history of Catholic girls' schooling in Australia, highlighting the emerging interest in

the topic. My thesis and the emerging literature, including much that has been

described in this literature review, were to be the foundations upon which I developed

my further scholarship as seen in the publications that I have presented for the Ph.D.

degree.

Another contributor to the history of Catholic girls' schools has been Christine

Trimingham Jack. Her doctorate,tle and a furthe, pap".,tto report on a small Australian

Catholic girls' preparatory school in rural New South Wales, which was operated from

1944 to 1965 by the religious of the Society of the Sacred Heart. She has focussed on

r75 Sophie McGrath, 'A Neglected Richness: Significant Strands in the Catholic Education of Girls',
Australasian Catholic Record, Vo1.68, No.2, 1991, pp.198-210, p.208
tlu ibtd. p.209
lTTBurley, 'None More Anonymous?'
r78 Kavanagh., 'The Educational Work of the Presentation Sisters; C.N.Lewis, 'Provision for the

Education of Catholic Women in Australia Since 1840', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Melbourne, 1990
l7e Christine Trimingham Jack, 'Kerever Park: a history of the experience of teachers and children in a
Catholic girls' preparatory boarding school 1944-1965', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Sydney, 1997
180 Christine Trimingham Jack, 'Leaving Home: Deconstructing the Experiences of Children in a
Catholic girls' preparatory boarding school, 1944-1965', Austrqlian and New Zealand History of
Education Society Conference: End of a Century: New work in the History of Education, The
University of Sydney, 1999, pp.2-17
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several themes including sacred symbols, school ideology, and the role of the lay

sisters. The culmination of her research can be seen in her latest publication Growing

Good Catholic Girls.ttt Trimingham Jack has been innovative particularly in her use

of theory. Her research is informed by feminist poststructuralist theory. The concept of

discourse is central, especially as it applies to the construction of experience and

subjectivity. She states, 'In keeping with this theoretical framework, narrative, both

written and spoken, is viewed as textual production which reveals subjectivity as

constructed through alignment with and investment in particular discourses'.l82 In

another article, she states that the, 'construction of the school as sacred... may account

for a lack of critical analysis of religious symbols associated with Catholic schools...

and a discursive reading of them (religious symbols) contains much information about

school ideology (the discourses of the dominant group)'.183 Although I have not used

such an orientation extensively, it provides historians with another theoretical

orientation to use in their analysis.

Since 1959 there had been no further general history of Australian Catholic education.

It was therefore timely that in 200I, Tom O'Donoghue produced such a text,l84

including important considerations relating to gender, religion and ethnicity.

O'Donoghue has responded to the central question posed in 1979 by Musgrave,l8s

regarding the unique characteristics of Catholic schooling. O'Donoghue in addressing

this question in the period 1922-1965, argues that there are four distinctive features of

Australian Catholic schooling:

First, Catholic education was conducted within an authoritarian framework.

Secondly, a major emphasis was placed on religious instruction and on

ensuring that schooling had a religious atmosphere, which was all-pervasive.

Thirdly, particular gender roles were promoted on the grounds that they

constituted those roles best fitted to ensuring the salvation of 'the faithful'.

t8r Christine Trimingham Jack, Growing Good Catholic Girls: education and convent lifu in Australia,
Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2003
r82 Christine Trimingham Jack, 'The Lay Sister in Educational History and Memory', History of
Education, Y oL2a, No.3, 2000, pp. 1 8 1- 1 94

'83 Christine Trimingham Jack, 'Sacred Symbols', pp.585-586
tto Thomas A. O'Donoghue, Upholding the Faith: the process of education in Catholic schools in
Australia, 1925-1965, New York: P.Lang,2OOl
r85 Praetz, Building a School System, p.x
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Fourthly, there was a very strong kish influence in pupils' experience of

schooling.l86

The sets of issues posed by O'Donoghue, focus on what was distinctive about those

who taught, what they taught, and how they taught it. Thus the specific characteristics

of Catholic schooling, particularly what was prescribed by both sisters and brothers in

their schools, has been analysed, incorporating gender and ethnic ramifications, which

have emerged from the social history of the 1960s and 1970s.

In terms of state histories of Catholic schooling, Patrick Linehan has examined the

Catholic response to the Registration of Teachers and Schools Act of 1905 in

Victoria,l87 and David Stapletonlst has canuassed the evolution of regional Victorian

Catholic secondary schools in the 1950s and 1960s. Anne O'Brienlse has taken this

research further by focussing on Victorian Catholic education from 1963-1980. While

O'Brien's study investigates the ramifications of the introduction of state aid to

Catholic schools, she also highlights the educational, political, theological and

ecclesiastical developments that affected Catholic schools between 1963 and 1979.

This is relevant for those historians who wish to pursue research up until the present.

My present research is focussing on changes in South Australian Catholic schooling

between the 1950s and 2000, and as such, again I am embarking again on uncharted

waters.

Aware of the scholarship emerging both here and overseas on Catholic female teachers

and their students, Theobald included isolated references to them in her recent book on

women's education in nineteenth century Australia.leo In her discussion of the private

ladies' schools, she includes a reference to the Catholic convent schools as, 'their first

cousins', and that together they, 'remained numerically and ideologically dominant in

186 O'Donoghw, Upholding the Faith, p.3
ttt Patrick Linehan, 'Archbishop Carr and Catholic Education: The attitude and response to the
Registration of Teachers and Schools Act 1905', Australian and New Zealand History of Education
Society Conference: Old Boundaries and New Frontiers in Histories of Education, University of
Newcastle, 1997, pp.639 -659
r88 David Stapelton, 'Catholic Regional Secondary Schools in the Archdiocese of Melbourne in the

1950's and 1960's', Melbourne Studies in Education. Vol.39, No.1, 1998, pp,l-25
tto Anne O'Brien, Blazing a Trail: Cathotic Education in Victoria 1963-i,980, Melbourne: David Lovell
Publishing, 1999
teo Marjorie Theobald, Knowing Women: origins of women's education in nineteenth century Australia,
Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1996
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female secondary education until the expansion of the state systems in the twentieth

century'.lel She acknowledged their rapid development. 'The Catholic sisters in

Australia had already developed a model of systemic female education which had

proved itself capable of orderly multiplication and adaptation to the needs of its

clientele. In 1870 there were fifteen Catholic female secondary schools; by 1910 there

were 2I2'.1e2 Theobald implies that the attraction of these convent secondary schools

to non-Catholic families, 'obliged the Church of England to make its belated entry into

the field at the end of the nineteenth century'.tn3 Although most of Theobald's

examples come from the state systems and the private ladies' schools, the inclusion of

references to the Catholic convent schools, is indicative of the effect of the emerging

studies in the history of Catholic girls' schools.

Similarly in South Australia, Kay Whiteheadrea has included the schools of the Sisters

of St. Joseph, in her study of women teachers, and Margaret Scott has also included

Catholic schools in her thesis.les In her study of emerging femininities and

masculinities in Australian schools, Scott has chosen examples from the three systems,

state, independent and Catholic.

Thus it is clear that historians of education in the 1990s were recognising that

compared to the history of mass schooling, and the history of independent and

progressive schools, Catholic education had not been addressed in the same

comprehensive manner as the other systems. In fact, Catholic girls' schools have often

been omitted in historical studies of schools, teachers and pedagogy. Therefore

opportunities for further research have become apparent, and new responses have

emerged.

t" ibid. p94
"' ibtd. p.93

'nt ibtd. p93
t'o Kuy Whitehead, 'Women's Life-Work': Teachers in South Australia, 1836-1906', Ph.D. Thesis,
University of Adelaide, 1996
les Margaret M. Scott, 'Engendering Loyalties: the construction of masculinities, femininities and
national identities in South Australian schools, 1880-1919', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Adelaide, 2000
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Conclusion

The historian's narratives, descriptions and analysis must involve creativity and

imagination.tn6 It would appear that, 'creative and innovative work resting on a

bedrock of archival research, is well represented in Australian Catholic history'.le7 I

would argue that it is only recently that such work is specifically emerging in the

history of Catholic schooling, particularly girls' schools, and it has been aided

significantly by the increased scholarship in disparate and different genres of history.

My publications have been part of this evolution, and reflect the gradual and

increasing integration of extensive scholarship. In the following chapters, I present my

own research and set my investigations into contexts that have been enriched by the

literature I reviewed in this present chapter.

te6 Catey et al, 'Australian Religion Review II, p7I
to1 ibid. p.3o
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CHAPTER 3

Contextual statement for

LOST LEADERS FROM THE CONVENT AND THE CLASSROOM

In this chapter I present the first contextual statement, together with the relevant

publication. Subsequent chapters will follow this pattern, and the development of my

research will unfold.

Context of the publication

Leading the Catholic School,t a book published in 1997, canvassed the different styles

of leadership in Australian Catholic schools in the past and the present, and highlighted

issues that will be facing school leaders in the future. The text also raised fundamental

questions that relate to the future: Is contemporary educational leadership theory

relevant to Catholic schools? Are practices of discernment, collaboration and

consultation practical in today's Catholic schools?

The text was written at a time of rapid transformation in Catholic schools. Traditional

structures and philosophies were influenced by rapid social, economic, political and

religious changes. At such a time Duignan described the importance of leadership as

follows: 'In a time when the dynamics of key relationships between Church, parish,

community and school are under severe strain in many areas, the role for leaders is a

vital one'.2 The series of essays was aimed at academics and students in the fields of

educational administration, but also directed to teachers in, or aspiring to, leadership

positions in Catholic schools. It was hoped that the text would be a useful resource for

all Catholic teachers and possibly interested parents.

In a response to an invitation to provide an historical perspective to leadership in such

institutions, I focussed on the specific roles of female religious leaders in Catholic

convent superior schools of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In

t McMahon et al, Leading the Catholic School
t Put.i.k A. Duignan, in McMahon et al, Leading the Catholic School, p.vä
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Australia, the sisters' existence and roles had been almost unrecognised by historians of

education, or if acknowledged, were described in terms of submission. Dominican

sisters in Maitland, for example, were 'to act as the sheep-dogs, though not as the

shepherds, and to do so diligently, in obedience to Episcopal policy and directives'.3

Such stereotypes of women were characteristic of the earlier Australian women's

history, whereby Australian women were described as victims, or 'doormats of the

western world'.4 Later research revised these initial interpretations of laywomen. My

research revised the traditional images of the passive, cloistered, prayerful'nun'.

Leadership was an ideal topic to illustrate the complexities in the lives of religious

women.

Scope and arguments in the publication

My chapter offered the opportunity to examine leadership in Catholic convent superior

schools, a previously unexamined area in the history of education in South Australia.s

It focussed on the period 1880-1925, a period when several female religious orders

founded both elementary and secondary schools in South Australia. I studied the kish

Dominicans, the English Dominicans, and the Sisters of Mercy, whilst acknowledging

the arrival of several other orders and the development of their schools. I argued that

the distance from Europe, in fact provided an isolation that encouraged individuality

and a certain amount of independence on the part of local community leaders. In

addition, further opportunities for developing leadership were possible through the

sisters' forms of governance, and their hierarchy of positions within the convent.

Qualities of leadership such as initiative, responsibility and decision making, can be

seen in the sisters' necessity to become involved in business conceÍìs, buying and

selling of properties, and the building of schools, chapels and convents. In their

boarding and day schools, there were several leadership positions, with professional

responsibilities clearly demarcated in their constitutions. Consequently, I argued that

within these schools there was no sexual division of labour, in fact the sisters were not

underrepresented in management, but were the sole administrators.

3 Purcell, 'The Original Sin-Submission as Survival', p.205
a M. Dixson, The Real Matilda: wonæn and identity in Australia 1788-1975, Melbourne: Penguin
Books Australia, 1976, p.11
5Foale, The Josephíte Story, included aspects of the leadership of Mother Mary Mackillop in her
establishment of co-educational elementary schools.
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I made one qualification to these sets of arguments, and that is in relation to the

availability of these positions within a religious community. The differences between

the choir and the lay sister were examined, and I highlighted that leadership roles were

only applicable to the middle class educated choir sister. Their domestic counterpart,

the lay sister, provided the environment for such leaders to embark on both their

spiritual and professional lives, unhindered in the main, by domestic responsibilities.

I also added further and broader dimensions to the study, in terms of the contemporary

notions of femininity and religion. I argued that in South Australia, religious

institutions empowered many female religious, at the same time as they were upholding

the essential qualities of Victorian femininity.

Towards the end of the chapter, I focussed on the effects of such leadership on female

students in Catholic classrooms. This aspect was to be developed more thoroughly in a

later article. I also hinted at my reservations about the theoretical notion that education

merely reproduces social formations and ideologies. My research indicated that there

was resistance, negotiation and accommodation in students' responses to their

schooling.

These arguments were substantiated by detailed study of several female religious

leaders, and to a lesser extent some of their students. Convent, school and diocesan

archives provided an abundance of material, including personal memoirs, university

calendars, and extracts from the Catholic newspapers of the day. However the emerging

literature from several different genres of history was to be instrumental in the final

analysis, and in the formation of my arguments.

Linkages with the literature

In Australia, Fogarty,6 and Fitzwahe{ had provided the statistics of the numerical

difference between the Catholic male and female religious orders involved in teaching.

6 Fogarty, Catholic Education in Australia Vot l-il
7 Fitzwalter, 'Commitment to Education'
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Fogarty's statisticss highlight the significant imbalance by 1950, between priests,

approximately (100), brothers (1700), and female religious (13,000), involved in

Catholic schooling. Fitzwalter demonstrated the imbalance in the late nineteenth

century, when in the 1880s thirty orders of religious sisters entered Australian

dioceses, compared with only four of brothers and three of priests.e Thus the basic

national statistical details were already available, and I had researched similar statistics

in South Australia.l0 My research showed that in South Australia, 'By 1925...of the

nineteen superior schools listed, three were for boys and sixteen for girls. Of the total

number of students in Catholic schools 6,631 , I,229 werc girls in superior schools and

573 boys in the respective boys' colleges, that is 27Vo of those in Catholic schools

were in superior schooling and two thirds of these were girls'.tt However the women

who established, and maintained these secondary schools in South Australia, had never

been studied.

There was also available research on one group of Dominican sisters by Purcell,l2

which illustrated the submission of female religious. O'Donoghue's studyl3 of Mother

Vincent Whitty argued that she had in fact been hampered in her efforts as a leader by

various forces. However in 198'7, Mclayla voiced what I suspected, namely that there

was more freedom for female religious to pursue a career unhindered by domestic

responsibilities than had appeared in the writing so far. She also refers to the

challenges of Mary McKillop and Vincent Whitty to episcopal authority, albeit that

these refusals took different forms, and were rare examples. Mclay was to expand her

research on Mercy Sisters being 'out of their sphere' in a further study in 1994.1s Thus

these historians had raised issues pertaining to submission, power relations, and the

sisters' roles in the private and the public spheres. The opportunity to write my chapter

enabled me to investigate questions relating to leadership, independence and clerical

control among female religious leaders of South Australian Catholic girls' schools.

8 Fogarty, Catholic Education in Australia Vol I-II, p.208
e Fitzwalter, 'Commitment to Education', pp.351-353
r0 Burley, 'None More Anonymous?', pp.162-164

" ibid. p.z8
12 Purcell, 'The Original Sin-Submission as Survival'
r3 O'Donoghue, 'They Never Marry'
'a Mclay, 'The Feminisation of Structures', p.150
t5 Mclay, Women Out of their Sphere
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Although this chapter was published in 1997, it was in press for some time. This meant

that when I was writing, much of the research, which was to emerge in the mid to late

1990s in Australia, was not available.

However there was a steady stream of studies emerging from the northern hemisphere

of which I was aware. In particular Ewens and Wittberg in the United States,

Danylewycz in Canada, and Vicinus in the United Kingdom, had canvassed aspects of

leadership in female religious orders or coÍìmunities. kr addition Ruether and

Mclaughlin edited a selection of essays on leadership roles of women in the Jewish

and Christian traditions in the United States.r6 In their introduction they focus on

female leadership and their authoritative roles in western religion. There is a linkage of

that leadership to class and to asexual personhood gained through holiness. It is further

argued that celibacy allowed some women separate space where they could manage

their own institutions and create their own autonomy, often to the irritation of the

patriarchal church. I believed these ideas were worth further investigation in my

research.

EwenslT has argued in a similar vein, that although women have been excluded from

public positions of power in the male dominated hierarchy of the church, they have

nevertheless found alternative forms of leadership in both private and public spheres of

influence.

Wittberg also examined power and mobility in such institutions, 18 arguing that sisters

in their public institutions, particularly schools and hospitals, had 'access to many of

the structural bases for power which have been emphasised by organisational

theorists'.ln In my research, I needed to discern what the origins or structures of power

were for Catholic female religious leaders in South Australia.

Danylewycr'0 in her research, made a detailed investigation of the lives and careers of

several significant female religious, who shaped the social history of nineteenth century

16 Ruether and Mcl-aughlin, Women of Spirit
tt Ewens, 'The Leadership of Nuns in Immigrant Catholicism'
18 Wittberg. 'Non-ordained Workers in the Catholic Church'
te tbid. p.r5r
20 Danylewycz, Taking the Veil
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Quebec. One such woman was Sister Ann-Marie Bengle, who fought for the

establishment of a women's college in Montreal. Another was Sister Marie J. Gerin-

Lajoie who founded the Order of the Institute de Notre Dame du Bon Conseil, which

\ilas an order predominantly set up for social work, but was one of the

'landmarks...which terminated in the overt commitment of a small group of nuns to

many of the goals of social feminism'.21 Danylewicz argued that the power of these

leaders can be attributed to many factors, one of which was their access to higher

education, and another, the available opportunities in public institutions to realise their

intellectual potential. Finally Danylewicz alluded to the fear of the patriarchal church,

which recognised the potential challenge to its traditional male dominated power and

prestige by such educated female religious. I recognised the need to examine both the

source of power and the ramifications of its use by convent leaders in South Australian

Catholic girls' schools.

Vicinus'22 study of the lives of religious women in Anglican sisterhoods and as

evangelical deaconesses in England, alerted me to some of the possible complexities

and paradoxes in the lives of women in separate religious institutions and challenged

me to search for more. Bryant23 reinforced this direction of enquiry by alluding to the

restraints on middle class women imposed by Victorian feminine respectability, yet

there were opportunities that this respectability appeared to offer to \vomen, under the

umbrella of religion. This was definitely an area worth pursuing in relation to convent

leaders.

Conclusion

The literature had provided me with useful background statistics. In addition, it

highlighted the leadership of various female religious elsewhere, and alluded to ideas

relating to leadership, and power relations between male and female religious. I was

challenged to examine some of these possibilities in my analysis of leadership of

female religious in South Australia. However, I chose to investigate the possibilities

afforded to key religious by their participation in the communities' governance, their

" tbid. p.t54
" Vicinus, Inclependent Women
23 M Bryant, The (Inexpected Revolution: a study in the history of the education of women and girls in
the nineteenth century, London: University of London, Institute of Education, 1979
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business endeavours, and the need for professional development in their careers. I

raised further questions relating to the topic, particularly the contradictions in the lives

of these religious leaders. Finally, I noted the effects on students of powerful role

models, thus acknowledging the leadership not only in the convent from the sisters, but

the leadership they encouraged in the classroom from their students. In these ways I

made the study uniquely my own.

Therefore, while the literature provided possible directions for my research, sources

available in South Australia, often helped to determine the avenues I chose, and those

that I found. The route taken was uniquely South Australian. The findings along the

journey indicate that many South Australian female religious were not akin to 'sheep

dogs', as Purcell refers to the Dominican sisters in Maitland. In fact, several South

Australian religious women were rather more like 'shepherds', who in fact made their

own policies, and implemented them in a creative and determined manner. The

sheepdogs may well have been the lay sisters, and the question as to how the sheep

responded is the subject of the next publication, in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

Contextual statement for

ENTRENCHED OR EMANCIPATED? RESPONSES TO CATHOLIC GIRLS'

sE CONDARY S CHOOLING, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 1 880- 1,930

Context for the publication

The Journal of the Historical Society of South Australia provides an opportunity for

academics, students and community historians to publish in their areas of interest,

particularly where related to South Australia. The audience is not confined to tertiary

institutions, but includes readers whose interests encompass a broad range of historical

developments in South Australia. This journal therefore provided an ideal forum for my

research on Catholic female students and their responses to their middle class convent

schooling.

Scope and arguments in the publication

Whilst the period is similar to the first publication, 1880-1930, and the schools are the

same, Convent of Mercy, Saint Dominic's Priory, and Cabra Dominican Convent, this

afücle is different in several ways. Primarily, the focus is on the students rather than the

teachers, or indeed the schools. The article illustrates the intersection of gender, class

and religion in the students' lives. In so doing the study highlights the lack of attention

given to religion in the history of education, in the moves to incorporate gender, class

and race into the historiography.

The article is broader than the paper discussed in the previous chapter, as it offers

another dimension by providing introductory sections on the role of Catholic schooling

within the broader historical contexts of Australian and South Australian education.

In the paper, I raised a set of questions about Catholic female students in secondary

convent schools: What were the socio economic and religious backgrounds of these
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students? How did they perceive their teachers and the curriculum they offered? What

vocations in life were encouraged in these institutions? What did students subsequently

do with their lives? How did they resolve apparent contradictions in their different

experiences? Ultimately, the final and more analytical questions were: Did this form of

schooling encourage conformity or contestation? If so, how? Did these schools play a

part in the challenge to patriarchy or reinforce the status quo?

In responding to the questions, I acknowledged that schooling was only one factor

influencing a student's education and developing identity. Social and religious attitudes

within the family were crucial to a child's development. So too was the Catholic

Church, as it defined and reinforced the notion of separate spheres for men and women.

Within the middle class, definitions of masculinity and femininity were changing.

However I maintained that the role of the school was important as it often epitomised

and legitimated stereotypes and values.

Written records such as Principal's Reports at the Annual Prize Giving, the Sisters'

Constitutions, school account books and prospectuses, were useful in establishing what

the school prescribed for the students. In addition, I perused personal written memoirs

of nine students, and interviewed four old scholars of the period, to explore what the

students described as their perceptions of their schooling. In this way I hoped to use

student voices as part of my methodological approach, and ascertain any differences in

what was prescribed as opposed to what was described.

In terms of theoretical orientation, the article reflects a move away from the notions of

reproduction towards a more dynamic interpretation involving accommodation,

resistance and negotiation, with a brief mention of the possibilities of the use of post

modernist theory in relation to multiple identities.

Using these approaches the article does describe clearly who these students were and

what they studied. Student response to their curriculum and teachers, as reflected in the

memoirs and interviews, indicated a diversity of opinion from the individuals. School

annuals were useful in ascertaining the occupational choice and lifestyle of the students

when they left school. In this way it became apparent that many of these students, both

during their schooling and after it, variously interpreted gender and religious values,
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rejected some, accommodated others, and in so doing reflected the incongruities and

dichotomies in their lives.

Linkages with the literature

In women's history, it has become apparent that historians need to go beyond the

apparent constraints on women's lives. In addition, historians need to go beyond the

contributions women have made. Kennedy's work has been instrumental in helping me

formulate this stance. She has stated that 'what was said and what was expected of

women is historically important, but it is also necessary to ask what women thought,

what their experiences were, and how they determined their lives'.1 This article was

structured to encompass these additional dimensions, thus canvassing both the

prescriptive and the descriptive forms of evidence.

There existed a considerable body of literature on which to draw for my introductory

sections on the emergence and role of Catholic schooling in Australia and specifically

in South Australia. Fogarty2 had described the history of Australian Catholic education

in detail. Fitzwalter3 and Corrigana made contributions also to the emerging narrative.

In addition there were theses,5 which canvassed the extent of the provision of schools

by female religious orders throughout Australia since 1840, and acknowledged the

contributions of specific orders or a specific school. Hence there was a sound base on

which to develop a brief historical national context for the article.

In South Australia there has not been a single comprehensive text written on the history

of Catholic schooling. Press'6 texts on the history of Catholicism, valuable studies on

t Sally Kennedy, Faith and Feminism: Catholic women's struggles for self-expression, Sydney: Studies

in the Christian Movement, distributed by Dove Communications, 1985, p.x
2 Fogarty, Catholic Education in Australia Vot l-il
3 Fitzwalter, 'Commitment to Education'
a U. Corrigan, 'The Achievements of the Catholic People of Australia in the field of Education',
Australian Catholic Education Congress: Adelaide, Australia, November 8'h-15'h,193ó, Melbourne:
Advocate Press, 1937
s Lewis, 'Provision for the Education of Catholic Women; Kavanagh, 'The Educational Work of the
Presentation Sisters; Mcl-ay, 'Critical appreciation of the Educational System of All Hallows
Congregation'; McGrath, 'Some Convent School Traditions in Victoria 1860-1920'
6 Press, From Our Broken ToiI and Colour & Shadow
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specific aspects of Catholic education in this state,T and a few school histories of

Catholic boys' colleges,s provided a base to examine the role of Catholic schooling in

the broader educational context. For the latter, I relied upon Saunderse and Miller'sl0

descriptions of the development of state schooling, Hilliard and Hunt'sll analysis of

religious pluralism, and Allen et al's Learning and Other Things.r2

In addition, South Australia is fortunate in the material available on the history of its

girls' schools. The Advanced School for Girls opened in 1879, and has been thoroughly

researched both by Jonesl3 and particularly Mackinnon.t4 Helen Reidls and Bronwyn

Hallidayl6 in their theses have also contributed to the research on various non-Catholic

private girls' schools. At the time of writing, several private girls'17 and boys'18 schools

had school histories. Thus the literature afforded me the opportunity to present

introductions to the article, which I felt were useful in an understanding of where the

history and experiences of Catholic girls fitted in the broader educational contexts.

7 Foale, The tosephite Story;Vincent D. Thomas, 'The Laity in Catholic Education in South Australia,
1836-1906', Ph.D. Thesis, Flinders University, 1989;Northey, 'Living the Truth': Whitehead,
'Women's Life-Vy'ork'
8 Pet"r Donovan and Bernard O'Neill, In the Marist Tradition: Sacred Heart College Adelaide, 1897-

1997, South Australia: Sacred Heart College, 1997; John V. Bourke, The Rostrevor Story 1923-1983,

South Australia: printed by Robot Printing, 1991; Richard B. Healy, The Christian Brothers of
Wakefield Street 1878-1978, Adelaide: Christian Brothers College, 1978
e G.E. Saunders, 'The State and Education in South Australia 1836-1875', Melbourne Studies in
E d u c at io n I 9 6 6, Melbourne : Melbourne University Press, I 966, pp.204 -238
r0 Pavla Miller, Long Division: state schooling in South Australian society, South Australia, Wakefield
Press, 1986
rr Hilliard and Hunt,'strands in the Social Fabric'
r2Margaret Allen et al, Learning and Other Things: Sources for a social history of education in South

Australia, Adelaide: South Australian Government Printer, 1988
t' Jones, Nothing Seemed Impossible
ra Mackinnon , One Foot on the Ladder
t5 H. M. J. Reid, 'Age of Transition: a study of four South Australian private girls' schools I875-1925',
Ph.D.Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1996. Since published as H.M.J.Reid, Age of Transition: a study

of four South Australian private girls' schools 1855-1926, Adelaide: Hyde Park Press, 2000
tu B. K. Halliday, 'Such Great Opportunities: A comparative study of four girls' private secondary

schools in Adelaide, South Australia, from approximately 1885-1925', M.Ed. Thesis, University of
Adelaide, 1986
r7 Marjorie Scales, The Wilderness: One Hundred Yeørs of History and Legend 1884-1984, Adelaide:
Wilderness School, 1984; H. Jones and N. Morrison, Walþrd: A History of the School, Adelaide:
Walford School Council, 1968; J.M. Phillips, Not Saints but Girls: the first hundred years of St. Peter's
Collegiøte Girls' School, Adelaide: St. Peter's Collegiate Girls' School ,1994; P.M. Twynam,To Grow
in Wisdom: the story of the first seventy-five years of the Methodist Ladies' College I902- 1977,

Adelaide: Annesley College, 1977
t* A.G. Pice, The Collegiate School of St. Peter 1847-1947, Adelaide: The Collegiate School of St.

Peter, 1947; I. Tregenza, Collegiate School of St. Peter, Adelaide, the for,Lnding years 1847-1878,
Adelaide: The Collegiate School of St. Peter, 1996; J.F. Ward, Prínce Alfred College: the story of the

first eighty years 1867-1948, Adelaide: Gillingham and Co.Ltd., 1951; R.M. Gibbs, A History of Prince
Alfred College, Adelaide: Balara Books, 1969
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Theobald,ln has warned historians not to trivialise the accomplishments curriculum for

girls. Therefore I investigated very carefully the curriculum that was available to the

students in these schools. Hence the excitement on discovering three handwritten

examination booklets, which enabled me to corroborate her view that the liberal studies

curiculum brought from Europe, was in fact taught in a rigorously academic fashion in

some South Australian Catholic girls' schools, perhaps under the guise of the

accomplishments label. Their previous academic study ensured that female students'

adaptation to the model for matriculation was not as difficult as may have been

envisaged, and in fact many female students experienced significant success in the

matriculation examinations very quickly.

At this stage I found several other British texts2O useful, as historians of both education

and women's histories, grappled with attendant changes evident in society, and the

introduction of secondary schooling for some middle class girls. My findings, for

example, appeared to fit very nicely with Delamont's21 concept of 'double conformity'.

This is explained as a strategy used by girls' schools in Britain, whereby they ensured

that their female students undertook a double load, by studying both academic subjects

for university entrance, and at the same time insisted on the preservation of their

femininity by the study of the accomplishments. I decided to explore this notion in the

schools I was investigating, and I found that there was considerable emphasis on both

forms of curriculum in these schools. Thus at the time when I was analysing my

findings for the article, the concept of double conformity provided an attractive tool to

enable me to integrate clearly my data.

le Marjorie R. Theobald, 'Mere Accomplishments? Melbourne's Early Ladies' Schools Reconsidered',
History of Educøtion Review, Vol.13, No. 2, 1984, pp.15-28
20M. Bryant, The Unexpected Revolution; S. Delamont and L. Duffin, The Nineteenth Century Woman:
her cultural and physical world,London: Croom Helm, 1978; Carol Dyhouse, 'Social Darwinisitic
IdeasandtheDevelopmentof Women'sEducationinEngland, 1880-1920', Historyof Education,
Vol.5, No.1, 1976, pp.4l-58; and Gjrls Growing Up in lnte Victorian and Edwardian England, Boston:
Routledge and Kegan. Paul, 1981; Joan N. Burstyn, Victorian Education and the ldeal of Womanhood,
New Brunswick, N.J: Rutgers University Press, 1984; June Purvis, 'Towards a history of women's
education in nineteenth century Britain: a sociological analysis', in J. Purvis and M. Hale, (eds.),

Achievement and Inequality in Education, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul in association with the

Open University, 1983; and A History of Women's Education in England, Philadelphia: Open
University Press, 1991
tt S. D"lu-ont, Knowledgeable Women: Structuralism and the Reproduction of Elites, London, New
York: Routledge, 1989
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However since then the concept has been challenged22 and modified. Scott indicates

that the concept of 'double conformity', 'impedes an understanding of the complexities

of schooling, where the 'conformities' were actually multiple' ." On the other hand, I

would now add that, if conformity implies some form of boundary, my research shows

that many students went beyond the expected boundaries prescribed for middle class

students. Thus the evidence still highlights the paradox in the lives of these female

students, as examples substantiate both conformity to, and contravention of society's

expectations.

Conclusion

Hitherto, historians of education had in the main studied the history of policies and

institutions, history from above. My focus on students was breaking new ground,

alerting us to the importance of history from below, and of previously ignored groups.

Using varied source material, I found that the Christian ideals of marriage and

motherhood were fostered in South Australian Catholic secondary convent schools, and

most students responded accordingly. However, the varied curriculum offered by

schools was instrumental in enabling many students to adapt their lives to incorporate

careers, changing mores, and increased occupational choice. This adaptation was a

more complex process than the complete acceptance of religious and gender

stereotypes, and I argued that students were neither totally entrenched by their

schooling nor entirely emancipated. Rather it appeared to me that many were energised

both by their schooling and the opportunities available to them. In initiating this

argument, I was moving towards the later arguments of Theobald and Scott, who also

questioned the notion of total conformity, and highlighted some forms of liberation. I

was therefore instrumental in the formation of debates, which were to focus on the

multiple subjectivities of students and their varied responses to their schooling, be they

liberating or limiting.

22 Theobald, Knowing Women, pp.2lI-212
23 Scott,'Engendering Loyalties', p.243
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CHAPTER 5

Contextual statement for

PAST PRINCIPALS: .THE PT]BLIC PERVASIVE PRESENCE OF

powERFIlL WOMEN IN THE CHURCH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA" L880-

1925

Context of the publication

I presented this studyl initially as a paper at the International Standing Conference of

the History of Education. I was subsequently asked to contribute the paper for an

international refereed publication, Paedagogica Historica: International Journal of

the History of Education, Supplementary Series, Volume 5. In the conference

presentation, I had used all my previous research, because it was the first time that the

history of Australian Catholic girls' schooling had been presented internationally. Due

to these circumstances there is considerable overlap of material with prior studies

published locally.

Scope and arguments in the publication.

The study focuses on the contribution of female religious in South Australia to

schooling, and the contradictions within the principals' lives. The former has been

covered comprehensively in prior publications. It is the latter focus, the paradoxes and

contradictions within the lives of principals that are expanded upon in this publication.

In terms of final analysis and conclusions, I developed several considerations.

I elaborated upon the attraction of the intense religious environments of convents and

the restraining qualities promoted therein. However, I argued further that this religious

domain offered empowering opportunities for some religious women. In fact, the

evidence indicated resistance on the part of several provincials to the patriarchal pov/er

of clerics. Accordingly, I was able to embark upon a discussion of the limitations of

relying on purely reproduction theories in an analysis of this type. Rather, notions of

I Burley, 'Past Principals'
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resistance and accommodation2 must be included. I argued that gender development

must involve an active response to the reality of contradictions in women's lives.

Therefore I concluded that the notions of the post modernists3 could prove useful in

such discussions, especially the idea of the non unitary nature of self, as individuals

constitute and reconstitute themselves 'in response to the varied discourses or

discursive practices in their lives'.4

A further set of debates focussing on women teachers has been introduced in this

study. Strober and Tyack have suggested that in the history of education it would seem

that 'women teach and men manage'.s Acker6 also argues that it is reasonable to speak

of a sexual division of labour in teaching. I have suggested that these notions must be

qualified when the history of female religious teachers is considered. The latter did not

have to contend with the tension that the demands of domesticity involved. The sisters

had their own division of labour within the convent, with lay sisters undertaking the

majority of domestic tasks. This practice ensured that teaching sisters and convent

leaders were, in the main, free to address their professional responsibilities. In South

Australian convent schools, there was no sexual division of teaching; in fact there

were several opportunities for supervisory status. 'These females were not under-

represented, they were sole administrators'.7

My final direction in this study, relates to the inclusion of convent school principals in

the history of education, and also in Catholic Church histories. Furthermore, the lives

and work of female religious women generally, should be incorporated into the

emerging women's history and feminist histories. My subsequent study was to address

this concern.

t Anyon, 'Intersections of Gender and Class'
3 Hollo*ay, 'Gender difference and the introduction of subjectivity'
a Burley, 'Past Principals', p.348

' M. Strober and David Tyack, 'Why Do Women Teach and Men Manage? A report on research on
schools', Sigrs, Vol.5, No.3, 1980, pp.494-503
Ó Sandra Acker, 'Women and Teaching: A Semi-detached Sociology of a semi-Profession', in S. Walker
and L. Barton, (eds.), Gender, Class and Education, Sussex: Falmer Press, 1983, pp.l23-l4l
7 Burley, 'Past Principals' , p.349
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Conclusion

I have not focussed at length on this particular publication, due to the replication of

previous material. However I have included this study in the whole, as it is part of my

intellectual journey, and because of the growing sophistication of argument that the

study exemplifies. It certainly shows that the roles of female religious leaders were,

'more complex, more dynamic, and more influential than much of the rhetoric and

some of the earlier analyses would have us believe'.8

t Burley,'Past Principals', p.350.
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CHAPTER 6

Contextual statement for

THE SILENT SISTERHOOD(S): CATHOLIC NI-INS' THEIR PTJBLIC \ryORK

AND INFLT]ENCE FOR SOCIAL CHANGE IN AUSTRALIA,IN

PaRTICL]LAR SOUTH AUSTRALIA, L880-1930

Context for the publication

Initially this study was a paper presented at the International Federation for Research in

Women's History (IFRWH) conference in 1998. The IFRWH was founded in 1987 to

encourage and coordinate research in all aspects of women's history at the international

level. It is federated with the Comité Internationale des Sciences Historiques. The

theme of the conference was 'Women and Human Rights, Social Justice and

Citizenship: International Historical Perspectives', and the conference arffacted 250

speakers in parallel sessions. I was invited to submit my paper for refereeing for a

publication of essays from Australian participants. The text, entitled Citizenship,

Women and Social Justice: International Historical Perspectives, was edited by

Damousi and Ellinghaus,l and it was organised around four themes, one of which was

social philanthropy. It was in this section that my study appe ared.2

Scope and arguments in the publication

The essay differed in several ways from my previous research, located as it was in the

genre of women's history, and written for an international audience. I used the

opportunity to include a section focussing on the burgeoning historiography of women

religious, with extensive and detailed references to research undertaken and published

in Canada, United States, keland, and the United Kingdom. The historiographical

section was completed with an outline of the work that had emerged in Australia by

1998.

I Joy Damousi and Katherine Ellinghaus (eds.), Citizenship, Women and Social Justice: International
Historical Perspectives, Melbourne: Department of History, University of Melbourne, 1999
2 Burley, 'The Silent Sisterhood(s)'
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Despite this emerging historiography, I argued that until very recently, feminist

historians appeared to dismiss religious women. Perhaps such a reaction was because of

the connection of the women with the church, which feminists saw as having played

such a dominant role in the subjugation of women.' Their neglect could also be

explained in terms of the historians' perception of the urgent need to incorporate class,

race, and gender relations into feminist history, excluding religion in the analysis. My

paper argued that female religious women and their social impact should be included in

the context of women's work and culture which, by 1998, had begun to be assessed in

terms of women's history.

Initially, I discussed the history of Australian Catholic women religious from the arrival

of the first group in 1838 until 1940, when they numbered 11,000.4 In so doing, I

extended my research to include not solely the field of education, but the total range of

the sisters' unpaid labour in the fields of nursing and social philanthropy. In this way,

the social prograÍìmes of various religious communities influenced not just students,

but prisoners, the sick, the homeless, and orphans. Female religious established, staffed

and managed, not only schools, but also large public institutions such as hospitals, aged

care facilities, centres for the destitute and the handicapped, and orphanages.

I illustrated these developments, by reference to the apostolates of various female

religious orders in South Australia between 1880 and 1930. There is no doubt that

education was the dominant task of most orders, for example the kish Dominican and

English Dominican orders, the Sisters of Mercy, and the Sisters of Saint Joseph.

However, these orders combined several apostolates. As well as providing schooling

for the rich and the poor, they also provided additional services. The Mercy Sisters, for

example, maintained a House of Mercy for kish girls and a hostel for country girls

working in the city, while at the same time they managed an orphanage. The Sisters of

Saint Joseph perceived the need for accommodation for newly released prisoners, and

organised a House of Refuge. Ultimately they were able to offer affordable shelter for

unmarried mothers. In addition, the Josephites managed the St. Vincent de Paul

orphanage until 1890, and they too recognised the need for shelter for homeless women

t Carey, Believing in Australia,p.lll
a MacGinley, A Dynamic of Hope, p.349
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and recently arrived migrant girls, and opened a House of Providence. Other female

religious communities arrived to address other social needs. The Little Sisters of the

Poor, for example, came to serve the needs of the frail aged, and the Little Company of

Mary bought an existing hospital in 1900, and continue to manage and extend it

extensively.

As the description evolved, I presented several arguments relating to the lives and

labours of female religious women. I indicated that in 'those early years, when

communication and transport were very difficult, the resulting geographic isolation

from authority both at home and overseas, resulted in a great deal of scope for

individuality'.s In addition, I added that in such frontier societies, where the sisters'

unpaid labour was so essential, some of their challenges to clerical authority were left

unopposed.

Such relative independence resulted in opportunities for leadership. I found evidence of

provincials' involvement in major economic decisions, purchasing and building

properties, investing in the share market, and handling large sums of monies in the

repayment and use of dowries. There were also examples of governance and

administration in large schools and hospitals. The democratic system of elections

within the convent, and the establishment of Provincials' councils, enabled a system of

rotation so that several leadership positions were available. In analysing the qualities of

leadership, I concluded that the conventionalities of the period actually provided

opportunities for some of these sisters to aspire to and act in roles previously the sole

prerogative of men.

The above arguments needed to be limited in two ways. First, not all female religious

were able to be involved in such positions; questions of class and education were

pertinent, as was the need to submit to convent directives. Second, the leadership was

evident only within the private confines of the convent and the related institutions.

These women were not public advocates who took their causes to the streets. I argued

that was to be the task of their students. The battles that convent leaders embarked upon

were private clerical challenges, enacted within the privacy of the Catholic Church.

5 Burley, Silent Sisterhood(s), p.279
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Finally, I suggested possible perceptions of their programmes. They have been labelled

as being examples of middle class Victorian philanthropy, social reform, misguided

altruism, and outright oppression. It can be argued that the sisters perpetuated the status

quo 'by being agents of clerical and social control, cementing class and gender

domination. Often they have been perceived as dogmatic and stern, emphasising piety

and religious practice at the expense of compassion and sensitivity'.u The sisters

certainly expected women to be homemakers and to renovate society in a particular

image. Yet the sisters themselves were models of the opposite; celibate and

professional. The evidence that I analysed suggested that the sisters' roles were more

complex, more paradoxical, and more dynamic than at first appeared. The post

modernists might express this as the 'non unitary nature of self', or apply the notion of

multiple identities.

Linkages with the literature

In 1996, three texts were published that were to be significant in my research. Hilary

Caref wrote about the cultural history of religions in Australia, giving an impetus to

the study of religious history generally. In turn, I recognised the lack of analysis of the

educational and social influence of religion in the history of education, due to the

current emphasis on the study of class, gender and race relations. Publication of Jo Ann

McNamara's general history of female religious in 1996,8 canvassed the overall picture

across two millennia and several continents, and provided the initial background

necessary for specific study. The text encouraged a greater breadth of approach in my

research than hitherto and I resolved to encompass several additional apostolates in my

study of female religious in South Australia. This decision was to coincide with the

publication of MacGinley's text on the history of all the Institutes of Women Religious

in Australia.e Her research provided the breadth of coverage, which had previously

been missing in Australia. It canvasses the origins of the various groups, their

foundation and development within the context of emerging Australian society, and

provides an opportunity for comparison and the study of emerging themes. These texts

6 tuta, p.zt+
' Catey, Believing in Australia
8 McNamara , Catholic Nuns Through Two Millennia
e MacGinley, A Dynamic of Hope
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stimulated my scholarship, alerted me to possible avenues for further analysis, and

encouraged further developments in my study of religious women.

Until 1996, I was reliant in the main on the literature from overseas which had been

published in the 1980s (Described in the previous statements). However by 1997,

when I was undertaking my research on female religious, I was aware of the steady

stream of articles and books being published overseas in the 1990s, which signalled

the burgeoning interest in the scholarship in the field of the history of Catholic female

religious. Smyth in Canada, for example, was to publish extensively in the decade.

She highlighted the differences between the secular female teacher, and the religious.

For the religious:

Teaching was not an intermediary step between their education and mariage;

it was a life-long commitment. Teaching was not a means of gaining

economic stability or advantage; it was a commitment to a life in community

where the community not the individual gained the financial remuneration.

Teaching, was not a job; it was a vocation-a call to serve God as a teaching

sister. 
lo

These are important considerations, which can be overlooked and which require

explanation, especially for the non-Catholic historian. Smyth was to extend the notion

of vocation to include nursing and social work in a further study.ll Whilst I was not

analysing vocation as such, I was certainly incorporating various professions other than

teaching into my analysis for this study. Shared research and discussions have been

invaluable as Smyth and I both traversed similar areas, but in our own unique cultural

and geographic contexts.

In the United States, Oates had written a further text.r2 She too had moved to

incorporate the philanthropic tradition in her research on female religious. Oates

analyses the extensive nature of the participation of female religious in philanthropy,

and examines the debates such activities engendered within the church, in terms of

¡0 Smyth, 'Much Exertion of the Voice and great Application of the Mind', p.27
lr Smyth, 'Ch¡istian Perfection and Service to Neighbours', pp.40-54
t2 Oates, The Catholic Philanthropic Tradition in America
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scope, priorities, organisation, the locus of authority over the resources, and finally the

tension between centralised control and democratic participation.

Similar research was emanating from helandl3 and England.la The possibilities were

challenging, the debates rigorous, and the need for a composite comparative text

acknowledged. Unfortunately this has not as yet transpired.

In South Australia local research published in the early 1990s by Northeyl5 and

Mclayl6 has been useful, as it focussed directly on two communities of religious

sisters, encompassing all aspects of their history, religious philsosphy, foundation in

South Australia, expansion, and apostolates.

In the 1990s, the literature on the history of women religious was moving towards a

broader canvas, in addition to the constant emergence of specific studies. I was able to

tap into, and add my contribution, to these developments. My study was of particular

value, as it was one of the initial works to incorporate female religious into Australian

women's history.

Conclusion

In the past, Catholic sisterhoods have been silent in many ways. They have been a

silence in women's history. They have been silent in the expression of their private

lives and emotions, and in exhibiting their culture. The sisters kept themselves and their

spiritual and social views enclosed behind the high cloister walls and their related

institutions. Nor did the sisters take to the streets to uphold human rights, or demand

rights for women and children. However in their public apostolates, including

education, nursing and social work, the sisterhoods provided the opportunity for many

Catholic women under the mantle of the religious habit, to follow their social

conscience, based on their religious philosophy. In their community organisations, they

could target students, the sick and society's marginalised, with either physical

13 Peckham, 'Catholic Female Congregations; O'Connell, 'The Genesis of Convent Foundations and

their Institutions in Ulster'
to O'Brien, 'Terra Incognita: The Nun in 19th Century England'; Bowman, 'Women's Religious
Education'
r5 Northey, 'Living the Truth'
16 Mclay, Women on the Move
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assistance, and/or spiritual and intellectual direction. In a period when there was no

Salvation Army, St Vincent de Paul association, or Old Age Pension, the Catholic

sisterhoods were according to Carey, an 'ubiquitous presence throughout

Australia. .. [whose] veiling gave them a passport to the independent world of work and

social welfare.'17 In practice they were not so silent.

r7 Carey, Believing in Australia, pp.137-138
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CHAPTER 7

Contextual Statement for

THE CLASSROOM: CHALLENGES AND CHANGING CIJRRICULI.]M

Context for the publication

Making Space: Women and Education at St. Aloysius CoIIege Adelaide 1880-2000, is a

school history written by a group of South Australian academics. I was invited to be

part of this team and contribute two chapters. Apart from one member, we were all

outsiders in the sense of having no direct association with the school. 'We were all

outsiders in terms of not being female religious and many were not Catholics. However,

we had varied expertise, research and interests, and this is reflected in the choice of

themes and writing styles. As the editor put it, 'In many ways this is a strength of the

book, because not only does each chapter introduce a new theme, but it also presents a

different way of dealing with material''r

In this venture I perceived two possible problems for the historian. Choice of writing

style proved to be a challenge, given the breadth of audience, which included academic

and community historians, tertiary students, and members of the religious community,

old scholars, parents and students. Yet another challenge was the contemporary nature

of the research. Many individuals who played critical roles in the development of the

school were still alive. In the early days of the research, perceiving this consideration, I

resolved to preserve my academic integrity, and at the same time, remain sensitive to

individuals' seriously and often passionately held beliefs and values. This path proved

difficult at times, but in grappling with these concerns, it made me more aware of the

complexities, emotions and behaviours that educators espouse in the personal challenge

to improve the educative experiences of children in schools. The study also had to

encompass the different reactions, both celebratory and derisory, of students to

individual teachers and their classroom experiences. Such empathy would, it was

hoped, make the analysis all the richer.

I Gale 1ed.¡, Making Space, p.xlli
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Scope and arguments in the publication

Content

The time frame of the text was 1880 until 2000, and I was therefore directed to extend

my research of Catholic girls' schooling up to the end of the twentieth century.

Although this is the specified period, the history is not presented as a chronological

version, but rather around the dominant or organising theme of 'space', whereby key

sites in the school would provide powerful metaphors for various themes to be

explored. Such a creative approach, proposed by Katharine Massam, has been

recognised as:

a significant departure from traditional linear histories in which chapters move

from foundation, through various stages of development into the present. In

contrast, the general treatment of the history is an interplay between educational

aspirations and the reality of school life in the consciousness of those involved.2

In terms of space, I studied the 'classroom' and the 'staffroom', the former being the

subject of this chapter, and the latter the focus of the next.

Methodology

The study afforded me opportunities to use traditional approaches, but also to be

creative in my methodologies. There is no doubt that the research benefited

significantly from the written and visual material in the Mercy Archives, which

'included newspaper clippings dating back to the 1880s, school registers, speech night

addresses, school inspectors' reports, coÍìmemorative booklets, concert programmes,

newsletters and various personal letters and photographs. In addition...extensive

documentation held in the archives from the 1970s on curriculum initiatives, student

records, staffing and policy decisions'.3 Finally, there was a full set of school annuals

available for perusal, and various sources of published material.

2 Christine Trimingham Jack, Review of Making Space:Women and Education at St. Aloysius CoIIege

Adelaide 1880-2000, History of Education Review, Vol.30, No. 1, 200i, pp.115-117

'Gal", (ed.), Making Space, p.xi
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However, in terms of methodology it was this study that enabled me to extend my use

of oral history significantly. The authors asked for interviews and workshops with old

scholars, former teachers, and the current Sisters of Mercy. The programme was

arranged, cluster groups formed and facilitators appointed. Eighty people contributed in

this manner. I was instrumental in the development and outcome of this process and the

editor has acknowledged my use of the views collected, as the 'voices of the past'.4 In

addition, the editor highlighted another contribution I made to this methodological

approach when she stated: 'stephanie Burley suggested that we mail questionnaires to a

random selection of old scholars who had not attended the workshops. For this purpose

seventy old scholars were approached. Many responded in writing and a number

requested the opportunity to give their reflections in interview's

I suggested two further initiatives. I argued strongly for the inclusion of visual evidence

in the form of photographs, a forrn of evidence, which has in the main been ignored by

historians. Like all evidence photographs are vulnerable to the criticisms of selectivity

on the part of the historian, and selectivity on the part of the photographer. However, I

maintained that visual evidence should be used to highlight a concept, or to substantiate

or qualify other source material.

Finally, I suggested that there was merit in illustrating the development of the school

buildings over time in a visual rather than a written form. This approach would alleviate

possible tedium in written description, but more importantly afford the individual

reader the opportunity to visualise the emergence and growth of the school more easily,

and to interpret developments variously. Architecture thus provides a medium for

further thought and analysis. An historian of education, in a review of the text,

described this initiative as follows:

Another innovation of the book is the insertion of five double-paged colour

plates of changes in the school buildings at various points in time. I read them

as physical signs of changes in religious life across the time span, others will

find different information depending on their interest. Separate school and

convent buildings mark the 1880s. The beginning of the twentieth century sees

4 ibid. p.xüi
5 ibid. p.xiv
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integration of the convent with the boarding school and then a progressive

obliteration of physical signs of the religious community as the focus on modern

educational buildings marks the integration of state and church educational

agenda. However what remains constant is the chapel.6

This response gives one example of analysis possible from visual material

Thus, in two major aspects, content and methodology, the research enabled me to

extend my scholarship dramatically. The chapter on the classroom enabled me to

maintain and develop my interest in the 'lived experience' of students in their school

environment. My research endorsed and encouraged creative approaches on my part,

particularly in relation to oral and visual evidence.

Argument

The chapter examines the religious, philosophical, and educational aims of the Mercy

Sisters at St. Aloysius College, at times comparing their views with those of the

expectations of the male clerical hierarchy of the Catholic Church. In addition, I focus

on the varying and changing forms of curriculum that the school offered, the learning

environment the teachers encouraged, and their students' responses to these efforts. I

structured the chapter on a series of questions. Who were these students? What were

they supposed to be taught? What did they think they learrrt? I examined these issues in

specific time periods, and using both written and oral evidence, I was able to

differentiate between the prescription of students' lives in terms of what were the ideals

of the educators, as opposed to the description of the realities as perceived by students.

In the early years of the institution, the sisters established two schools, an 'upstairs',

and a 'downstairs'. I argued that these two very different schools, on the same convent

property, were class specific and deliberately designed to be so. The analysis proved to

be an excellent opportunity to combine three different forms of evidence. I used fee

structures and compared them to the annual minimum wages of the period, and also

incorporated the costs involved in the purchase of the necess¿ìry boarding requirements.

Student recollections substantiated the divide between the two schools, and the

6 Trimingham Jack, Review of Making Spacerp.Ll6
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photographs of students of the Select School again emphasised the expense involved in

the purchase of the elaborately pin tucked dresses and leather boots. In developing my

argument, I acknowledged that the account books showed that exceptions were made

and private negotiation occurred for those in need.

In traversing the various time periods, I found that the student body had changed

dramatically in terms of class, ethnicity and religion. By the end of the twentieth

century, analysis of student records showed that the school was more inclusive in socio-

economic terms; fifty cultural backgrounds were represented, and there was an

extremely wide cross-section of religious affiliation and non-affiliation. Yet the irony

was that in establishing a strong commitment to overseas students in the 1990s, it could

be argued that the school appears to have completed a full cycle, in that the wealthier

overseas students are subsidising the Australian students, just as the founding sisters

did with their select school and poor school.

Using the richness of material available, I explored in detail several aspects of

classroom experience in each of the allocated periods. I incorporated the views from the

formal documents relating to curriculum and curriculum change, religious teaching and

obligations, and teaching methodologies. In describing classroom experiences, the

formal curriculum cannot stand alone, but must be integrated into the atmosphere of the

learning environment. To enhance this description, I used collages of student voices

extensively, which gave a vibrant range of reactions, emotions, and experiences.

Trimingham Jack has commented that 'Such an approach offers what I consider to be

one of the strengths of educational history-evaluation of the school process with a

broader lens ...The close attention here to experience allows some of the contradictions

in school life to surface, such as the paradoxical commitment to both self-expression

and questioning as well as conformity to Catholic dogma'.7

Finally, in the same way as contradictions have been made apparent, I addressed the

conflict at times between teachers, between students, and between students and

teachers. The Integrated Studies course was one topic, which highlighted mixed

feelings among both students and teachers, and initiated strong reactions both to its

' ibid. p.tt6
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implementation and its demise. The chapter canvasses a breadth of issues, from the

contentious to the celebratory. In so doing it captures the minutiae as well as the grand

moments of school history.

Linkages with the literature

I approached this task, cognisant of the emergence of creative and well-crafted school

histories.s In addition I was aware of the warnings and armed with the counsel of

Theobald. As early as 1977, she had written an article highlighting the inherent

problems in writing school histories. She alerted the historian to formulate new

approaches, because traditionally they had 'almost always fixated at the middle or

administrative level of the school's existence, concentrating on the doings of the

principal and perhaps the council'.e Furthennore, historians were advised to incorporate

the broader social and political movements of the historical period and place, which

often impinged significantly on the school's development. Hence I incorporated the

major influences of war and migration on the development of Saint Aloysius College,

as well as the ramifications of the reintroduction of government funding. In addition, I

evaluated the influence of broader educational movements, such as the introduction of

psychological counselling, team teaching, open spaced learning and negotiated

assessment. I also believe that deeper explanations are now possible given the

expanding nature of research in the history of education in the last twenty years.

Theobald's criticism, relating to the lack of description of the experiential lives of

students, has also been clearly addressed in this chapter.

Trimingham Jackr0 and Barbara Finkelsteinll both encouraged historians to 'include the

study of ordinary people, face to face contexts and the evolution of human

consciousness', adding to the process of 'retrieving history as lived and constructed in

small social circles. . . and an array of the previously invisible'.12

8 Dening and Kennedy , Xavier Portraits;, Massam, On High Ground; Marjorie R. Theobald (ed.),

Melbourne Girls Grammar School centenary essays, 1893-1993, Melbourne: Hyland House, 1993
e Theobald, 'Problems in Writing School Histories', p.22-23
10 Trimingham Jack, 'school History: Reconstructing the Lived Experience'
1r Barbara Finkelstein, 'Educational Historians as myth makers', Review if Research in Education,

Vol. 1 8, 1992, pp.255-297

" ibid, p.259
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Admonitions from these historians have been heeded and acted upon in terms of

methodology. Additional help for the research came from the initial draft of a thesis by

Sister Joan Gaskell.13 This unpublished volume, focussing on the first fifty years of the

educational work of the sisters, provided a foundation for the researchers. The memoirs

of teaching sisters and old scholars now dead, that Gaskell had collected, were of

immense value.

The recently published volume by Anne Mclay was even more significant.la Her

extensive study of the Adelaide Sisters of Mercy provided meticulous detail and a

broad canvas. Mclay developed her themes within the social and political history of

South Australia, and thus ensured a comprehensive analysis of the questions she posed.

These questions examined the liberation of women, the challenge to patriarchy, both

religious and secular, and the nature of power in authority and leadership, community

and friendship. Mclay was to refer often to my scholarship. Our work was

complimentary. Much of the material was familiar, but what was new was Mclay's

main argument, that among the Australian Mercies, the Adelaide Mercies were more

progressive and more flexible than other Australian communities. From this research I

gained detailed insights into the spiritual aspects of community life, and a more

complete account of their history. I also gleaned the potential for some further analysis

as to why some students from their school would in turn be leaders in the secular world.

This issue has been developed and examined in detail in my chapter on the classrooms

of Saint Aloysius College.

While I was researching for this chapter, historians in the northern hemisphere were

also investigating the practice, meaning and culture of classrooms in the past. A

selection of essays was published in lggg,rs but I was not made aware of it until 2000,

and did not see a copy until 2001. It was exciting to find that other historians of

education had recognised this silence in the historiography. According to the authors,

their goal had been to 'begin to reconstruct the culture of such common spaces in

schools and to ask questions about how historians can begin to piece together the silent

t3 Joan Gaskell, 'The Educational Work of the Religious Sisters of Mercy in South Australia with
special reference to the Convent of Mercy Secondary School Adelaide 1881-1931', M.Ed. Thesis for
University of Adelaide, not submitted, 1912, (Mercy Archives, Adelaide)
toMcl-ay, Women on the Move
t5 Ian Grosvenor, Martin Lawn, Kate Rousmanier, (eds.), Silences and Imøges: The Social History of
the Classrooø, New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 1999
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social history of the classroom'.t6 I wus gratified that in isolation in the southern

hemisphere, I had addressed many of the questions that they posed about classrooms.

'What were its routines, what kinds of activities did it contain and what sorts of

expressions and lives inhabited its space? What was the pedagogical order, and how

was the curriculum mediated in its spaces? What was the lived reality of the teacher's

work and the students' lives in and around that classro om?'r1 Whilst my questions had

been more general, all the aspects they suggested had been examined.

In addition, the Grosvenor et al text addressed my interest in methodology, as 'Several

chapters in this book developed methodological issues about the use and interpretation

of sources such as teacher and student diaries and notebooks, photographs, school

architecture plans and memory. The problems of historical method raised by the use of

image and representation were also explored'.t8 This text has strengthened my view in

the importance of this initiative that I have undertaken, stimulated my desire to research

further in the history of classroom experiences in Australia, and offers sophisticated

analyses, which will enhance future studies. Importantly it indicates that, in this chapter

on Saint Aloysius College classrooms, I have created a thoughtful and stimulating

foundation on which to build.

Conclusion

The school history of St. Aloysius College enabled me to coÍtmence my study of

classrooms and implement new approaches. According to Pred, the study of such an

environment enables 'multiple ways of knowing and multiple sets of meaning:

By confronting the ordinary and the extraordinary

The commonplace with the out of place

The (would be) hegemonic with the counter hegemonic,

The ruly with the unruly,

The power wielders with the subjects of power

The margin definers with marginalised

16.,.,
tDta.

'7 ibid.
t8 ibid.

p.1
p.1
p.2
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The boundary drawers with the out-of-bounds

The norm makers with the 'abnormal',

The dominating with the dominated're

Are the teachers the dominating, the nofin makers, the boundary drawers and the power

wielders? A crucial component in the process of classroom dynamics has to be the

teachers. They are the focus ofthe next chapter.

leAlan Pred, Recognising European Modernities-A Montage of the Present, London: Routledge, 1995,

p.25, quoted in Grosvenor et al, Silences and Images, p.IO
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CHAPTER 8

Contextual statement for

THE STAFFROOM: CONSENSUS, CONFLICT AND CONTRADICTIONS

Context for the publication

The second chapter that I contributed to the school history of Saint Aloysius College

focussed on the individuals, interactions, and educative work of the teachers and

principals of the school over the period 1880-2000. In my study of female religious

teachers' work, I extended my research throughout the twentieth century, rather than

my original cut off in the 1930s. Research in the second half of the twentieth century,

highlighted particularly the difficulties for historians involved in writing about

contemporary events. I anticipated two major concerns. Whilst I believed it important

to include students' responses to individual teachers' endeavours and personalities, I

was conscious of the teachers' reactions to damning or derisory remarks. Some

individuals may have interpreted evidence as insensitive, hurtful, incorrect, and/or

damaging. Another possible problem lay in the area of the historian's selectivity, and

omission of the roles and contributions of certain individuals, which could result in

inadveftent offence. My solution to both these potential tensions was to use anonymity

in the student voices and include their comments but not name the teacher to whom the

comment related. This approach worked extremely well for most of the staff. However,

I did name principals and some teachers who were undoubtedly outstanding, and at

times controversial personalities in the eyes of the contemporaneous student body. By

following this approach I was able to maintain my academic integrity, and at the same

time address the sensitivities involved and minimise potential distress.

Scope and arguments in the publication

Content

While the academic staffs at the college in the 1990s have been predominantly lay, for

most of the school's history that has not been the case. In fact, the staffroom was in

effect the convent for the first ninety years of the school's existence. Hence the
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emphasis in the chapter is on the Mercy Sisters as teachers and principals, and as

critical forces in the development and implementation of their beliefs and practices in

their school. I canvassed the Sisters' personal and educational backgrounds; their goals,

both religious and secular; and the changing nature of the curricula they developed in

the school. In addition, I analysed areas of cooperation, periods and issues of conflict,

and various conundrum, which emerged in the cloister, classroom and diocese. The first

half of the chapter focuses on the teachers, and is divided into three chronological

periods. In each, I examine the changing nature of the female religious teachers' work,

students' responses to their teachers' endeavours, and contradictions and exceptions,

which emerge from the research findings. The latter half of the chapter focuses on the

female religious head teachers, as they were called initially, and later to be named,

headmistresses and finally principals. I examine the challenges they faced, their

responses, and the inherent contradictions in their roles. Finally, aspects of both

consensus and conflict are discussed, and the questions pertaining to leadership which I

raised:

Were the contradictions and paradoxes within the Sisters' own lives apparent to

them and their students? Were they transmitting by the very lives they were

leading somewhat contradictory messages to their students - at times appearing

powerful, independent and educated, yet at others enshrining the virtues of

obedience, submission and virginity? Did some of them contest the complicated

nature of their lives?1

Methodology

The use of oral history in this chapter is the dominant feature in terms of

methodological approach. Whilst extensive use of written evidence has been

maintained, the creative aspect of the methodology lies in the use of students' and

teachers' voices. Their views have been collected from individual interviews, cluster

groups, and written memoirs. Five headmistresses, who are still alive, responded at

length to detailed and extensive questions. The process that was followed for old

scholars, former teachers, and current Sisters of Mercy, has been described in the

previous chapter. Overall, there is no doubt that much of the evidence is celebratory.

t Gale, (ed.), Making Space, p.93
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However the numbers of people involved were extensive and the questions posed were

probing. Consequently, there emerged significant references to human foible and

frailty, and varying emotions, including fear, jealousy and spite. I have also

acknowledged that oral evidence and written memoirs, while being useful historical

tools, are subject, as are all forms of historical evidence, to the specific limitations of

personal agendas and specific audiences. Overall, these fresh approaches enabled me

to examine not only the rhetoric from above, but also the reality, as it was perceived

from below. In this way a richer and more complex picture emerged.

Argument

In order to do justice to a description of the classroom experience, I have argued that it

is necessary to describe the critical role and influence of the teachers in this educational

environment. Historians of education have only recently begun to study the leadership,

educative work and impact of female religious teachers in Australia. This chapter has

contributed to that development and offered a fresh approach.

In the period 1880-1950, I have argued that many of the Mercy teaching sisters came to

the classroom with additional skills, gained from positions of leadership in convent

governance. However, this generalisation needed qualification in two respects. Firstly,

their leadership opportunities had to be tempered by the sisters' required adherence to

their vow of obedience to canon law and their convent's Superior. Secondly,

opportunities for leadership or a professional caÍeer were not available for the lay

sisters, those religious allocated to domestic duties within the convent. Nevertheless,

the system of duality within the convent community, the professional choir sisters and

the domestic lay sisters, ensured that the female religious who were teachers and

leaders were supported significantly in their professional responsibilities by the lay

sisters.

Using student voices extensively, I have illustrated the contrasting perceptions of

teachers, from the lively, liberal, educated to the boring, uninspiring, poorly trained

individual who should not have been in the classroom. I have examined several

teaching sisters who I label as 'characters', to highlight the human traits and personality

quirks apparent in teachers, and critical in the 'lived experience' of students.
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The next chronological period, 1950-1910, was one of dramatic change for female

religious, their schools and their students. I argue that the crucial factors, which must be

considered, are spiritual and professional renewal, changes in canonical laws,

increasing professionalism of teaching, and the influence of Vatican 11. In this period,

female religious teachers emerged out of the cloister. They were also forced to contend

with increased enrolments due to the post war baby boom, and significant migration

programs. Consequently, there also emerged in this period an increased reliance on

employment of lay staff.

Finally, in the 1970s-1990s, I argue that the rapid decline of female religious teachers at

Saint Aloysius College became very apparent, due to sisters leaving the community,

retiring or moving into other areas of apostolic work. This transformation ensures that

the future of the school lies clearly with the lay staff. The question of importance is,

how, or, will the Mercy ethos be developed in the future?

In the latter part of the chapter I examine chronologically the sisters as headmistresses.

The discussion canvasses the evolution of the role and the attendant leadership

qualities, the varied challenges faced, and the responses by the individual principals.

The research and consideration of the questions initially posed, resulted in the

following conclusions. There is no doubt that the evidence is both prolific and strong

on the obligations expected, and restrictions imposed on the female religious teachers at

Saint Aloysius College. The evidence is much weaker as to what the early sisters and

those up to about the 1950s actually felt and did. A focus on self was positively

discouraged, and hence personal diaries and letters aÍe raÍe. However what has become

manifest is that:

Two discourses or sets of ideologies namely use of male knowledge and skills,

within a female framework, appear in direct contradiction, and yet these women

accommodated them. Nor were there only two forces at work. The further

component of religious conformism intersected with these gender practices,
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along with intellectual growth, career structures, and varied personality

characteristics.2

Teaching as a Mercy sister gave many Catholic women the respectability and

opportunity to fulfil their spiritual, intellectual and temporal aspirations. I argue that in

implementing their educational philosophies some sisters influenced many of their

students to be active in the public arena, and agitate for political and human rights.

Furthermore, I dispute the generalisation that in educational administration, 'women

teach and men manage'.3 C"rtainly the evidence from the Saint Aloysius College study

indicates that many of these teaching sisters and their later lay counterparts, had

opportunities for promotion and leadership, and there was no sexual division of the

roles of teachers in their schools.

In studying various episodes of conflict, I have demonstrated the diverse responses of

some of the Mercy sisters and lay staff, including defiance, accommodation,

manipulation, circumvention, and negotiation. These themes, and the juxtaposition of

loyalties, have been a common theme in women's history. Finally, while I have

examined the process and results of contestation, I have included also examples of

consensus

Linkages with the literature

The history of teachers is an emergingarea of research, both in Australia and overseas,

and O'Donoghue,a has outlined briefly the literature. In the texts from the United

States,5 where there has been a greater impetus than elsewhere, it can be seen that

religious teachers both male and female have not been included in the history of

2 ibid, p.sz
3 M. Strober, and D. Tyack, 'Why Do Women Teach and Men Manage?', A Report on Research on
Schools, Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, Vol.5, No.3, 1980, pp.494-503
a O'Donoghue, (Iphotding the Faith, p.5
5 L. C.rban, How Teachers Taught: Constancy and Change in American Classrooms, 1890-1980,New
York, Longman, 1984; B. Finkelstein, Governing the Young: Teacher Behaviour in Popular Primary
Schools in Nineteenth Century United States,London, The Falmer Press, 1989; D. Warren, 'Messages

from the inside: Teachers as clues in history and policy', International Journal ofEducational
Research, Vol. 13, 1989,pp.379-390;R. J. Altenbaugh,(ed.),TheTeacher'sVoice,London,The
Falmer Press, 1992
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teachers. In Britain, Silver6 laments that a major silence in the history of education lies

in the absence of research on the Catholic parochial school in general, let alone any

specific investigation of their teachers, religious and lay. Therefore, references to the

female religious teacher have to be found elsewhere and the genre of history focussing

on the female religious has proved useful. Historiography in this field overseas has

been prolific, and has been described in detail in the earlier chapter containing the

literature review. However of particular relevance is the work of EwensT and Wittberg,s

focussing as they do on leadership among Catholic female religious. These latter

studies helped my analysis of the changing and complex roles of principals at Saint

Aloysius College.

In Australia, research on the history of teachers has taken two main avenues. The first is

one focussing on unionisation in the teaching force,e not an area in which female

religious were involved. The second is a feminist approach to the study of women

teachers. In the latter field, Kyle,l0 as early as 1983, and later in 1986,11 included

female religious teachers in her research on the education of women in New South

Wales and argued that'above all, they were far less costly than lay teachers.... they

freed Catholic elementary education from reliance on government aid and paved the

way for spectacular growth in a new system of religious education'.12 Also she includes

the female religious teacher in her discussions on elementary education between 1880-

1920, and argues that they were advocates for change, powerless to implement it, and

largely ignored by the Catholic hierarchy.r3 In addition, Kyle included a chapterra on

secondary education of Catholic girls, but focussed on the changing student body and

changing curriculum, rather than the changing roles of their teachers. However she

suggested that 'refinement, nobility, sympathy, worthiness, morality and faith were

u Siluer, 'Knowing and not Knowing in the History of Education', p.103
7 Ewens, 'The Leadership of Nuns in Immigrant Catholicism'
8 Wittberg, 'Non-ordained Vy'orkers in the Catholic Church'
e A. Spaull, (ed.), 'The Origins and Formation of the Victorian Secondary Teachers' Association, 1948-

1954,' Melbourne Studies in Education, 1975, Murray-Smith (ed.), Melbourne: Melbourne University
Press, 1975, pp.94-I25; Australian Teqchers: From Colonial Schoolmasters to Militant Professionals,
Melbourne, Macmillan, 19'77;A History of FederalTeachers' Unions inAustralia, 1921-1985,
Canberra, Australian Teachers' Federation, 1985; A. Spaull and M. Sullivan, A History of the

Queensland Teachers' Union, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1989
toKyle, 'The Feminisation of Teaching in NSW'
1r Kyle, Her Natural Destiny

" ibid. p.34

'3 tbtd. p.62

'a ibid.pp.To-81
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gentle concepts dictating that Catholic women be confined and refined in their lives'.15

Kyle therefore raised issues and concepts that I was to examine and challenge in my

research on the teachers and students at Saint Aloysius College. In 1989, Kyle edited a

collection of papers on women as educators in nineteenth and twentieth Australia, but

there was no inclusion of research on religious teachers.

Initially, female religious teachers were rarely included in studies of women teachers,

and when mentioned rated only a passing reference. In 1990, Theobald explored the

daily life of elementary female schoolteachers in Victoria, between 1850-1880,

showing the complex relationship between women, the family, schooling and the

state.l6 By its very nature focussing on the public school teacher, it did not include

female religious teachers. Nor did others who wrote in this vein.l7 However, a decade

later, Theobald was in a position to include several references to Catholic female

religious teachers in her research on the origins of women's education in nineteenth

century Victoria.ls This was largely due to the more detailed studies, which had

emerged in Australia in the 1990s, such as the texts on particular religious orders of

women, whose main apostolic work was teaching.te Also I had published in the area of

Catholic girls' schools, as had another historian of education, Trimingham Jack. One of

her studies2O in particular was to focus on the lay sisters, women usually marginalised

within Catholic educational history, yet critical in the effectiveness of teaching sisters

and principals. I ensured that I examined this aspect in my research for the chapter on

the Mercy sisters.

In South Australia, Northey, Foale and Maclay had very recently published histories of

female religious teaching communities." Therefore, I had a significant body of research

upon which to draw for factual information, possible comparisons, research questions,

ts tbtd.p.7t
16 Marjorie Theobald. 'Women's Teaching Labour, The Family and the State in Nineteenth -Century
Victoria', in M. R. Theobald and R.J.W.Selleck (eds.), Family, School and State in Australian History,
Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1990,pp.25-44
tt E. Cla.ke, Female Teachers in Queensland State Schools: A History 1860-1983, Brisbane Department
of Education Policy and Information Services Branch, 1985; O. Ford, 'Voices from below: Family,
school and community in the Braybrook Plains', M.Ed. Thesis, University of Melbourne, 1993
r8 Theobald, Knowing Women,
re MacGinley, Roads to Sion; Dynamic of Hope; Kavanagh, 'The Educational Work of the Presentation
Sisters'; Mclay, Women Out of their Sphere; Triple Spiral of Mercy; McGrath, These Women;
Marchant James, Fields of GoId; Walsh, The Good Sams
20 Trimingham Jack, 'The Lay Sister in Educational History and Memory'
21 Northey, 'Living the Truth'; Foale,The Josephite Story;McLay,Triple Spiral of Mercy
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and issues. There was one huge gap in the literature, in that there had been little written,

apart from MracLay,22 on religious and lay teachers in Catholic schools in Australia, and

in particular South Australian schools in the second half of the twentieth century.

Finally, Prentice and Theobald edited a series of essays on women who taught,23

examining research from Canada, the United States, Britain, and Australia. While

female religious teachers were not included, there is a useful chapter outlining the

historiography of women teachers generally. In the chapter the editors alert the

historian of education to the following:

Female involvement and lifetime careers in formal schooling had long been an

established fact in female religious communities devoted to the instruction of

girls. These teachers need to be rescued from the hagiographic historical

tradition in which they are customarily presented. 2a

In addition to this direction, other aspects for discussion were raised, which applied to

secular female teachers, which I believed relevant and worth research in my study of

religious female teachers. I investigated the variety within the sisters' teaching, the

resistance and ways they used to circumvent the strictures in their lives, and the

liberating impact of teaching in some frontier societies. In addition, the notion of what

teachers actually did in the classroom was deemed by Prentice and Theobald to be

particularly important, as well as questions pertaining to class and ethnicity. I was to

add questions related to religion. In terms of future research, Prentice and Theobald

suggested the following questions :

How did individuals and groups of women who taught construct their lives? To

what extent were they involved in a feminist quest for autonomy? ...How did

they battle against the various structures and ideologies that constrained them?25

I adapted these questions and included them in my analysis of the teaching sisters at

Saint Aloysius College.

22 McLay, Triple Spiral of Mercy
23Prentice and Theobald,Women Who Taught, p.23

'o ibid. p.23

" tbid. p.25
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So too did I take heed of Theobald's admonition that 'theory and narrative may inform

each other, and that this dialectic between theory and narrative may be enhanced by

postmodernist insights into the act of 'knowing', the status of text,'and of

subjectivity'.26 Theobald illustrates this approach using narratives of the lives of female

teachers Elizabeth O'Gorman and Eliza Fowler. In turn, I endeavoured to ensure that I

let theory inform my analysis but not in an overly explicit way in this chapter.

I was critical of the studies by Acker, Katz, Strober and Tyack, and Kyle27, which

contend that there has been a sexual division of labour in teaching. These studies may

well be true for the system governed by the state, but I believed they indicated a broad

generalisation, which did not apply to private girls' schools, in particular schools run by

convents. Consequently, I included discussions of leadership and opportunities for

promotion and educational administration in my analysis of female teachers at Saint

Aloysius College, which highlighted that they were a significant exception to the stated

generalisation.

During and subsequent to the research, writing and publishing of the chapter, some of

the themes were being studied overseas,'8 particularly the theme of the changing nature

of leadership of Catholic female religious in contemporary society. These studies are

now available and will enrich my future research, as has O'Donoghue's latest book.2e

In this he considers what is distinctive about the Catholic teaching force in Australia

between 1922-1965, religious orders of men and women alike, and examines their

social origins, programs of spiritual formation, teacher training, and daily routines,

arguing that they are instrumental in the nature of the teaching in Catholic schools.

26 Marjorie R.Theobald, 'Writing the Lives of Women Teachers: Problems and Possibilities', in
LynYates, (ed.), Feminism and Educøtion, Yictoria, LaTrobe University Press, 1993, p.40

"Acker, 'Women and Teaching'; Michael B. Katz, 'The Emergence of Bureaucracy in Urban
Education: The Boston Case, 1850-1884, Part I', History of Education Quarterly,Vol. 8, No.2 and 3,

1968, pp.155-188; Strober and Tyack, 'Why Do Women Teach and Men Manage?'; N. J. Kyle,Women
as Educators in Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Australia, Wollongong, The University of
Wollongong, 1989, p.ii
"Coborn and Smith, Spirited Lives; Building Sisterhood; Smyth, 'Professionalization among the
Professed'
2e O'Donoghue, Upholding the Faith
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Conclusion

It is apparent that in terms of secondary sources I had much on which to build, and

material that was stimulating and challenging. Nevertheless, there were significant gaps

that I was to fill as I addressed the lives of, and responses to, female religious teachers

at Saint Aloysius College up to and including 2000. To my knowledge, the use of oral

history to the significant extent that I have employed it, to harness student responses,

has not been included in any other studies of the history of female religious teachers.

Nor have the sisters' endeavours in the last fifty years been analysed to such an extent.

In addition, I have highlighted paradoxes, tensions, conflicts and alliances in the lives

of the Mercy teaching sisters. The 'lived experience' of these sisters, and that of their

students came alive to a significant degree in both my chapters. Taken together, the

research adds significantly to the history of the schooling of Catholic girls not only in

South Australia, but also in Australia, and internationally.
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CHAPTER 9

Contextual statement for

RESIJRRECTING THE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCES OF CATHOLIC GIRLS'

SCHOOLING IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IN THE 19205

Context for the publication

Education Research and Perspectives is an internationally refereed journal, which

provides an international outlet for academic articles on all aspects of the study of

education. It provides an opportunity for academics in the diverse fields of education to

publish their research, and its audience is in the main academic researchers and students

in tertiary institutions.

Scope and arguments in the publication

Social and revisionist historians have in the last forty years, focussed on the inclusion

and importance of class, gender, and race in historical interpretation. While these

historiographical developments have been critical and significant, my article highlights

the re-emergence and importance of religion generally in historical debate, and

specifically in the history of education.

Having studied the history of Saint Aloysius College extensively, I recognised that

religion permeated all aspects of students' school lives. I therefore decided to

investigate how and why this was so, and the possible repercussions for female

Catholic students. I chose two Catholic girls' secondary schools in Adelaide, Saint

Aloysius College, founded by the Sisters of Mercy in 1880, and Cabra Convent,

established by kish Dominican sisters in 1884.

I was fortunate in the richness of archival material available. There is an abundance of

traditional written material in diocesan, school, and convent archives. The South

Australian Catholic Diocesan Archives have the Australian Catholic Directories, which

provide statistics about Catholic schools and convents, and while there are times when
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confusion has arisen in filling out the responses for these documents, nevertheless they

demonstrate important broad statistical trends. In the school archives, there are

extensive school annuals, accounts books, some examples of text and exercise books,

Prinicpals' Reports, State Department Reports and prospectuses, which indicate fees,

curriculum offered, and boarding requirements. The Convent archives are a further

source of information, particularly about the profiles of female religious teachers, their

daily routines, and forms of training. The Reception Book can provide statistical data

about family background. The Necrology, the community's official obituary notices,

contains materials on each deceased member, often including their professional career

details and qualifications and leadership roles in the classroom, convent, and

community. Convent constitutions highlight the policies and regulations of the

community and of the schools they were to operate, and the Annals contain anecdotal

materials including daily accounts of community events. The latter, however, are not

always entered regularly or in detail. Despite the celebratory tones of some of the

material, it does provide the goals and philosophy of the particular institute and school.

Taken together, these sources are prescriptive and provide the rhetoric that was used to

describe the schools' aims, curriculum, spirituality, student body, and teaching staff. In

addition, I had a written memoir of Sister Carmel Bourke, including her life as a

boarder at Saint Aloysius College and a further interview with her and a student Mary

Sweeney, from Cabra Convent, which were to highlight the perceptions of students of

the period. Taken together the material offered opportunities for a detailed examination

of the role of religion in the schools and in the students' educational experience.

In terms of the structure of the article, I illustrate initially that in the last decade the

social significance of religion has been reconsidered in religious and women's histories,

and that the history of female religious is burgeoning both in Australia and overseas. I

then canvas the historiography of Catholic girls' schooling in Australia, and highlight

two specific silences in the literature, namely the religious experiences of Catholic girls

in schools, and how they themselves perceived the spiritual environment, or 'lived

experience' in which they were immersed.

The subsequent sections set the topic in its national and local contexts, and examine the

religious and socio-economic backgrounds of the students, while the body of the article

describes the range of religious cultural practices and the spiritual environment of the
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schools. In so doing it is necessary to go beyond the formal Christian Doctrine lessons

in the classroom, and even beyond the services in the chapel, such as regular Mass,

confession, communion and confirmation ceremonies. In addition, I examined the

proliferation of prayers, hymns, religious celebrations of important feast days, sodalities

such as the group known as the Children of Mary, and the dramatic ceremony of the

profession of sisters as the 'brides of Christ'. I have argued also that in describing these

symbols, rites and rituals, it is vital to include reference to the students' sensory

perceptions, so emotive to the religious experience. I contend that the aural and visual

components of the sacred rites were visible and dominant, for example, bells for the

Angelus and for lesson times, nuns' personal bells, hymns generally, and music, both

choral and instrumental. Visual perceptions such as, 'theatrical rituals with their

incumbent architectural setting, icons, costumes - for example, priests' flowing

vestments, nuns' flowing habits, students' white communion dresses and veils',l all

impacted on impressionable young female adolescents. So too the olfactory sense must

be remembered, 'smells such as beeswax, incense, cabbage, roses, all left a lasting

impression' ,2 andwere an important aspect of the recollections.

I have made an additional argument in relation to the boarders, who often lived either

in, or close to the convent, followed regimented convent routines, and were immersed

in convent life almost totally. The classroom teachers as well as mistress of the

boarders and lay sisters were in loco parentis for weeks on end, and as such exercised a

signal influence on these Catholic young women.

I have discussed the formal and the informal religious curriculum, and the strategies

enforced to protect and encourage the girls' religious development. I argue that in this

constructed religious environment, the 'informal aspects, or hidden agenda of these

schools, illustrate that the nuns erected not only physical barriers, but also implemented

religious and social observances to protect their students supposedly from pollutants,

such as 'the devil', the public world of men, their morally inferior working class

counterparts, and non-Catholic Christians'.

I Burley, 'Resurrecting the Religious Experience', p.38

' tbid. p.z8

' tbtd. p.32
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However, religious considerations cannot stand alone in such an analysis. My research

indicates that there was significant intersection of class, gender, and religion in such

discussions. Also, I recognised that the historian must move out of the narrow confines

of the school, and consider the traditional and expected roles of the Victorian lady in

society, the notion of separate spheres, the educational developments of the period, and

the occupational choices available to women. I have encapsulated these strands as

follows:

At the same time as there may have been an apparent decline of the 'lady' in

society, the evidence in Catholic girls' secondary schools indicates that, as girls

increasingly undertook courses which would credential them for occupation in

the public world of work, the strictures and guidelines for their femininity

increased, and religion played alarge part in this emphasis.a

Yet out of such a cultivated religious and feminine environment, several activists in the

public world emerged, challenging accepted notions of feminine behaviour. To explain

such paradoxes, I found it useful to refer to the post-structuralists notion of the 'non

unitary nature of self',s which is the result of 'the ebb and flow of conflicting meanings

generated by various discourses'.6

My final conclusion focuses on the notion that religion, in this case Roman Catholicism

as it was practised and prescribed in Catholic girls' schools, could be both liberating

and limiting, and influenced significantly the student's gender formation.

Linkages with the literature.

The article was my immediate response to the previous research on Saint Aloysius

College. As such, it relies on some of the same literature. However there are significant

additions. In the chapters on the school history I did not elaborate on the historiography

of the topic, I used this article to do so.

o ibid. p.3L
t tbid. p.+o
6 ibtd. p.4o
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Carey et al's, 'Australian Religion Reviews,T were critical in the formulation of my

argument about the re-emergence of the importance of religion in historical debate. The

two articles highlight the recent extensive studies in the history of religion in Australia.

So too did I point to the emerging studies in feminist history, which are engaging with

the religious component of women's lives.s Finally, the expanding research in the

history of female religious proved to be essential, particularly those texts focussing on

the religious orders, which founded, developed, and managed my two focus schools.e ln

terms of the history of education, I alerted historians to the sporadic research

undertaken on Catholic schools since the 1950s. However, in the 1990s there has been a

consistent approach by Trimingham Jack,10 O'Donoghue,ll and myselfl2 to the study of

a variety of aspects of the history of Catholic schools in Australia.

In setting the broader historical context, I now had access to Hilliard's detailed

description of the history of the Catholic community in South Australia.l3

Another new study of immense value was Scott's thesis on the construction of

masculinities and femininities in South Australian schools. She had included two

Catholic schools in her study, one of which was Saint Aloysius College. Scott

introduced the notion of a particular form of femininity, namely schoolgirl femininity.

She explains the paradoxes within this form, which can be represented as, 'tradition and

modernity, subservience and autonomy, liberation and institutionalisation'.14 Scott's

approach encouraged me to investigate further the contradictions in students' schooling,

which I had perceived.

t Ca.ey et al, 'Australian Religion Review', 1 and 11
8 Allen, Holton and Mackinnon (eds.) 'Theme One Articles: Women, Religion and Citizenship:
Intersections'; Holton, Mackinnon, and Allen (eds.), Special Issue: 'Between Rationality and

Revelation:'
e Northey, 'Living the Truth: The Dominican Sisters in South Australia 1868-1958'; Mclay, Women on

the Move
r0 Trimingham Jack, 'Kerever Park; 'Leaving Home'; 'The Lay Sister in Educational History and

Memory';'Sacred Symbols'
rr O'Donoghue, papers presented at conferences which culminated in the text, Upholding the Faith
12 Burley, 'None More Anonymous?'; 'Lost Leaders'; 'Past Principals'; 'Entrenched or Emancipated?'
13 Hilliard, 'The Catholic Church and Community'
Ia Scott, 'Engendering Loyalties', p.364
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Conclusion

I used this article to respond to several challenges recently posed to historians of

education. Silver has argued that the experience of Catholic schooling in the twentieth

century has not been brought into any central position in the history of education, 1s and

the dominant emphasis in the discipline 'has obscured any historical picture of what it

has meant ... to be a student'.t6 This article addresses both of these silences.In addition

I have considered the importance of Scott's challenge to recognise the, 'awareness of

contextual variation and subtleties in gender construction which may be linked with

people's profoundest beliefs about the meaning of human Iife'.r7 I have argued that in

Catholic girls' schools, and particularly for boarders in these schools, religion is a vital

component in the study of the construction of femininity. Religion must not be

overlooked in the face of the recent extensive studies, which focus on class and gender

dynamics in the history of schooling. Finally, Finkelstein advises that the historian must

retrieve, 'history as lived and constructed in small social circles...and thus an array of

the previously invisible'.l8 The two schools in this study are examples of such

communities, as are the students' examples of the previously invisible.

Methodologically, I combined traditional written sources and oral and written

reminiscences, resulting in a multifaceted description of experiences in a Catholic girls'

school in its intense religious environment. The approach is perhaps getting close to

what Finkelstein recommended, and referred to as 'thick description'.tn By responding

to these challenges, the research has contributed several fresh insights and new

directions in the discipline.

15 Silver, 'Knowing and not Knowing in the History of Education', p.103
tu ibid. p.to4
'7 ibid, p,368
t t Finkelstein,'Educational historians as mythmaker s', p.259

'e tbid. p.287
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CHAPTER 10

Contextual statement for

Two Biographical Studies

SISTER JILLIAN HAVEY, OP. THE PRINCIPAL AT THE PRIORY

sopHrE (MOTHER ROSE COLUMBA) ADAMS (1832-1891) DOMINICAN

PRIORESS

Context for the publications

The two studies canvas the lives of an initial, and a current leader of the Dominican

female religious community at North Adelaide in South Australia. Both biographies

were written with strict word counts stipulated, and both were refereed for the relevant

publications.

The Australian College of Education is a national professional association of those

involved in the education profession. Membership is open to professional educators

with appropriate formal qualifications and practical experience, who have shown

evidence of further educational development The College was founded in 1959 and

aims to foster educational thought and practice in several ways, one of which is by

providing access to specialist publications. The avenue for this specific goal is

(Jnicorn, the association's refereed journal. One of the regular sections of the journal

was entitled Great Australian Educators, and it was here that the editors published my

article.l The study focussed on Sister Jillian Havey, who has been a principal of Saint

Dominic's Priory College at North Adelaide since 1972, and her contribution to the

education of girls in South Australia.

In 2001, the editor of the supplement volume of the Australian Dictionary of

Biography. invited me to write the biography of the first prioress of the Saint

Dominic's community, Mother Rose Columba Adams, 1832-1891. A length of 500

t Burley, 'sister Jillian Havey, OP, The Principal at the Priory'
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words was allocated for the entry, and the article was to conform to Dictionary style.

Footnotes and a bibliography were to be incorporated in the initial submission, but not

the end product. I have included both the original draft and the final entr], which has

been accepted and will be published in2OO4.2

Both studies will have a wide readership, in the main academics, tertiary students, and

the broader educational community. In addition, some senior secondary students

studying history, and individuals in the wider community, will refer to the articles as

they extend their research and interests.

Scope and arguments in the publications

Despite the fact that the studies are both biographical, there are several significant

differences, in style, length, methodology, and documentation. In addition, one study

is very general, and by nature of the brief, reflected in the title, Great Australian

Educators, tends to the celebratory, whilst the other in accordance with instructions

given, is very specific, factual and extremely concise.

The paper on Sister Jillian Havey, focuses directly on her life as principal of a Catholic

girls' primary and secondary school. It does not, as traditional biographies do, detail

her childhood, student days, religious life in the community, or her initial teaching

career. Rather her educational philosophy pervades the article, as do the personal,

professional and societal influences in her life as principal, which has extended over a

period of more than thirty years.

The article begins within the narrow confines of classroom life, and progresses beyond

into the local, national, and global educational communities. Sister Jillian has been at

the forefront in introducing curriculum innovations, which encompass new

technologies, language development, cultural awareness, and a dramatically different

approach to the teaching of religious studies. Furthermore, Sister Jillian was

instrumental in the early days of incorporating and linking up with educational centres

outside the school. She was one of the first principals to initiate educational ventures

2 Stephanie Burley, 'Adams, Sophia Charlotte Louisa (1832- 1391)' , Australian Dictionary of Biography
Supplement, 2004 (in press)
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with TAFE, involve the community and parents in broader extra curricular activities

and community service placements for students, and she encouraged cultural exchange

programmes with China andZimbabwee. I have argued that in all this, Sister Jillian's

role has been pivotal. 'She has and does examine critically educational change, and

presents ideas to her staff. In return, there is constructive debate, sometimes conflict'.3

The role of a creative and supportive staff is acknowledged when I state:

For a school to succeed in offering a holistic education, there must be an

excellent team of teaching and support staff. This is evident at St Dominic's in

the high level of outcomes in diverse disciplines and extracurricular activities,

achieved by the staff and students working together with parents under Sister

Jillian's leadership. It is crucial that the principal must have the vision to select

and mould such a staff, and the ability to encourage them in their careers.4

The study goes beyond an examination of curriculum development. It highlights the

broader demographic, financial, social and governmental imperatives, which impinged

directly on the effective leadership of such complex institutions. Although aided by a

finance committee, 1969-1986, and afterwards by an Incorporated Board, Sister Jillian

had to master economic and resource management, complex government policies,

changing religious and educational policies and practices, and the possibilities and

limitations of physical expansion of structures and playing tields.

As an historian, the possible celebratory nature of the article, caused me some concern.

I believed that a sole focus on achievements would result in the article being not only

unbalanced but also simplistic. 'sister Jillian must not be turned into a superwoman'.5

There was a need for further analysis. Reference to the emotional involvement in the

development of her vision was vital. Accordingly, I alluded to conflict and the

anxieties and fears she had for her students. I canvassed the changing nature of her

most severe problems and concerns. In the 1970s, she herself had a huge teaching

load, in addition to the pressures of school principalship, which included staffing

shortages, dire resource inadequacies, and a confronting generation of students,

3 Burley, 'sister Jillian Havey',p.72
o ibid. p.73
t ibtd. p.tz
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especially for an inexperienced principal. In the 1980s there were different challenges,

such as keeping abreast of curriculum change, the personal and financial implications

of the loss of key religious staff, and detailed statistical accountability to government

bodies. The 1990s brought their own particular pressures, heavy reliance on

government funding, and limited expansion possibilities. As Sister Jillian indicated,

'Finally, the constant concerns of Principalship are an inevitable part of the position.

You are by definition alone in some ways, not without support, but inevitably finally

responsible for what happens to the school'.6

I examined further significant personal influences in her principalship, her parents, the

role models in her own coÍrmunity, her colleagues, and also the students. Other factors

also emerged as instrumental in her role, for example, the decline of female religious

teachers, and the potential pitfalls of being in the position for such a long period. In this

way, I pursued an analysis of the personal and professional complexities of effective

school leadership.

Community leadership became the focus of the second study. Initially, however,

Mother Rose Columba's early childhood, her education, conversion to Catholicism and

entry into the Dominican Convent had to be covered. After gaining experience in

leadership positions in several English Dominican communities, she responded to a

request to lead a group of these religious women to South Australia. The study

canvasses Mother Rose Columba's voyage from England to Australia; her expectations

on arrival and experiences in a frontier society; problems and concerns in the sisters'

work; and the emerging focus of the community's spiritual and working lives. Mention

is also,made of her financial planning, and her designing of the convent chapel, hardly

normal attributes of the typical middle class Victorian woman. I canvassed her personal

qualities, but again, as in the first study, I was aware of the problem of hagiography.

Accordingly, I specifically alluded to her periodic self-righteousness, and occasional

harsh judgements. Although I found the word constraint extremely limiting, I

deliberately included personality traits and human foible, in order to make the concise

entry a little less clinical, hoping to show how, 'her life reflects the responsibilities,

6 ibid, pl4
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concerns, isolation, and irritations in the complex lives of the female religious

pioneer'.7

Linkages with the literature.

The studies relied heavily on material in the Dominican Convent Archives at North

Adelaide, which has considerable written and visual sources. Included in the collection

ate the sisters' correspondence, constitutions, and in addition copies of the

correspondence, constitutions and minutes of the English sisters' council meetings held

at the archives of the English Dominican sisters at Stone in England. The North

Adelaide community also has a museum which houses relevant artefacts, including

some of the original trunks used by the sisters in the voyage to Australia, the

community library from its earliest days, the sisters' many and varied illuminations, the

detailed vestments they embroidered, and examples of their religious habits, (clothing)

as they changed over time. The archival and museum collections are unusually rich and

varied, and as such have proved valuable to researchers. O'Sullivan, a member of the

community has written a short history of the North Adelaide sisters and their

spirituality,s and Northey, another Dominican sister from a related community, has

used material from these archives in her extensive examination of all Dominican sisters

in South Australia.e

It is also fortunate that Bishop Brownlow, Mother Rose Columba's spiritual advisor,

had access to her letters, and those of her correspondents, when he wrote her biography

in 1895.10 He has quoted extensively, directly and frequently from the large collection

of correspondence available for his work.

A further text was to be very useful in the research for the two relevant biographies. In

Igg3,rr I collaborated with a colleague, Katharine Teague, and we co-authored a

7 Burley, 'Adams, Sophia Charlotte Louisa (1832-1891)', p.3
8 D. O'Sullivan, Dominican Sisters of North Adelaide: their History and Spirituality, 1883-1983,

Adelaide, 1993
e Northey, 'Living the Truth'

'o W. R. Brownlow, Memoir of Mother Mary Rose Columba Adams, O.P.: First Prioress of St.

Dominic's Convent and Foundress of the Perpetual Adoration at North Adelaide, London: Burns and

oates Ltd., 1895
rr S. Burley, and K. Teague, Chapel, Cloister and Classroom: Reflections on the Dominican Sisters at
North Adelaide, Adelaida printed by the Lutheran Publishing House, 1983
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detailed book entitled Chapel, Cloister and Classroom: Reflections on the Dominican

Sisters at North Adelaide. We drew upon archival sources, written reflections, accounts

based on verbal responses, and used photographs extensively, to provide an insight into

the religious and professional lives of the sisters who have made a significant

contribution to the spiritual, intellectual and social life of many South Australians since

1883. The text also canvassed the developments within their school, and their changing

school population. The approach was creative at the time, in blending the voices of the

past with those of the present, and in incorporating the visual in the form of extensive

use of photographs to aid the analysis. The book was divided into three sections,

historical perspectives, sisters' reflections, and memoirs of schooldays from 1919-1985.

The end product was a solid foundation on which to build, in constructing the

framework for the two biographies under discussion.

Methodology

There has been a biographical tradition in the history of Australian education,l2 but

until the last decade it focussed in the main on great men who, 'enacted legislation, who

established the schools, who administered the bureaucracies and who publicly supplied

or opposed the ideals of a free, compulsory and secular education system for all'.13

Feminist historians within the fieldra have written about women teachers using

biography, usually not full-scale biographical studies, but rather using vignettes. As

Kyle suggests, it has been 'an attempt to recover a small piece of history of 'ordinary'

\ryomen teachers .. ..to study action as well as lives with the understanding at least, that

lives are never so simple that we can divorce them from the experiences that shaped

them'.15 In studying the role of Sister Jillian Havey I was able to examine the complex

web of structures influencing her achievements as Principal at the Priory. The recent

shifts towards social and feminist histories and their concomitant revisionist theories

t' A. D. Spaull, 'The Biographical Tradition in the History of Australian Education', Journøl of the

Australian and New Zealand History of Education Society, now called History of Education Review,

Vol.10. No.2, 1981, pp.1-10
13 Noeline Kyle, 'An Interdisciplinary Approach to Representations of the Self in History: Telling the

Lives of Educators through Biography, Psychology and Fiction', Working Papers in Australian Studies,

No.55, 1990, pp.1-19
ra Particularly Kyle, 'An Interdisciplinary Approach to Representations of the Self in History', and

Theobald, Knowing Women
t5 Kyle, 'An Interdisciplinary Approach to Representations of the Self in History', p. 10
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and new methodologies, challenged me to try to explain more than the traditional

chronicles of the past.

In this endeavour, I interviewed Sister Jillian, and had discussions with members of her

staff and past students. Furthermore, I reviewed her role with current school board

members, one past chairman, and other principals in the state. The school archives, as

opposed to the convent archives, contained the school annuals, and the weekly

newsletters to parents, which outlined the achievements, concerns and current

developments in both the school and education generally. The principal's annual

reports for end of year functions were also available, and these highlighted Sister

Jillian's views on several contemporary educational themes. I had access to documents

of the school board, which furnished a broad range of material, including curriculum

development, financial implications, architectural plans, council requirements, staffing

possibilities and problems, and the encompassing vision statements for the future.

It was considerably more to difficult to write within the 500-word limit permitted for

my study of Mother Rose Columba Adams. In addition, I had to rely in the main on the

traditional written primary sources, and was severely limited by the prescribed

strictures. Nevertheless I was mindful that, 'Biography, of men and women, is changing

from the chronicle of dry documents and daily events... where subjects are located not

in the stockpile of 'facts' thus collected but in their work, their experience and the acts

they performed'.16 Therefore I went beyond a list of achievements and described

emotional reactions as expressed in her correspondence, in response to the concerns and

problems she faced.

Conclusions

Historians and biographers have been challenged to analyse individuals' stories more

comprehensively and critically, and be more cognisant of the historical contexts of the

individuals in terms of time and place.l7 Conscious of these developments, the two

biographical sketches in this chapter, have deliberately focussed on more than

achievements, and proceeded beyond the traditional approach. Contradictions,

'u tbid. p.L-z
t7 ibid. p.4
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personality traits, emotional responses, and interpersonal relationships have been

described, albeit briefly and tentatively. The research and writing of the studies have

stimulated my interest in the biographical genre in history, highlighted the complexities

involved, and illustrated the opportunities it offers. Accordingly, my next endeavour in

this forum will be neither so brief, nor so tentative.
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CHAPTER 11.

CONCLUSIONS

A thesis of this kind, involving a retrospective and reflective analysis of seven years of

research, must take cognisance of a final genre of literature. Pottsl has alerted scholars

to the relevant body, by directing writers to the work of Goetz and Lecompte,2 Fitz

and Halpin,3 Delamont, 4and Theobald.5 'Warnings and pitfalls are highlighted. A

writer must beware of implying that the intellectual journey was highly structured,

when in actual fact, this is rarely the case. Also in a report of this nature, it is tempting

to articulate the analyses in the publications not as they were in their own particular

scholarly context, but as the author believes they might be now. Theobald indicates

that this process to talk about your work, rather than from your work is extremely

challenging, involving as it does, 'an encounter between self and archival, the

intellectual passions which keep you going against the odds, the creative process, and

the skills of your craft'. u Thus the literature has provided both cautionary remarks and

simultaneously challenging encouragement to proceed.

Because these publications were never planned as part of a cohesive and logical

whole, there is at times some overlap of material and argument, between my original

Master's thesis and the earlier studies, and certain linkages between publications

generally. However taken as a whole, as an account of an intellectual journey, the

thesis highlights several significant contributions to the history of education.

I Anthony Potts, 'Tales of the Field: Whose Voice?', Melbourne Studies in Education, Vol.39, No.1,
1998, pp. 105 -I24; 'Academic Occupations and Institutional Change: Reflections on Researching

Academic Life',International Perspectives on Higher Education Research, Vol.1, No.1, 2000,pp.369-
403
2 J.P. Goetz and M.D. LeCompte, Ethnography and Qualitative Design in Educational Research,

Florida: Academic Press, 1984
3 J.Fit, and D. Halpin, 'Ministers and Mandarins: Educational Research in Elite Settings', in G.

Walford (ed), Researching the Powerful in Educatiou London: University College London Press,

pp,32-50
a S. D"lamont, 'Review of: On Writing Qualitative Research: Living by Words', British Educational
Research Journal, Yol.24, No.3, p.365
5 Marjorie Theobald, 'Writing Landscapes for a Good Teacher', History of Education Review, Yol.27 ,

No.2, 1998, pp.29-36
6 ibid. p.z9-30
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Significance of research

As the contextual statements demonstrate each publication can be seen as an entity in

itself. However, taken together the studies reflect the emergence of fresh scholarship

and creative developments in the history of education.

The publications canvass several areas of scholarship, which have previously been

'silences' in the history of education in Australia. My studies have focussed on

Catholic education, a relatively unexplored area in the discipline until recently.

Specifically, my research highlights the experiences of the teachers and students in

Catholic girls' schools, and the intersection of class, gender, and religion in their

school experience. In addition, a study of the lives of female religious teachers has

raised challenging questions and paradoxes, which emerge from an analysis of female

leadership in schools. Furthermore, my research addresses a recent call for historians

of education to examine the classroom experience of students. Finally, the emerging

studies reflect a considerable extension of my research. The publications now offer a

detailed coverage of political, social, economic and religious influences, impinging

significantly on the schooling of Catholic girls in the twentieth century, up to and

including 2000.

Integrated into the contextual extension of my research, I have gradually included

additional methodological approaches. Whilst I have used traditional written sources

extensively, other sources have become increasingly important in my study of history.

I have included significant numbers of written reminiscences and oral history

transcripts, in that they supply the description of students' perceived reality of daily

school life. Oral history provides its own concerns, some of which are epistemological

issues, about ownership of the text, possible tensions between the subject and the

author, and the practicalities and reliability of the interview process. However, oral

history provides the voices of students, which until very recently have been omitted in

analyses of school life. Where the written sources clarify what the teachers wanted to

teach, the oral component often highlights what the students actually felt they learnt.

In this way, the 'Voices of the Past' as I have named them, enhance our analysis, and

provide an additional perspective to the theme under investigation. In addition, I have

made a tentative beginning in terms of incorporating visual sources into my historical
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analysis, given that such material can often can add to, confirm or contradict emerging

arguments.

Yet another strength of this thesis lies in the detailed and comprehensive review of the

international literature on Catholic female religious teachers, and to a lesser extent the

schooling that they encouraged. This in turn will lead to more comparative studies as

the community of scholars can interact, using this extensive bibliography for guidance

and introduction to the research being undertaken in western countries.

The thesis is valuable as a history in itself. In addition to original areas of scholarship,

it has highlighted significant developments in the history of education such as, the

emergence of diverse methodological tools, the rapidly expanding literature, and

interdisciplinary approaches used by historians over the last decade. Taken together,

the research also highlights the emerging influence over the last forty years of

different theoretical frameworks in historical analysis.

Finally, the varied approaches and diverse texts indicate the breadth of audience that

the publications have targeted, which is one of the strengths of my research. Certain

studies have enabled the history of education to be made available beyond the walls of

tertiary institutions, and easily accessible to many in the wider community.

Future Directions of research.

Currently, as outlined in Chapter 10, I am extending my reseafch using the

biographical genre and studying the life of Sister Carmel Bourke (1901-1995) and her

religious institute, the Sisters of Mercy in Adelaide, South Australia.T The study of the

life of Sister Carmel spans the rapid changes in women's lives in the twentieth

century, particularly those of female religious, who both initiated and adapted to

change, despite being ostensibly doubly confined by gender and religion.

Simultaneously, the study highlights particularly, the dramatic and rapid religious and

7 Stephanie Burley, 'sister Carmel Bourke RSM: a lens through which to study religious and

educational change, South Australia l9O7-I995', Australian and New Zealand History of Education
Society Conference: Revisioning history of education in Adelaide, North Adelaide, 2001, pp.2l-38
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educational developments of the second half of the twentieth century, and the political

and social forces impinging on Catholic girls' schooling.

The study of an individual's life can be likened to a lens, which enables us to see into

the distance. The lens can enlarge, distort, clarify and focus in different directions. Its

effectiveness is also determined by who uses it, how and what is focussed upon.

Similarly, Sister Carmel Bourke's life has highlighted certain historical forces at work,

not all, and certainly not always clearly. Complexities and paradoxes in one's life can

fudge the picture. I have selected some aspects and missed others. However, her life is

proving a useful lens to analyse what movements, attitudes and values may have

influenced change in the lives of female religious, how and to what extent. It has

raised interesting contradictions and valuable insights, including personal traits and

human emotions, blurred as they may be at times. I am excited by the possibility of

further study of such individuals in their broader historical context.

The study of Sister Carmel Bourke has highlighted the possibility of a major research

project, focussing on the dramatic changes in Catholic schooling generally in the

second half of the twentieth century. The study would canvas student, staff and

parental participation in school life, and the diverse forces effecting widespread

change in the varied diocesan and order owned Catholic schools throughout Australia.

Another area for further research lies in the emerging studies of masculinities, and

more particularly the influence of religion and education in their formation. While

there is a small number of traditional studies of catholic male religious orders and

catholic boys schooling,s Hamiltone has integrated the literature on the formation of

masculinities with her study of 'Faith and Football', at Christian Brothers College,

ssome examples are B. M., Coldrey, 'The Influence of Irish Traditions on the policies and professional

Training of the ChristianBrothers in Victoria, 1868-1930', M.Ed. Thesis, University of Melbourne,
1973;'Amost unenviable reputation: the Christian Brothers and school discipline over two centuries',
History of Education,YoL2l,No. 3, 1992, pp.277-289; K.K.,O'Donoghue, Brother P'A. Treacy &the
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Adelaide. So too has Scott10, who also studies emerging femininities. Consequently,

there is the possibility of a further comparative study of developing masculinities and

femininities in catholic schools, and in schools run by different religious orders.

Further comparative studies are now possible on a global level, given the international

bibliographical details in this thesis, and the networking available through

international conferences convened by the History of 'Women Religious'

Internationally, there has also been an impetus to study the history of students'

classroom experience.tl As several of my publications indicate, this is an area in

which I can expand, integrating written, oral and visual sources with artefacts often

available in schools. In addition, the study of school and convent architecture can

bring new dimensions to the study of the educational experiences in these institutions.

Thus my intellectual journey has been and continues to be rich and varied. At times I

have struggled with complexities and contradictions, vacillated with analysis, and been

challenged by complex theory. I have been extended by my colleagues, and stimulated

by my students. Floundering, I have learnt to swim in the fast flowing current of ideas

and paradoxes. The journey has continued, and has taken varied channels. At times the

streams have dried up and my spirit of historical enquiry has managed to trickle into

another outlet, sending me in another direction, spinning and circling once again. This

has been my excitement and exasperation as an historian, reflected ultimately in the

value and variety of the thesis.

lo Scott, 'Engendering Loyalties'
tt G.osue.ror et al (eds.), Silences and Images
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1986.
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